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City to act as banker for mill buy 
I By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE CITY of Terrace is goinglto act as a 
banker for sawmill workers and others by 
fronting $950,000 toward the purchase 
of the New Skeena Forest Products mill 
here. 
Approximately one-third of the mon- 
ey - $325,000 - will be paid on behalf 
of members of the IWA-Steelworkers 
union, who expect to be working at the 
mill when it re-opens. 
Details of what is a complicated fi- 
nancial structure scheduled to stretch out 
over the next 10 years, were outlined last 
week by Terrace mayor Jack Talstra. 
The union workers will repay t h e  city 
over the next five years through payroll 
deductions in return for making the lump 
sum available immediately. 
And the Terrace Lumber Company, 
fonned by local investors to buy the mill, 
I 
will then have 10 years to repay--the city 
for the entire $950,000 loan. 
The city will then repay the union 
workers from the money it gets from the 
mill. 
All this essentially places the city as 
a financial middleman through which 
money will flow back and forth. 
The $950,000 is part of the estimated 
$3 million the Terrace Lumber Company 
“needs to raise by the closing purchase 
date of March 3 I .  
Talstra said he’s optimistic other par- 
ties are interested in entering into a simi- 
lar arrangement as the union. 
“If everything goes well and this thing 
isn’t in bankruptcy again, then they get 
their money back,” he said of the union 
and other potential partners. 
Talstra did say the city was assuming 
some financial risk. 
The city originally offered to front 
$750,000, but since the Terrace Lumber 
Company deal was struck to buy the mill , j  fore. 
and save it from being auctioned off, 
that amount has risen to $950,000, said 
Talstra. 
The union money is more than the 
$175,000 workers agreed to pay in Janu- 
ary, when another company was interest- 
ed in the mill. 
pay depends on how many shifts the mill 
might run and how many hours per day 
each employee works, union executive 
Surinder Malhotra said. 
Before the mill shut down its opera- 
tions in 2001 there were 160-175 union 
members at the mill. 
Malhotra said if the mill runs two 
shifts, he expects 130-135 employees, to 
be on the job. . ’ Talstra said the $950,000 loan will not chips. 
He said he’s never seen a financial amount to an ownership stake in the Ter- 
partnership like this one established,be- race Lumber Company, agding the city 
isn’t necessarily interested in having any- 
“I’ve been involved with the local one sit on the company’s board of direc- 
union for 28 years,” Malhotra said. “This tors. 
is the first time we’ve done this here.” “We’re looking at that. There are a lot 
And with a pool of workers eager to of liabilities involved with being a direc- 
get back on the job, Malhotra said he tor so we are taking a look at whether or 
doesn’t expect to hear much grumbling not we even want to be one,” he said. 
frsm the membership about the rise in its “But certainly we would be provided 
How much money each worker will contribution. ‘ with financial statements on how the 
“You’re asking the question, ‘do you 
want people to starve?”’ he said. “It is a 
question of survival.” 
Malhotra did say the union still has to 
work on the fine print. 
“We have to worFout the details. Peo- 
ple might retire in five years; so how will 
they be paid out?’ Malhotra said. “Some 
people quit, so how will theybe’repaid?’ 
company is doing.”. 
manager and has not yet released any in- 
formation as to the make up of its board 
of directors. 
Original projections are to have the 
milcopen within three to six months. 
The lumber company still needs to se; 
cure wood to mill and a place to ship its 
The company has yet 
rn Portrait 
perfect 
PORTRAITS OF , city 
founder George Little and, 
wife Clara will hang in 
the George Little House 
which officially opens 
tomorrow. On the left is 
artist Aline Norstrom with 
Julia Little, a daughter in 
law of George and Clara. 
The house, located at the 
foot of Kalum beside the 
Sears outlet, opens at 10 
a.m. with tours. Music fol- 
lows at 1 p.m. and skits 
at 3 p.m. There’s also a 
tea beginning at 2 p.m. at 
the George Little Room at 
the Coast Inn of the West. 
It features a fashion show 
and a miniature village of 
Terrace as it looked in the 
1930s. The George Little 
House also contains the 
VIA Rail station and that 
will be noted with the ar- 
rival at 535 p.m. tomor- 
row of the first VIA train 
to stop at the house. It’ll 
even go through a cer- 
emonial banner stretched 
across the tracks. The of- 
ficial opening of the house 
takes place at 6 p.m. with 
a ribbon cutting and dedi- 
cation. Local and distant 
members of the Little 
family will be on hand for 
the opening. March 10 
has also been declared 
Founder’s Day as it is 
the 100th anniversary of 
the arrival to the area of 
George Little. He snow- 
shoed up from Kitimat. 
. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Gov’t gives $Im to sportsplex 
in bid to ease rising build costs 
THE CITY OF Terrace is receiving $1 million 
from the provincial government today to help de- 
fray the growing cost of its planned second sheet 
of ice sportsplex project. 
~ The money comes from a special $236-million 
.account announced by the province in its Febru- 
.ary budget and is on top of a $2-million commit- 
ment made two years ago by the province and 
federal government. . Skeena MLA Roger Harris, who lobbied for 
the money, said it will help deal with the growth 
in construction material costs of the past several 
years, 
. Once pegged at $4 million and then at more 
.than $6 million, city officials are now refusing to 
release current sportsplex cost projections. 
The new sheet of ice will go in between the 
current arena and the aquatic centre. 
“There’s been growing pressure because of the 
construction boom going on around the province 
&d because of the growth of the economy in Chi- 
na,” said Harris. 
He said Terrace mayor Jack Talstra made trips 
to Victoria to also lobby for a financial infusion 
and described the mayor as being very patient in 
his pursuit of help. 
To date, the city has a $450,000 pledge from 
Alcan, the $2-million federal-provincial g r y t  
(which it must use soon or lose it) and approxi- 
mately $300,000 in cash or in kind donations. 
“This will take an awful lot of pressure off of 
the mayor and his council in order to make this 
work,” said Harris. 
The $236-million fund, from which the $1 mil- 
lion is coming, must be allocated by March 31, the 
end of the provincial government’s fiscal year. 
Hanis said the province had money tucked 
away for use in a new federal-provincial infra- 
structure program, but decided to go ahead with 
its own allocations after the feds became late in 
deciding what they wanted to do. 
He described the sportsplex project as impor- 
tant to the city because it will add to the quality of 
life here, an important consideration in attracting 
people and new business. 
“This community is really the hub of the area,” 
said Harris. “That’s the reality of what it has be- 
come. It’s not that it was designed to be this, but 
it is the hub for the service sector and businesses 
have chosen it as the hub.” 
---- The MLA estimates that $10 million in fed- 
eral-provincial infrastructure money has come to 
the Skeena riding in the past several years. 
In the recreational project category, Kitimat 
has received $2 million for a pool upgrade, the 
Snow Valley Ski Club has received money to in- 
stall lights at its Onion Lake trail system and the 
Totem Saddle Club has received money for a rid- 
ing arena at the Thornhill Community Grounds. 
A further $2 million went to the airport here to 
pay the lion’s share of a $3 million runway exten- 
sion project. 
That work is to start this spring, with a planned 
completion date in July. 
8811111111 
The official announcement about the $1 mil- 
lion takes place this morning at city hall and is 
the first official function to be attended by Har- 
ris since his February heart attack and subsequent 
‘open heart surgery. 
The MLA has been out walking each day to 
slowly build up his strength. 
“I’m going to walk there,” said Harris of his 
trip to city hall. 
Shell finds gas 
up north 
SHELL CANADA has found coal bed methane natu- 
ral gas in the Klappan area north of here, but much 
more work needs to be done to determine if there’s 
enough of a supply to set upcommercial drilling. 
“The reality is we need to learn more about the re- 
source to see if there is the possibility of commercial 
activity or not,” said company spokesman Jeff Mann 
last week. 
He said it was not unusual to find coalbed methane 
because its very properties make it resident to under- 
ground coal seams. 
“Very large portions of the area contain coal and 
that is very well known,” Mann added. 
Shell drilled three test wells last year and &d seis- 
I mic work. Mann declined to describe exactly what 
Shell’s exploration engineers discovered. 
Shell is the only energy company in the Klappan 
looking for coalbed methane natural gas thanks to ex- 
clusive rights it purchased from the provincial govern- 
ment last year. 
Mann said it is too early to indicate what kind of 
field work Shell needs to do to build on its natural gas 
discovery or if it will do any field work at all. 
That uncertainty is driven by an internal political 
rift within the Tahltan community which has resulted 
in Shell backing off until the situation is resolved. 
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By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN alleeations. from the truth.” said local construction,” she says. 
AREA logging contractors 
and Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris deny claims made 
by the Sierra Club that too 
much wood was left behind 
in clear cuts near Terrace. 
Renee Mikaloff, a land 
use specialist for the Sierra 
Club and a registered forest 
technician, says the equiva- 
lent of 63 logging trucks 
full of merchantable timber 
was left on the ground in 
two areas harvested by New 
Skeena Forest Products and 
one by Kitwanga Lumber 
Company. 
Those stands, one located 
near Williams Creek about 
15 km away from Terrace 
and one located in the Bca- 
ver about 45 kni from Ter- 
‘I race, were logged more than 
two years ago. 
“Nobody has been out 
,there to check the areas,’’ 
Mikaloff says, suggesting 
the waste left behind was 
over the allowable amount 
permitted by government 
regulations and that no corn-” 
pliance and enforcement of- 
ficers had been to the sites to 
evaluate the waste. 
But at a March 2 meet- 
ing sponsored in part by the 
Sierra Club, a group of local 
logging contractors and gov- 
ernment officials challenged 
Mikaloff s claims. 
‘This is inaccurate,” says 
Gail Campbell, a planning 
forester for the BC Timber 
Sales program in Terrace. 
“What they left behind was 
well within the allowable 
limits.” 
Campbell says an’assess- 
ment was done by compli- 
ance and enforcement offi- 
cers and no violations were 
recorded. 
The allowable limit in 
that area is 20 cubic metres 
per hectare of wood har- 
vested. 
“The first block was 72 
hectares in size and her scal- 
er went out and found 688 
cubic metres of waste,’’ says 
- Campbell. “lf it was indeed 
’ 72 hectares then you would 
be allowed 1,440 cubic me- 
tres.” 
Skeena MLA Roger Har- 
I/ 
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1 Female Black and 
‘cross. “Maddi” is 
amrox. 1 .vear old. 
1 Female BlackRanNVhite 
’’ Tan,Sheperd/Rotti . Terrier Cross. Medium 
.sized dog, approx. 1 year 
old. Friendlv doa. iust 
I HPetland good with 6her do&, cats, and children. needs a caring f i s l y  to spend time with her. 
D Max Min Total 
A Temp Temp Precip 
“C mm Y “C 
25 8.4 -1.5 0.0 
26 8.8 -0.7 0.0 
27 =- 6.9 0.0 1.8 
1 5,8 -0.3 4.6 
2 6.3 2.9 7.4 
3 9.0 2.5 1.2 
28 12.7 2.6 !, 0.0 
’ 
D i Max Min Total 
A Temp Temp Precip 
Y “C “C mm 
1.2 2.0 25 9.1 
26 9.0 1.3 0.0- 
27 9.6 -1.7 0.0 
28 5.7 -0.1 1.6 
1 7.0 -2.7 0.0 
2 5.2 -1.7 T 
3 2.8 -0.5 6.2 
” 
“This is just classic Sierra contractor Lloyd Hull. Harris challenged the 
Club, classic, carpet-baggers Lee Thomson of Timber claim that new legislation 
coming up from Vancou- Baron Contracting said log- leads to irresponsible prac- 
ver,” he says, adding three gers don’t want to see trees tices. 
different forestry ministry laying in the forest. ‘‘There are more firms in 
workers went out to the Wil- “We’ve tried everything B.C. that have logging cer- 
liams Creek site in 2003 ... there is no value for tification - environmental 
and found that nothing was hemlock,” he said. “Log- certification - than any other 
amiss. gers don’t want to leave any jurisdiction,” Harris says. 
Coming to Terrace in an 
Terrace, says leaving-pulp attempt-to sell the image of 
logs behind is an example ..... large forest companies beat- 
of how the raw log exports That same meeting saw ing up on the environment 
look “on the ground”. Andrew Gage, an environ- doesn’t fly in Terrace, Har- 
She argues it’s not worth- mental lawyer for the West ris said. 
while to log an area that is Coast Environmental Law “You know who the li- 
80 per cent low grade pulp Association lakcn to task for censees are in the northwest? 
wood just to h b e s t  high his analysis of changes to They are the Kitsumkalum, 
grade logs. forestry-related legislation, the Kitselas, the Haisla, Lee 
Even if those high pulp acts and codes over the past Thomson ... Kitwanga Lum- 
content logs - mostly hem- four years. ber - these are small coni- 
lock - have little to no value, He says the change from munity based businesses 
they shouldn’t have been left the Forest Practices Code to that work local, employ 10- 
there, she adds. the new Forest and Range cal,” Harris says. “They get 
“They should have taken Practices Act has made up in the morning and they 
environmental legislation want to do a good job in it all,” Mikaloff says. 
Fred Seiler, a long time changes too vague for the 
logger turned eco-tourism public to comment on. 
operator, discovered wood Cuts to compliance and 
left behind when he vis- enforcement officers mean 
ited the Williams Creek site fewer people are on the 
more than two years ago. ground making sure regu- 
While not opposed to lations are being followed, 
logging in general, Seiler Gage said. ’ I 
said he is concerned about But when he told the 
environmental damage. group the new act essential- 
And he wonders why ar- ly allows logging companies 
eas are being logged if not to go out and log where they 
all of the wood can be sold. want, when they want with 
“All I care about is mak- little of their plans ,made 
ing sure we are doing the known to,, the government, 
right thing for our ecosys- he was met with a torrent of 
terns and if that means wait- opposition. 
ing until the pulp market is “You’re trying to say 
high then maybe that’s what right now that when some- 
we should do,” he says. body goes logging the min- 
He’s not affiliated with istry of forests will have no 
the Sierra Club, though his idea where they’re going?’ 
photos of the cut blocks were challenged Hull. 
used at the presentation. Other contractors ve- 
‘’ “If we are leaving all our hernently denied that’s the 
i trees behind just to get to the way business is done in the 
cream, is it worth the envi- northwest. “I think the last 
ronmental damage?’ time I checked there are 
Coca1 logging contractors 14 people who review our 
say they can’t wait four or plans,”Thomson says. 
five years to see if pulp pric- That suggestion does 
es go up and the only reason nothing but provide misin- 
there are raw log exports formation to the public, says 
right now is because that’s Gail Campbell. 
the only market out there. “Licensees are required 
“Y cxxome -in_here and by law to have a cutting per- 
make it sound like we are mit before they can log and 
a bunch of hillbillies rap- they are also required to no- 
ing and pillaging the forest tify the government prior to 
Mikaloff, who lives in wood behind, they want ev- 
ery stick of it.” 
. .  
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Band eyes more housing 
THE KITSUMKALUM band wants to dramati- 
cally increase the amount of housing in its village 
just west of Terrace, says its newly re-elected 
,,- chief councillor. 
: . On the drawing boards are plans for 34 homes 
:. in two subdivision locations, amounting to a 40 
;. per cent jump in its housing inventory, says Steve 
.: Roberts, who was re-elected for a two-year term 
I: Feb. 28. 
:: “We now have 85 homes and a population of 
:: 274 on reserve, but our total band population is 
:: approximately 700 and there’s a big demand for 
;. housing,” he said. 
“Our members live in Terrace. Prince Rupert, 
; ; Vancouver and Prince George,” Roberts added. 
:: The band had hoped to receive federal money 




sure we determine what we need with culverts so 
that it doesn’t happen again,” Roberts said. 
The homes will be built on the village’s up- 
per level and Roberts says he anticipates getting 
approval and money for a gradual but sustained 
amount of construction over the next few years. 
Roberts handily defeated two challengers in the 
Feb. 28 election, gathering 107 votes to more than 
double !he combined 48 votes for Susan Spalding 
and 47 votes for Stewart Bolton. 
All but one of the six incumbent band coun- 
cillors was re-elected. Ed Brown, Ernie Gerow, 
Adam McCarron, Susan Spalding and John Chris- 
tiansen Jr. are returning and-will be joined by 
Donald Roberts Jr.; George Cooley was defeated. 
Roberts said the re-election of himself and of 
ment company, Kalum Ventures Ltd., wants to 
develop commercial properties on 200 acres of 
land just off Hwyl6 on the west side of the Kalum 
River. 
And soon it wants to start logging some of the 
400,000 cubic metres of timber it has as its dis- 
posal that used to be controlled by major forest 
companies. 
That wood became available under a new 
provincial government policy, which takes tim- 
ber away from large operators and provides it to 
smaller operators. 
The timber will be cut in the Kitsumkalum 
band’s traditional territory -- from the Zyma- 
cord River neariNew Renio in the southwest, up 
through both sides of the Kaluni River valley to 
:‘ for astart on clearing land and putting in infrastruc- 
:: ture this spring, but i t  now has engineers pouring 
:’ over details such as culvert requirements. 
: “You’ll red11 that we had a horrible rainfall 
: last November with flooding, so we want to make 
the majority of the band cou~icillors hows the vil- 
lage population is satisfied with the work they are 
doing and with the plans being made for social 
and economic developmcnt. 
The bund’s arms-length economic develop- 
the Cedar River area in the northeast. 
Kalum ’Ventures has struck a partnership to 
tap the expertise of Port Alberni-based Estevaii 
Forest Products, a company managed by Charlie 
Cootes. who is a Kitselas band member. .. 
* .  .. . .. 
. I  .. .. City adopts 
I .  
., ” grant - ...... policy 
BEAUTY PAGEANT contestants, athletes and others seek- 
ing city travel assisrancc will be limited in how much they 
can receive under a new policy. 
at $ I O 0  per person, or $200 per person if they’re travelling 
internationally. Groups can receive no more than $500, or 
$ 1,000 for international travel. 
And because of extreme budget constraints, no money 
will be available in 2005. 
like to be able to help everyone, but there is no money. When 
we’re in the money again, we can look at it again.” 
In future years, if money is budgeted, grants would be 
given out on a first-come first-served basis until the money 
set aside runs out. 
The policy is aimed at assisting local youth, groups or 
teams travelling to cultural, athletic or academic competi- 
They have to be recognized by an official organization 
and be travelling to a sanctioned event to represent Terrace 
at a national or international level. 
City staff will consider applications and make reconi- 
mendations to council for final decision. 
Applicants ‘:who haven’t received city ‘money before 
1 
I 





“It’s a sad thing,” councillor Marylin Davies said. “You’d 
! , tions within Canada or beyond. 
“ 
ANOTHER SIGN of the pending May I7 provincial election campajgn occurred 
last week with the opening of NDP candidate Robin Austin’s offices on Lazelle 
Ave. That’s Austin above. He has two workers on duty now - public relations 
officer Debbie Scarborough and finance manager Norma Bell - but those num- 
bers will increase closer to the launch of official campaigning in mid-April. A 
social worker, Austin was nominated in January. Curiously enough, Austin’s of- 
fice space in the Terrace and District Credit Union building was once occupied 
by Andy Burton, the Conservative,Member of Parliament for Skeena.who was’ 
defeated last year by NDPer Nathan Cullen., 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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_ -  
would get priority, and the city can refuse grants that would 
benefit a for-profit individual or business, or that promotes a 
cause to the detriment of others. 
Applicants must provide a budget of how money will be 
spent, and other details about their history and their plans. 
The issue of aid grants first blew up last fall when the city 
gave $500 to help local singer Theresa Marie Fenger attend 
a beauty pageant in Calgary. ’ . ’  -‘ . 
Since then, the city gave a’smaller amount to an p n  
wrestler going to South Africa and nothing to another beauty 
pageant contestant. 
I Call Coast Inn Licenced Liquor Store and have your bottle delivered. 
News InBrief 
College receives 
$100,000 in Rupert 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College is get/jing 
$100,000 from Prince Rupert Grain to bolster trades 
and apprenticeship offerings at its Prince Rupert cam- 
pus. 
A $50,000 cheque \vas presented last week to help 
defray costs associated with the college’s brand new 
Prince Rupert canipus and the remainder will flow over 
the next five years and be targeted to finance trades pro- 
gram. 
“Our company is3%nimittcd to seeing trades train- 
ing occur within our region. I t  is extremely important 
that skills dcvelopnient be delivered i n  an affordable 
manner to local residents of our community,” said Jeff 
Burghardt, Prince Rupcrt Grain’s generid manager. 
College president Stcphanie Forsyth said the money 
will help build a skilled local workfarce. 
The college in  Prince Rupert will now offer both an 
electrical and welding program this filll. I t  is part of an 
expansion of trades programs which includes a process 
operator course in Kitimat ;uid a residential building 
maintenance worker and comniunity-based carpentry 
and timber framing instruction i n  Terrilce. 
Student voters wanted 
STUDENTS at Northwest Community College will 
have the chance to register for tlie upcoming provincial 
election next week as a group called Rock the Vote vis- 
its the campus. 
Rock tlie Vote wants to increase youth participation 
in the May 17q~rovincial election. 
“We have a bright pink and orange decaled van with 
Rock the Vote on tlie sides,” says Nathan Allen, a mem- 
ber of the group. “We’re stopping at pretty much every 
post secondary institution and satellite campus.” 
Only 34 per cent of eligible voters between the ages 
of 18 and 34 cast their vote in the last provincial elec- 
tion, Allen says. 
Volunteers and representatives from Rock the Vote 
will be on tlie Northwest Community College campus 
here March IO. 
0 
Pay increase deferred ‘ .  
THE LAWYERS who conduct prosecutions in the 
courts will get a raise but not right away. 
Although a panel reconiniended increases of 13 per 
cent retroactive to 2003, the provincial government 
,,That’s because any pay increase would violate the 
provincial policy of freezing wages for three years. 
A representative for the prwincial Crown counsels 
said the government was acting in bad faith. 
The proposed legislation would increase the starting 
annual wage for a Crown prosecutor from $49,782 to 
about $56,254 and move the top pay from $123,864 to 
$139,966. 
Negotiations did not go well when the old agree- 
ment expired in 2003 and the Crown counsels filed a 
grievance in 2004. That paved the way far the arljitki-’ 
tion recommendation. The legislation affects 
four provincial Crown counsel lawyers. 
I doesn’t want to pay it until 2006. 
PERFORMANCE MOUNTAIN 
Dirt doesn’t scare you. 
Dirt is your friend. 
You might even have 
a little friend embedded 








I Lazelle Mini Mall I 
Receive a Paderno 
Receive a Paderno stainless 
roaster with roasting rack when 
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range.* Retail Value is $139 
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IT WAS quite the party. More than 500 people 
gathered in the mill yard. There were speeches 
by politicians and business leaders attesting to 
)what can happen when there is a comrnon cause. 
There was ,food and applause. People mingled 
and through out, there was a tremendous outpour- 
ing of goodwill. 
Was this the Ecb. 24 welcoming party for the 
Terrace Lumbekompany to celebrate its forma- 
tion and pending purchase of the Skeena Cellu- 
loseNew Skeena Forest Products mill? 
Right location. Right mill. Wrong date. This 
particular party took place on Sept. 29, 1988, the 
official opening of Project Starship, the $42 mil- 
lion effort by Skeena Cellulose, the subsidiary 
of Repap Enterprises of Montreal, to construct a 
state-of-the art sawmill. 
$7 million back then, Project Starship provided 
the foundation for an economic surge of activity 
which, at its height through the early 1990s’ saw 
,a 100-plus homes a year being built in the Terrace 
area. 
That 1988 party was a testament to the idea of 
control by one corporation over the economic 
l well-being of an area. The Terrace mill was mar- 
t ried to the pulp mill in Prince Rupert. Together 
- c with two mills in the Hazeltons, one in’srgithers 
l and the gradual acquisition of a large quantity of 
northwestern wood, Skeena Cellulose’s fortunes 
were irrevocably tied to those of this region. 
As we now know, that wasn’t such a good idea. 
Bigger was not better. Skeena Cellulose’s 1997 
flame out caused, in part, by the financial melt- 
down..of parent Repap, set this region back de- 
cadeg. The NDP’s ,$500 hiillion attempt‘between 
1997 and 2001 to recreate the company didn’t 
work. And neither did the attempt of the last years 
by New Skeena Forest Products. There was to be 
no outside saviour. 
Which makes the Feb. 24 party all that more 
meaningful. In many ways the Terrace Lumber 
Company returns the city to the days of local 
control where people who make decisions”do so 
knowing that the outcome affects themselves as 
much as anybody else. It also involves workers 
who are to become direct economic participants 
through payroll deductions. The City of Terrace 
also has a stake, the third time a government has 
done so in the history of this sawmill’s lineage. 
The decision by the provincial Liberal govern- 
ment to separate wood supply from mills puts the 
Terrace Lumber Company into play as a purchas- 
er and stimulator of a local log market. 
Easy sailing? Not by any means. There’s a long 
‘to-do’ list before opening day. But if the end of 
the road was to be the auctioning off of the mill, 
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Feds ignore pine beetle attack 
VICTORIA - It’s hard to see 
much evidence of the federal 
Liberal’s BC Dream Team in 
the new budget. 
Overall, the Liberals seem 
to have cobbled together a 
budget with a little something 
for everyone, although the fine 
print shows the impact will be 
smaller, and slower to come,’ 
than you might at first think. 
But this was the first bud- 
get that should have borne the 
fingerprints of the Liberals’ 
highly touted Dream Team, 
the high-profile MPs like Ujjal 
Dosanjh and David Emerson 
who were recruited to make 
sure B.C. matters. 
And despite the promises, 
there were relatively few signs 
that the province has registered 
in Ottawa. 
There a couple of clear 
positive de,v.elopments. The 
Vancouver-based Asia Pacific 
Foundation gets $50 million, a 
one-time chunk of cash that’s 
intended to make it self-suffi- 
cient. The foundation should 
continue to help B.C., and 
Canada, take advantage of op- 
portunities for trade and other 
ties with Asia. 
And UBC got an extra $50 
million for Triunif, the cutting 
edge particle physics research 
centre. 
But the budget had noting 
specific for pine bzetle aid, as 
finance minister Colin Hansen 
noted. The infestation is a nat- 
ural disaster on the same lev- 
el as the collapse of the East 
Coast cod fishery. 
That failure resulted in more 
than $1.5 billion in federal aid 
to the communities affected. 
The situation isn’t as dire here, 
I 
PAUL WILLCOCKS 
in part because there are other 
opportunities for forest work- 
ers and their communities. 
But B.C. still faces an im- 
mense crisis. Once the infesta- 
tion has run its course - which 
will end with the death of 80 
per cent of t ie province’s 
lodgepole pine - forest com- 
munities face a couple of de- 
cades with very little timber to 
harvest. 
Action is needed now to 
prepare for the coming crunch 
in 12 to 15 years. 
The province has taken rel- 
atively small first steps, prom- 
ising $101 million over four 
years, Only $16 million of that 
is for economic development 
work; the rest is for reforesta- 
tion. 
That’s not nearly enough, 
and the province’s slow start 
is in part due to the hope that 
money will be coming from 
Ottawa. 
Emerson is in a good posi- 
tion to understand the issue. 
He’s industry minister, the top 
political minister for the prov- 
ince and t ~ e  former head of 
Canfor. 
Liberals haven’t forgotten the 
problem, and is continuing to 
work with the province and 
industry on the best way to 
help. 
But words are one thing, 
and action - and money - are 
another. 
There were hints of more 
specific news for the province 
still to come. 
British Columbia has been ’ 
lobbying to have the Otta- 
wa-based Canadian Tourism 
Commission, an $85-million 
Crown corporation, move to 
Vancouver. 
That wasn’t announced, but 
the commission got a $25-mil- 
lion funding increase, which 
could help pay for the move. 
Emerson is the minister re- 
sponsible, and should be able 
to deliver. 
The federal budget also 
failed to come up with any of 
the money Prince Rupert has 
been seeking to take its port to 
the next level. There is a big 
increase in money for border 
security, and infrastructure. 
But the emphasis, according 
to the budget documents, is on 
security, not money for proj- 
ects like Prince Rupert’s port. 
It’s not fair to expect the 
federal government to rain dol- 
lars down on B.C. We’ve seen 
the huge waste ‘of money in 
other federal economic devel- 
opment programs, which leave 
taxpayers poorer and produce 
few results. 
But the pine beetle infesta- 
tion is a foreseeable natural 
disaster. It can’t be halted, but 
Emerson says the federal , 
we can act now to reduce the 
impact on communities, busi- 
nesses and families. The fed- 
eral government has an obliga- 
tion to act. 
And there are other invest- 
ments needed in B.C. that 
would benefit not just the 
province, but all Canadians. 
Paul Martin made a person- 
al commitment to recognize 
legitimate needs in the prov- 
ince, and reduce our feeling of 
distance from a disinterested 
federal government. 
.The budget shows he has 
much more work to do. 
Footnote: The lack of feder- 
al help in the pine beetle crisis 
should have British Columbi- 
ans questioning the province’s 
decision not to use some of 
this year’s surplus - more than 
$2.2 billion - to establish a leg- 
acy.fund to help forest corn; 
Inunities deal with the corning 
crunch. 
The provincial Liberals 
should be happiest with the 
latest poll results. 
The Mustel Group poll 
found the Liberals had the sup- 
port of 46 per cent of decided 
voters, with the NDP standing 
at 40 per cent. 
Most of the Liberal gains in 
this poll came from male vot- 
ers outside the Lower Main- 
land, likely because they have 
seen an improving economy. 
One-third of Liberal support- 
ers said they favored the party 
because they prefer its eco- 
nomic policies. 
One-quarter of NDP sup- 
porters said they were onside 
because they don’t like the 
Liberals. 
willcocks @ultranet.ca 
It’s a close shave indeed 
IN THE past month I’ve 
had occasion to visit two Van- 
couver specialists for day sur- 
gery tests at St. Paul’s Hospi- 
tal, on the recommendation of 
a local doctors. Instructions 
for the visits varied from one 
department to the other. 
The vascular surgery depart- 
ment leaves you to find your 
own hotel accommodations 
in Vancouver. If you have the 
luxury of family to put you up 
and drive you to your appoint- 
ments, you are lucky. 
Cardiac surgery, on the 
0 
Terrace doctor. The pink form procedure. Vascular surgery, 
other hand, supplies you with 
a list of nine ,hotels handy to 
St. Paul’s ,offering rooms at 
reduced rates for patients and 
their families. 
All nine hotels cluster 
around St. Paul’s. Closest 
is the Century Plaza Hotel, 
separated from the walk-in 
emergency entrance only by a 
narrow Comox Street. It’s as 
close as walking from Shop- 
pers to Safeway. 
Any patient who must de- 
pend upon buses or taxis to 
travel from and to the airport 
would do we11 to consider 
staying close to the hospipil. 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
Besides less taxi travel, spous- 
es or family have the benefit of 
returning to their hotel room to 
rest during those tedious, anx- 
ious hours when the patient is 
undergoing examination and 
family are more of a nuisance 
than a comfort. 
To register at a reduced rate 
you simply provide the hotel 
with your government approv- 
al number taken from the pink 
Travel Assistance Program ap- 
plication given to you by your 
reduces what you’ll pay for though, discharged me as 
your airline ticket and allows fast and they could remove the 
to you to alter your flight res- I 1.V .... needle from my hand. 
ervation at a moment’s notice Cardiac surgery keeps you 
without penalty . there until you can success- 
Regular daily rates for fully walk about for at least 
these nine hotels range as high 15 minutes without causing 
as $250. At this time of year, any bleeding from the eight 
the_Century Plaza’s medical inch long incision. For this 
referral rate for a room with reason they ask you to bring 
two double beds or a king size along slippers and a dress- 
bed is $79. Our eleventh floor ing gown. 
room was the quietest I have If you must buy a dress- 
ever experienced. The only ing gown in Terrace, look for 
indoor sound was that of the a bathrobe. Our department 
next room’s wake up call from 
the front desk. 
The two hospital depart- 
ments have individual rules of 
preparation, too. 
Vascular surgery shaves 
your operative site as part of 
their pre-op routine including 
taking your blood pressure, 
pulse, and blood for lab tests. 
Cardiac surgery expects you 
to shave yourself the night be- 
fore your admission guided by 
written instructions and a line 
drawing. What fun! 
Both departments want 
you to be prepared to rest for 
up to 12 hours following your 
stores say ‘no’ if iou ask 
whether they stock dressing 
gowns. 
Century Plaza serves excel- 
lent food at reasonable prices. 
And so does the fourth floor 
hospital cafeteria, in a sunny 
atmosphere with a panoramic 
view of rooftops and moun- 
tains. My experience has 
always been of hospital caf- 
eterias buried in the basement 
with concrete block decor. 
St. Paul’s expects you to 
sign in at 7 or 7:30. Walking 
across the street beats the wor- 
ry of traffic, road conditions, 
and early rising. 
‘I 
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A road too far? 
Alaskan advocates remain keen on the Bradfield despite lack of broad B.C. support 
Stories by 
JEFF NAGEL 
HE ALASKAN dream of a 
road link from the middle 
of the panhandle to B.C.’s 
- .T Hwy 37 is far from - dead de- 
spite fierce opposition. 
And nowhere is the vision stron- 
gest than in the head of Robin Tay- 
lor, a former Alaskan state senator 
who is spearheading the effort from 
Wrangell, Alaska. 
He says the project ’would boost 
the fortunes of both southeast Alas- 
kans and northern British Columbi- 
ans struggling to overcome economic 
decline. 
“1 can’t understand,” drawls Tay- 
lor; who pronounces names like Tele- 
graph Crick, “Why we as neighbours 
aren’t reaching hands across the bor- 
der, saying ‘What the hell can we do 
to get each other back on our feet?”’ 
The dream of Taylor and others 
is a nightmare for both environmen- 
tal opponents, who fear the loss of 
pristine wilderness, and the District 
of Stewart, where officials fear los- 
ing port business - to a new rival in 
Alaska. 
Critics on both sides of the border 
have mounted a vocal campaign to 
’ block the idea. 
, 
But Taylor isn’t deterred. 
Although the road has been on the 
drawing board in various forms for 
half a century, he predicts it will get 
built. ’ 
BENEFITS FOR BC 
The B.C. government is working 
on a new study of the benefits and im- 
pacts of the road on B.C., 
It’s not expected to 6e ready for 
a couple of months, transportation 
ministry officials say. 0 
But Taylor doesn’t hesitate to 
forecast how good the road would be 
for B.C. 
ate in Alaska, it will create 15 to 30 
jobs in British Columbia,” he said. 
Taylor sees dramatically increased 
logging, milling and mining in the Is- 
kut and Cassiar regions. 
ii 
“For every job this road wonld cre- 
Those jobs will come extracting L 
l k ”  its(sy,rplus power on the grid. mihing land forestry’ in tiie ndithwest. ’!$ai&!qded sLafo& .iransp’drt m6r; 
‘’‘*‘The real question ‘is whether Or ‘<feasible as well as expanded tourist 
not British Columbia wants to de- And then there’s the resources. rmfGn 
WHAT ALASKA GETS 
One of the gains for Alaska is a 
new transportation route that doesn’t 
rely on its overloaded ferry system. 
Island towns like Wrangell, Pe- 
tersburg and Ketchikan crave a road 
outlet that breaks their dependence on 
the Alaska Marine Highway. 
Advocates believe it will make 
‘‘we believe that’sgoing to turn 
into quite a golden circle,” Taylor 
says. 
Another big plus is power. 
Alaska’s electrical grid is pres- 
“ently stranded, but if the road - and 
a power line - goes through, it will 
connect to the rest of the continental 
system. 
The state will then be able to sell 
the Iskut River. 
It has just been extended another 
10 kilometres to where Coast Moun- 
tain Hydro plans a run-of-river power 
station on the Iskut. 
From there, the road climbs up the 
undeveloped Craig River watershed 
to the headwaters, where the road 
would go through a three-kilometre 
tunnel to the U.S. side. 
It would then descend to tidewatei 
at the Bradfield Canal, where ferries 
or else bridges would link to town: 
like Wrangell and Ketchikan. 
It’s a mammoth project, requiring 
construction of twin 2.6-kilometre 
tunnels. 
Estimated at US $314 million on 
the Alaskan side and $70 million 
on the B.C. side, Taylor concedes il 
won’t be cheap. 
But despite that, the costs won7 
be a big issue for this province or his 
state. 
“l’m assuming the majority of the 
costs will be paid for by the U.S. gov- 
ernment,” Taylor said. 
“Our Congress already pays for 
maintaining the Al-Can highway 
northwest of Dawson Creek,” he 
noted. 
“There’s been an ongoing under- 
standing between our two govern- 
ments that these highways are impor- 
tant and necessary to us.” 
Taylor traces that long history 
back all the way to the’treaties that 
determined the border between B.C. 
and Alaska. 
Those treaties include provisions 
guaranteeing B.C. access to the Pa- 
cific from the rivers that originate in 
northern B.C. but flow out through 
Alaska to the ocean. 
“Our forefathers 179 years ago 
understood’ how critical these cor- 
ridors would be for the economic 
development of that region,” Taylor 
said. “They refused to sign a treaty to 
allow the border to be put into place 
where it is today un1ess“they were 
guaranteed to have access to the Pa- 
_ -  cific.” ._ 
POLITICS 
The re-election of U.S. President 
George W. Bush for a second term 
gives fresh energy to development- 
minded Republicans like Taylor. 
“I think we do have an opportu- 
nity that probably never would have 
existed under a Clinton administra- 
tion,” he said.. 
The Alaskans likewise were en- 
thused when the B.C. Liberals top- 
pled the F‘JDP in 2001, forecasting it 
would provide an unparalleled oppor- 
tunity to push the plan in B.C. 
So far it hasn’t turned out that 
way. 
Four years later the Gordon Camp- 
bell’s government is going back to the 
polls and there’s been almost no sign 
of action on the Bradfield Road. 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris all but 
dismisses questions about it. 
“I don’t have engineering details 
to know if it’s even possible to build 
it,” he said in an interview in Janu- 
ary. 
The Stewart-Omineca Resource 
Road is his top priority. 
“It works for Stewart. It works for 
everybody else,” Harris said. “I don’t 
want anybody to be distracted by oth- 
er projects.” 
Tahltan leery of Bradfield road proposal 
TAHLTAN leaders say they doubt the value of 
a new road through sensitive stretches of their , cutupenough.” 
traditional territory. 
Alaskan advoctates pushing for the proposed 
Bradfield Road that would run from Hwy 37 west 
via the Iskut and Craig Rivers and down to the Pa- 
cific are frequently courting Tahltan Nation Devel- 
opment Corporation president Jerry Asp. 
our country,” he said. “We think that our country is 
“We’re not going to be saying yes to any roads 
without taking a very, very serious look at it.” 
Asp said the Tahltan remain unhappy with the 
now-closed Johnny Mountain mine, which he said 
is still generating acid-mine drainage into sensitive 
salmon habitat near the Iskut River. 
“It’s one of the absolute worst polluters in the 
province of B.C. today,” he said. “We’re not very 
happy about it. And 1 don’t see anybody rushing in 
to clean that up.” 
The general policy he and others have tried to 
steer - and even that has sparked a band office oc- 
cupation by dissenters - is to strike agreements 
with resource developers when there’s a benefit to 
the Tahltan and it can be done safely. 
“We’re not opposed to development, we just 
want it done right,” Asp said. “We’re not interested 
1 
His response is decidedly cool. 
“I hear a lot of talk, but to be truthful I don’t see 
a lot of substance,” Asp says. “It’s like trying to 
nail Jelko to a wall.” 
Asp said he’s told promoters like ex-Alaskan 
State Senator Robin Taylor the Tahltan will con- 
sider the Bradfield proposal when there’s some- 
thing more concrete to discuss. 
In the meantime, Asp is blunt about his views 
on more roads in Tahltan territory. 
“We would prefer not to have any new roads in 
I 
in butchering our country.” 
The Tahltan have been pioneers in striking part- 
nerships in Canada between aboriginal groups and 
resource companies. 
But the closure of the Golden Bear mine leaves 
Eskay Creek as the only operating mine in the ter- 
Attention is now focusing on a clutch of new 
mines proposed north of Stewart, including Nova; 
Gold’s Galore Creek project. 
Even so, Asp says the development corporation 
boasts 80 permanent full-time jobs for band mem- 
bers in mining and associated work - a total payroll 
of $350,000 per month. 
Most of that is work for Eskay Creek, hauling 
concentrate, maintaining the road, catering and 
housekeeping. Thanks to that work, Asp said the 
band is essentially at full employment, with all 
members who want work employed. 
ritory. 
Opponents cite environment, economy 
CARVING a new road through the 
Coast Mountains to link Alaskan 
towns with Hwy 37 is too risky on a 
number of fronts, opponents charge. 
They warn habitat for coastal 
grimly bears, spawning salmon, and 
even an isolated population of coastal 
moose could be threatened if a road is 
punched through the wilderness along 
the Iskut and Craig Rivers. 
Gil Arnold, an organizer with 
Friends ofthe Stikine, says studies of 
the area’s moose suggest it is region- 
ally adapted to the conditions there. 
* “They’ve learned to work with 
very heavy snowfall and they’ve still 
managed to grub out an existance,” he 
said. “They’re part of the predatory- 
prey system out there.” 
Arnold, who is based in Rossland, 
said pushing a road through will bring 
industrial traffic, hunters, tourists and 
all the accompanying wastes and con- 
taminants. 
“Little Johnny with his hatchet, 
Aunt Emma with her tea bags,” he 
says. ‘Tampons, beer cans, bubble 
gum, urine. It all adds up.” 
The road would require 33 differ- 
ent creek crossings, he said, disrupt- 
ing grizzly movements., 
To Arnold and other opponents, 
the Alaskan road push is just one pos- 
sible threat as mineral exploration in 
northwestern B.C. gathers steam. 
“I don’t think we’ve seen a devel- 
opment spree like we’re seeing right 
now in the golden triangle mining dis- 
trict there,” he said. 
‘The mining industry’s best case 
scenario resembles my worst case 
scenario: a road to every developed 
prospect that looks like it’s going to 
happen.” 
For the industry, Arnold says, it 
makes sense to have another route to 
tidewater and the possibility of an- 
other port in Alaska competing with 
Stewart, Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
“It would seem to me that would 
be their ultimate dream -to have 
ports competing for their business,” 
he said. 
If the road goes through, critics 
like Jim Bourquin forecast an outflow 
of B.C. resources through the Brad- 
field. 
“The Bradfield Road would shift 
the economy to run east-west instead 
of north-south,” said Bouquin, the Is- 
kut-based founder of the Protect Our 
Ports committee. 
“If a true cost-benefit analysis 
looked at the true effects on northwest 
B.C. in terms of our routes to prosper- 
ity, we would be in a losing column 
for the long term.” 
Bouquin warns the northwest faces 
an unsustainable boom followed by a 
bust if potential new mines all go into 
production on stream simultaneously. 
Projects going through environ- 
mental assessment include the Nova- 
Gold’s Galore Creek gold project, Red 
Chris’ proposed copper mine, Fortune 
Minerals’ Klappan coal property, and 
Shell’s plans to drill for oil and gas in 
the Bowser Basin. 
“If you add up all the proposed 
jobs in the Stikine country, it would 
be a big boost for jobs over the next 
30 years, but then it’s all gone,” Bour- 
quin said. 
It would be better if a plan was de- 
veloped to crank up those mines more 
sequentially, to generate steadier eco- 
nomic benefits for the region for a 
longer period, he said. 
If they do all go ahead simultane- 
ously, he added, there will be all the 
more pressure for the development of 
the Bradfield Road. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Picking role models 
can be tricky 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing in response to Catherine Tanski’s recent 
letter concerning Theresa Marie Fenger. 
My previous letter was not only an opinion, but also a 
strong expression of my values. I did not express jealousy, 
nor did I intend to say Theresa Marie Fenger was a poor 
singer. To say that jealousy compelled3me to oppose 
Fenger’s actions is to undoubtedly disregard the fact that I 
have my own personal dreams and aspirations. Moreover, 
I do not believe Fenger is a poor singer - I merely do 
not agree with her way of attaining funds for her personal 
goals. 
It is unfortunate that Catherine Tanski overlooked 
one of my main issues I brought forth in my last letter 
- the-meaning of “role model.” A role model, contrary 
to popular culture, is not necessarily from Hollywood. In 
essence, a role model is one whom you genuinely admire 
and aspire to become like. 
If a teen routinely designates celebrities as “role 
models,” this will be primarily on the basis of fame, 
fortune, and body image - values that, unfortunately, 
dominate our western lifestyle. However, although such 
teen behaviour is common, it does not necessarily mean it 
is worth emulating. J 
In my last letter, I mentioned Craig Kielburger - 
founder of Free the Children - as a great role model for 
Canadian teens. Tanski’s initial response to this appeared 
rather ironic, as she mentioned that many of our teen role 
models are “getting targeted criticism for everything from” 
their tattoo choices to their driving skills.” This clearly 
illustrates that Tanski is blatantly misinformed of the 
incredible contributions Kielburger has made to the issue 
of children’s rights. 
In her letter, Tanski stated, “we need music and music 
needs us.” Although I agree with Tanski to an extent, 
I feel that “need” is a very powerful word and must be 
used with care. Music plays a big part in the formation of 
many cultures and is also an important source of personal 
expression. However, in a world with extensive (and 
increasing) global inequality and human rights violations, 
I feel that we need not another Shania Twain, but another 
Mother Teresa. 
Next week‘s top 30 hits will be a rather insignificant 
contribution to the world compared to that of many aid 
workers out there today. 
Vanessa Urbantke, Terrace B.C. 
a ,  
There are bigger issues 
than same Fex 
Dear Sir: 
It Zppe-GFthat the NHL Hockey’ soap opera has come 
to an end, none to soon for someone like me who finds 
it difficult to get excited over two groups of millionaires 
fighting over the spoils. 
With hockey out of the way we can now concentrate 
on the real Canadian national sport, samelsex marrike 
,:;-.f,i;:, tity of tradLt!onql 
marriage; and what is it about? The head coaches of thlis 
neo conservative team are the Pope and bighops they who 
are threatening politicians and other people taking a liberal 
approach, with eternal damnation and burning in hell. - 
This punishment makes the Bertuzzi suspension look 
like three strokes with an ostrich feather. The traditional 
marriage that these folks insist on and are part of has a 50 
per cent success rate meaning that statistically half of their 
group has been divorced at least once. Some sanctity. 
Of course our neighbours to the south who never miss 
a chance to spread their particular brand of freedom and 
democracy are now fully engaged. Many churches are self 
destructing over this issue. Politicians, and news media 
are devoting most of their time and 
. ... . debates, a Canadian blood sport. 
So who are the defenders of th 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at 
newsroom @ terracestandard. com. No attachments, please. 
Name, address andphone number requiredfor verijcation. 
effort to this to the detriment of the 
real issues. 
If I was cynical or paranoid I 
would believe that this debacle 
is orchestrated by the neo- 
conservatives to distract all of us 
from the real issues facing the 
world. Whether this is so or not, 
the fact is that what is not talked 
about or dealt with are the disasters 
of biblical proportions all over the 
world and at home. 
Millions of people in Africa 
who could be saved from Aids and 
hundreds of thousands dying from 
malaria could be cured for 25 cents 
:ach. Of course, since these victims are not white or even 
mown we are not that concerned. 
Thousands of children as young as five are child 
soldiers getting killed or are sex slaves exploited by adults 
including North America tourists. 
Closer to home, nearly to one million Canadian 
:hildren live below the poverty line, while the kids of the 
:eneration that were promised child care and the end of 
:hild poverty are now looking for non-existing child care 
‘or their children. 
Child care and poverty is once again is to be wrestled 
o the ground, this time by a hockey goalie minister. 
Meanwhile, we are spending millions on submarines 
hat must be transported oii-decks of foreign freighters, 
i billion or ,more on gun control that has zero impact on 
:riminals, ministers misplacing one billion dollars and 
iundred millions unaccountable for “at the same time as 
we are choking the earth and air with pollution and using 
he oceans as a giant dumping ground, eliminating wild 
almon stocks, by fish farms, bad logging practices and oil 
:xplorations and so on. 
The whole same sex marriage thing is nothing more 
than a smoke screen. Whether my neighbours are a same 
sex couple or not has no impact on me or our society. It 
does not make them good or bad, just neighbours. 
To the people hiding in this smoke screen, politicians, 
Knights of Columbus, bishops and right wing zealots; 
give your head a shake. Live and let live and concentrate 
your energy on the issues that actually matter. 
John Jensen, Terrace, B.C. 
John Jensen 
4 
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COUPON NOT VALID ON PRESCRIPTION 
AND DIABETES MERCHAMDISE 
REWARD MILES 
D A MINIMUM $35 PHARMACY PURCHASE. 
l imi t  of one bonus oHer per day. Coupon must be presented at lime of purchase. AIR MILESn' coupons cannot be combined 
with any other discount o te r  or AIR MllESn'coupon oter, includinp Customer Appreciation Day &Seniors nay. Base' 
AIR MILESm OHer - 1 reward mile lor every S20 spenl (SundaySaturday). Coupon excludes all Gil Cards, tobacco purchases, 
envim levies and lmnsil passes Other exclusions apply. Please see customer service lor complete list of exclusions. 
LIMIT ONE FREE. 
Assorted varieties. 
BLU€BEXZRY PI€ I 
Or Cherry, Pumpkin, 
Rhubarb/Strawberry, No Sugar 
Added Pumpkin, Mixed Fruit, 
No Sugar Added 
Rhubarb/Strawberry or No Sugar 
Added ADde Pies. 8 Inch. 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE I I '  I 
Pert Plus 2 in I I 
Assorted varieties. 300 mL. 5 stem bunch. 
FRIQAY ONLY 
Milena's Qne Topping 
Family Size Bizza's. 1 
Assorted varieties. 
Or try our Hawaiian 
or The Works for $9.99 ea. 
I SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE I 
PRICES EFFECTIVE THIS THURSDAY, FRIDAY 'AND SATURDAY QNLW 
Prices effective at all Canada Safeway stores Thursday, Mar. 10 thru Saturday, Mar. 12,2005. We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quantities. Some items may not be available at all stores. All items while stocks last. Actual items may my slightly from illustrations. 
Some illustrations are serving suggestions only. Advertised prices do not include GST. 
@Trademarks of AIR MiLES International Trading B.V., Used under license by Loyalty Management Group, Canada Inc. and Canada Safeway Limited. 
Extreme Specials are prices that are so low they are limited to a one time purchase to Safeway Club Card Members within a household. Each household can purchase the limited items Onetime during the effective dates. A household is defined by all Safeway Club Cards that are linked by the same address and phone number. Each household a n  pur- 
chase the EXTREME SPECIALS during the specified advertisement dates. For purchases over the household limits, RgUlar Pricing applies to overlimit purchases. Extreme Prices effective Mar. 10 - Mar. 12,2005. On BUY ONE GET ONE FREE items, both items must be purchased. Lowest priced item is then free. 
. .  . 
Gov’t desperate for mining glory 
Dear Sir: up the largest deficits in 
CORRESPONQENCE FOR THE TERRACE’ STANDARD B.C.‘s history by giving tax 
Terrace Standard , where breaks to the wealthiest and 
provincial mining minis- their business buddies. 
ter Pat Bell attacks Skeena The NDP had some is- 
MP Nathan Cullen and pro- 
vincial NDP leader Carole 
James as being anti-mining being anti-mining was not 
is a perfect example of how one of them. 
fiction becomes truth.’ the Taku community, and is that the reccnt increase Absent of huge revenues 
The fact of the matter is regardless of the environ- the legitimate aspirations in mining exploraiion is a from the oil patch this gov- 
more mines came into oper- and concerns of the Taku direct result of bibera1 poli- ernment would still be in 
ation in this region under the quences. has destabilized Tlinglit First Nation. cies. deficit. Look around, poli- 
last NDP,government than Of course the mining in- The truth is mining ex- ticians may lie, but the doz- 
have come into production industry in !he north. dustry wants ’ government ploration investment has ens of enipty stores. closed 
under the Liberals. Witness increased First policies that cuts red tape. always been driven by coni- schools and silent niills in 
come into production in this schemes. On the Taku tlie and gives tax breaks and garies of provincial policy. 
region under the Liberals. Suprcnie Court called for subsidies. And commodity prices arc 
This is simply pre-election the completion of land use 1 don’t condemn them for very high right now. 
posturing by an increasingly planning proccsses as the that. They are in the business Ministcr Bell may think 
desperate Liberal party fac- ideal mechanism for coni- of making money, not pro- otherwise, but if lie truly be- 
ing the wrath of northern niunities and First Nations tecting B.C.’s unique nilturd lieves his own rhetoric tlie 
voters fed up with closed to conic to C O I I S ~ I ~ S U S  over heritilge. That responsibility only thing he demonstrates 
schools, inadequate hcalth development. lies with all of us. is that he is ilbsoltItely be- 
care, hidden taxes, corporate What Mr. Bell failed to But those subsidics, di- reft of any knowledge of the 
subsidies and innumerable report is that his govern- rect and indirect, arc not mining industry or busincss 
broken promises. ment wils the direct cause of what primarily defines how realities. 
And, in  fact, any dispas- the failure of land planning much exploration occurs, or And another fact - whcn 
sionate examination of the processes i n  the Taku due to what development happens. the NDP was dcfeated the 
The recent article in The 
of any and all development, 
mental or cultural conse- 
the prospects for the mining 
In fact no mines have Nation” opposition to these environmental regulations niodity prices? not tlie vn- this region don‘t. 
issue reveals that the Liber- their obvious and overt sup- The coninionly held, but budget was balanced and 
als’ too-aggressive support port of industry, instcad of absolutely false assumption this government then racked 
Osteoporosis is a potentially crippling disease that causes bones ta  lose 
their strength, ohen becoming brittle orporous leading to potential 
fractures, disability, pain and dsfarmity. find out more about osteoporosis..  
Meet our diefition and pharmacist to discuss: 
Risk Factors for Osteoporosis 
Diet and Nutrition 
; Preventative Options 
Exercise tax break scheme 
only benefits the well to do And receive a bone density screening on-site using our heel ultrasound debice. Bare feet will be requiredforproper 
screening. A $e will be charged for this 
service. Special discount for Save-On-More 
cardholders. Appointments recommended. 
Book now and receive a free 
Women‘s Health Practical Guide valued at 29.99 ea. 
Dear Sir: 
Wow. Liberal MLA Christie Clark has a new tax bonus 
on the books. And the press is falling over each other to kiss 
her feetFWow. 
Christie wants to give Moms and Pops a tax break if their 
gets a break. It is who does not. Single moms who can’t get 
the children into recogni&d sports. 
Young people with no children. Married couples without 
children. Married peop!e on minimum wage, who can’t get 
the kids into recognized programs. 
kids do a lot of exercise. 
that list is compiled. 
There have to be 
finally determine who is exercising is to look at the child’s 
enrollment in hockey, figure skating, Soccer, ball, weight 
rooms, or any organized sport. 
With a fee. A fee that only certain people can afford, rich 
people. 
Never mind that the kids are out stacking bundles or mak- 
ing hay in the burning sun. That don’t count. 
The skinny kids playing stick ball in the alley need not 
apply. They don’t have a membership or a receipt. 
We got to talk about a more important thing than who 
We got to talk, fi 
Wednesday, March 16th, 10 am - 5 pm 
4731 ‘Lakelse Ave., 
NO, we need to look at who pays. The exercise people get 
a tax break, the government loses money, and must make 
that money up from some other source. 
category’is you and 
me. The already disadvantaged and living on the crusts of 
bread and dirty tap water. We pay, again. 
25016354021 
That, brothers and sisters in the 
It’’ discrimination* 
s e s :  
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Red Tag Days isn‘tjust a logo. 
It3 our longest running, best known 
amual  event, and the whole line-up is 
here: the timeless value of Corolla, 
the safety and versatihty of Sienna 
and the compact, go-anywhere RAV4. 
You’ll find the best selection and best 
rates, making it the best time to test drive 
a Toyota. Red Tag Days are here, 
and your new Toyota is waiting. 
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Record high set last week 
TERRACE finished off 
February with the warmest 
day of the month that broke 
two weather records. 
Feb. 28 reached 12.7 Cel- 
sius, breaking the old record 
of 8.5 set in 198 1, and rnark- 
ing the warmest Feb. tem- 
perature ever. 
The previous high tem- 
perature for the second 
month was 10 C set in 1970. 
An earlier Feb. day set 
another record this year. 
Feb. 24 hit a record high 
of 7.5, just edging out the old 
record of 7.4 set in 1989. 
The city may be on its 
way tola warm spring and 
- 
Miller predicts this spring 
will he above normal tem- 
perathres with near normal 
to drier precipitation. 
June through August are 
forecast to reach above nor- 
mal temperatures and below 
normal rainfall. 
Fall through Nov. will see 
above normal temperatures 
continuing, with precipita- 
tion above normal. 
“Those are very general 
forecasts and not something 
to bet the farm on,” Miller 
says. 
Compared to the 30-year 
average, Jan. 2004 was cold 
c and windy with near normal 
/I 
summer. 
“We can always hope,” 
says Bill Miller‘ of Envi- 
ronment Canada client ser- 
vices. 
And Terracites enjoyed 
the warmest weather in over 
Last year tied with 1981 
for the warmest year on re- 
cord since complete weather 
records began in 1956. 
Total precipitation made 
last -year the 11th wettest 
year on record. 
Natural climate variabil- 
ity accounts for the higher 
temperatures says Miller. 
0 The month of June mea- 
I sured eight daily maximum 
I 






*, From the 17th to 24th, i 
the temperatures were 31.3, i 
34.2, ‘35.3, 36.5, 33, 32.5, 
34.3 and 30.4, and all but one I 
broke the old daily, records 1 
Five of the eight previous [ 
daily records were recorded 
in 1958. 
August 2004 was the 
second warmest August 
since 1944, averaging 18.7 
C, compared to the warmest 
of Aug. 1977 which reached 
19.8 c. 
, Last year’s mean tem- 
perature was 7.7 C andJotal 2 
precipitation was 1,454.4 i 
mm, both warmer and wetter 5 
than the 10-year average of i 
’ 6.5 C and 1,306.1 mm from f 
1995-2004, and the 30-year 
normals of 6.3 C and 1,322.3 
I ‘  
. * temperatures over 30 C. 
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Hydroelectric 5 t
t%$, I 
faki’lity will be .i E 
i$ 
!i benefit to 
NorthernBC ; 
ANEW 16MWhydroelectric tt 
facility at Long Lake, north p 
-of Stewart, will mean $30-35 
million in capital investment, 
jobs and ‘sustainable 
economic development for 
the residents of northern 
British Columbia, MLA 
North Coast Bill Belsey 
announced Feb. 21. 
nounce the issue of a con- 1 “I am pleased to an- 
ditional water licence for 
B.C.’s newest hydroelectric 
power facility in Stewart,” 
said Belsey. 
District of Stewart mayor 
Angela Brand-Danuser add- ,r 
ed “This exciting project is 2 
expected to create more than 
100,000 hours of work dur- 
ing the construction phase 
and generate a substantial 
amount of money in taxes 
and royalties during ongoing 
operation. 
“This is very good news 
for the residents of Stew- 
art and the surrounding re- 
gion.” 
James Carter, project 
,,*anager of Long Lake Joint 
2- fenture said “This project 
L‘’-has been planned to mini- 
mize impacts by making use 
of formerly developed areas 
and existing infrastructure.” 
The Long Lake Joint 
Venture was formed by 
Regional Power Inc. and 
Premier Power Corp. to de- 
velop, construct and operate 
the facility. , 
The proponents have over 
30 years of combined hydro- 
electric development and op- 
erations experience and have 
developed, built and operate 
four similar projects in B.C. 
with an aggregate capacity 
of almost 40 MW. 
The Long Lake project 
began over four years ago. 
A thorough review of po- 
tential impacts was under- 
taken in the design process. 
The project has the op- 
portunity to provide positive 
impacts for fisheries and 
water quality by increasing 
flows to fish bearing reaches 
in Cascade Creek to offset 




Feb. was warm, windy 
and dry with only 40.5 mm 
precipitation compared to 
119.8 mm average, 
March was very warm, 
windy and wetter than usual 
with 116.3 mm rain up from 
the average of 84.8 mm, 
April was windy, warm 
and dry with 48.3 mm rain 
down from the 71 mm ave., 
May was windy, ,,warm 
and very dry with 23.5 mm 
rain, less than half the ave 
precipitation of 53.3 mm, 
June was the third warm- 
est on record with near nor- 
mal rainfall, 
July was warm, windy 
and wet with 82.1 mm up 
from the 52.7 mm ave., 
August was the second 
warmest, windy and very 
dry with only 38.9 mm down 
from the 62.7 mm ave., 
Sept. was cold, windy 
and a little wet with 134.6 
mm compared to 98.6 mm, 
Oct. saw near normal 
temperatures and a wet 275.4 
mm up from 186.6 mm, 
Nov. was warm, very 
windy and-very wet with 
260.6 mm, up from 181.7 
and Dec. was warm, 
mm, 
windy and a little wet. 
NORTHERN DRUGS PHARMACY STAFF 
Manuela, Panreen, Stacy, Roy, Megan & Eryn 
Nowadays, people want this and considers 
to know more about answers-to-questions as 
the medications they’re a routine part of filling anj 
taking - the benefits, prescription. 
the side effects and not Your Northern Drugs 
least of all, the costs. pharmacist is always 
Your Northern Drugs j able to keep you well 
pharmacist understands informed. 
YOUR HEALTH & BEAUTY STORE I SKEENA MALL - PHONE 635-6555 
Our Licensed Pharmacists. 
Han ford, Alison, Ingrid & Janice 
Our Pharmacy Technicians, 
Rose, Nadina & Jackie (missing from photo) 1 
I 
SAFEWAY m FOOQ & QRUG 
Julie rehnician), Fady & Melisa (pharmacists), 
Missing: Carrie rehnician) & Simon (pharmacist) 
are here to help you with all your 
pharmaceutical needs & questions. 
4655 LAKELSE NE., 635-1 375 e) 4“- \I”- ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS RECEIVE FULL AIR MILE POINTS 4 c -  ‘ 
UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
University of Northern British Columbia Bachelor of Social Work 
Complete a Bachelor of Social work degree in either Terrace or Prince Rupert. 
Get your degree without leaving the Northwest! 
Application forms are available at the Terrace campus. 
The deadline to submit completed applications to UNBC has been extended 
to March 31,2005 4:30 pm. 
For more information please contact A k a  Thompson 
4741 Park Avenue - -  
Terrace, BC V8G 2W1 
Ph 61 5-557811 -800-697-7388 
Email nw-info@unbc.ca 
--_ 
< c  
. , . ^ .  : , .... ,.. :. ~ . * ,  .: 
Kristen, Julie, Carrie, Eric, 
4634 Park Ave. 
Located in the Park h e .  NORTHERN 
I 
I t 
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;Black knot fungus lH:F online 
;affects fruit trees 
By SARAH A. 
: ZIMMERMAN 
; LOCAL fruit tree owners be 
; warned: black knot fungus 
; could be in your orchard. 
8 Not just unsightly, the 
bulbous black fungus could 
kill fruit trees and the blight 
is making an appearance all 
over Terrace. , 
“I’ve seen it in several 
places on the south side and 
several places on the north 
side of town,” says Quinton 
Freeman of Uplands Nurs- 
ery. 
“I’ve received several 
phonecalls about it. I t  seems 
it’s getting worse quickly 
and not a lot of people real- 
ize they have it.” 
Black knot fungus looks 
like a black wrinkly growth 
that appears on and around 
the small twigs and branches 
of plum, prune and choke- 
cherry trees. 
As the fungus grows it 
slowly cut; off the supply 
of water and nutrients to that 
branch, eventually killing it. 
In serious cases, the fungus 
can spread to the tree trunk, trees could die and before 
making it difficult to save fungus F~~~~~~ recom- that happens the fungus will 
the tree. mends taking the following spread. 
But caught in its early “Because there is no total 
stages black knot fungus can cure for black knot our only 
be dispatched and now is the 
perfect time to do it, says 
Freeman. 
Pruning the affected 
limbs should help get rid of 
the fungus and it’s best io 
JayJ. 
T~ avoid spreading the 
steps: 
Prune off branches six 
BLACK KNOT fungus needs to be’removed from fruit 
trees now to avoid it taking hold and doing damage. 
prune the tree in early March affected branches or burn 
while it’s still dormant. ’ them on site. 
The fungus is highly,con- Do not prune in the rain 
tagious. or when limbs are wet. 
“The fungus is spread by Spray the tree with 
water dripping from infected lime sulphur at 100 mL per 
branches onto healthy ones, each litre of water at the dor- 
by birds, clothing transfer- mant stage, then spray again c 
ring ’pores from infected with wettable sulphur at full 
fall. . or by not disinfecting your tools properly,” Freeman 
”_.IC Left unchecked, affected 
branches tb Ones bloom and again during the 
inches below the infected 
area. 
Frequently soak prun- 
ing shears in a bleach and 
water mixture. 
Bag and dispose of 
defense as a community is 
to control what is already 
here and try to minimize the 
spread and damage,” Free- 
man says. 
City wants miners 
to call Terrace home 
THE CITY will develop a detailed plan to 
pursue business as a miniifg service centre. 
Council passed that recommendation, ad- 
vanced by councillor David Hull, after hear- 
ing his report from a recent mining confer- 
ence. 
“Terrace needs to have a mining strategy,” 
he said.. 
Mining supply and service has begun to 
pick up here with increased exploration at 
sites such as Eagle Plains Resources’ Kalum 
claim just north of he 
property further noh 
But Hull said what little business Terrace 
now gets pales in comparison to what Smith- 
ersenjoys. 
“Our lunch is being eaten by other com- 
munities and towns around us,” Hull said. 
Hull said the future of mining in the re- 
gion depends heavily on whether the prov- 
ince will build needed infrastructure - name- 
ly the Stewart-Omineca Resource Road and 
the power line extension from Meziadin 
Junction to Dease Lake. 
The province has already announced it its 
taking preliminary steps leading to construc- 
r mine 
isn’t going ahead without the power trans- 
mission line, Hull said. 
I %  
UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Applications are now being accepted for the Northern Collaborative Baccalaureate Nursing Program 
in Terrace. This program leads to a UNBC Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree and provides entry 
into the nursing profession as a Registered Nurse. 
This four year program of studies, beginning in September 2005, will be offered at the Terrace 
campus of Northwest Community College and the Terrace campus of the University of Northern 
British’Columbia. 
The application deadline is March 31,2005. 
Applications can be completed online at http://www.unbc.ca/whyunbc/index.html 
application forms are also available at UNBC’sTerrace and Prince Rupert campuses’and at Northwest 
Community College. 
We welcome all inquiries and applications. Aboriginal students are encouraged to apply. There 
will be an information session and opportunity to talk to a UNBC Registrar on Wednesday, March 
16,2005 at ROO pm in Room 2001-20&l2 of Waap HaawWBirch Building at Northwest Community 
College in Terrace. 
Information about the UNBC Bachelor of Science in Nursing program is available on line at www. 
unbc.ca/nursing 
For further questions please contact: 
UNBC- Northwest Regional Campus 
4741 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 2W1 
Email nw-info@unbc.ca 
Ph 61 5-557811 -800-697-7388 
Y O U  PROBABLY WON‘T UNPACK,  
B U T  A T  LEAST 
Y O U  CAN RELAX.  
We kno\v how stressful plamiing a winter getaway can be. Before p u  depart on 
your iacatioii, stay at the Delta Vancouwr Airport Hotel. located just minutes 
from Vancouver International Airport, and we’ll help IOU relax before )au get on 
p u r  \\a): With our Bon Voyge Stopover package, which includes parking for 
the duration of p u r  vacation and airport transportation. you have take11 care of 
all the details. So relax from the start, and begin purvacation worryfree. 




!?::modatin for singe or double occupancy in a Delta Room 
Complimentary parking for the duration of p u r  vacation 
Complinientary direct airport transportation 




Recreational Fishers are reminded that 
sport fishing with nets is prohibited in all 
Freshwater Systems of British Columbia. This 
includes Sports fishing with dip nets, gillnets, 
minnow nets and cast nets in fresh water for 
Eulachon. In the 2005 season Federal Fishery 
Officers will be increasing their patrol time 
spent on this issue to ensure compliance with 
the Regulations. If you have any questions 
or for more information please contact the 
DFO off ice in Terrace (250)615-5350 or Prince 
Rupert (250)627-3499 
b 
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.Zenith, 162, 170, 178 ............................ 799 
Scratch BC, 176, 182 ............................ 649 
Scratch, 168, 174 .................................. 449 
Bandit 83, 168, 178, 185 ....................... 899 
Bandit 82,  170, 176, 182 ...................... 899 
Saphire 3, 146, 162 .... .......................... 249 
Bandit BZW, 176 ................................. :: 899 
KOSSIGNOL @ 
R:8 w/bindings, 170 ................................ 849 
Sugar Daddy w/bindings, 173 ............. 1049 
E:5/259, 168 .......................................... 699 
-0 SALOMON 
Verse 3, 135 ................................. :: ....... 349 
Scream LTD, 180 .................................. 649 
1080, 171 ............................................... 649 
Verse 5 .................................................. 375 
F Scrambler 33 w/bindings, 150 ........... 339 
.. 
. 
PURE MOUNTAIN COMPANY@ 
F Scream 77W wlbindings: 155 ............ 469 
Terrace Crimd stopper is reque - 
my information:you may have reg 
L Break, Enter and Theft that occu 
he Komaham Lodge on Highway 16 
xeak-in occurred(> between the even 
vlonday, Februky 28th and Wedn 
vlarch 2nd, 2005 
Culprits gained> access by ramm 
’ront gate. Numerous large boat motors mcl 
farious specialty fishing equipment 
aken: including multiple rqds and ree 
If you have information about t 
Ither crime or you know the iden 
ierson or person’s responsible for 
my other crime - Crime Stoppe 
ike to hear from you. 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to S2,OOO.OO for Information 
lesding to the arrest and charges being laid against this or any other 
unsolved Crlme. If you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, that’s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their identlty or 
testifv In court. CrimestoDrJers does not subscrlbe to call disdav. 
GR ON 
SECURITY SYSTEMS 





0 Electronic Services 
0 24 Hour Monitoring 
0 Specializing In Digital And “ 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
”24 Houf Property Profdon” ’ 
877-71 3-9588 
250-638-6070 
< I  ‘ 
Fax: 250-638-600 1 
4443 Keith Avenue: Terrace, B.C. 
\ 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
@)TEM FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL #5548 
, 
. .  . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  
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Shell asked to leave 
Tahltan family territory 
INTERNAL POLITICAL 
strife within the Tahltan 
people, north of here has 
halted, at least for now, an 
energy company’s search 
for natural gas. 
Shell Canada officials last 
week had wanted, to speak 
to members,of two Tahltan 
bands about its work done 
last summer inthe Klappan 
area and plans for this year. 
Instead they were told 
they were jnfringing on a 
Tahltan family’s aboriginal 
title and rights. 
James Dennis, the head 
,of the family on whose tra- 
ditional teni,tory Shell had 
k n  drilling, presented a 
four-page document saying 
the company had failed to 
speak with family members. 
:‘No consultation about, 
or accommodation of, our 
aboriginal title and rights has 
.occurred prior to the com- 
mencement of field opera- 
tions,” the letter indicated. 
“We further find the 
overall cumulative impacts 
of the many mega-projects 
proposed for in this area,‘ 
as a violation of sustainable 
use and stewardship prin- 
ciples far beyond the public 
good and as an infringement 
of our constitutionally pro- 
tected aboriginal title and 
rights,” it continued. 
In speaking to Shell rep- 
resentatives, Dennis asked 
them to leave. 
“Our land is our kitchen. 
When you bring your poison 
onto our land you are poi- 
s o h g  our kitchen. We will 
not stand for that, so go back 
to where you came from,” 
hesaid. , 
Der& and otherTahltan 
people from Iskut spoke with 
Shell representatives March 
2 after the company was 
similarly rebuffed March 1 
in Telegraph Creek by el- 





TAHLTAN ELDER James Dennis, far left, and lskut chief councillor Louis Louie tell 
Shell engineer Derryl Duncan and public relations consultant Doug Ford in lskut on 
March 2 that the company must stop exploring for natural gas on Tahltan lands in 
the Klappan area. 
rium on any further resource months ago and have refused Creek] moratorium docu- 
development. all attempts to leave. ment given to us indicates 
Also backing the decision The elders and others say the moratorium is in place 
to ask Shell to leave was the that Asp is too pro-resource until the leadership issue is 
Iskut band council. It and development and that the resolved,” he said. I‘ 
the Telegraph Creek Tahl- stance is risking environ- “The most respectful 
tan form the Tahltan Central mental and other harm. . thing to do is to let them 
Council. Oscar Dennis, a son of workit out.” 
The Shell situation is the James Dennis, said it is im- “And as for fuqher field 
latest in a series of events in portant to realize that while activity, it is far too early to 
which elders and others have Shell may have a deal with predict if there is to be fur- 
questioned the leadership of the development corpora- ther field activity or what it 
Telegraph Creek band chief tion, it has made no arrange- might be,” Mann said. 
Jerry Asp. ment with the Dennis fam- He said Shell officials 
He’s also the head of the ily. travelled to Iskut and Tele- 
TahltanNation Development Other corporations are graph Creek last week pre- 
Corporation, the company also failing to contact fami- cisely to continue to learn 
Shell signed a memorandum lies on whose territories they, more about how the Tahltan 
of understanding with last wish to develop mines or I perceive their work. 
year to pave the way for its other resources, he added. “What this does is re- 
exploratory Klappan drill- Shell official Jeff Mann inforce the need for us to 
ing. said the company is aware of continue to talk to the broad 
Telegraph Creek elders the internal Tahltan political Tahltan community to better 
began occupying their band situation. understand their concerns,” 
council’s offices nearly two “Part of the [Telegraph Mann continued. 
OSCAR DENNIS PHOTO 
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SHELL CANADA will 
have no problem in defin- 
ing its relationship with the 
Nisga’a if its search for natu- 
ral gas north of here touches 
on Nisga’a interests, says a 
company spokesman. 
Jeff Mann said the com- 
pany’s memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with 
the Tahltan-owned Tahltan 
Nation Development Cor- 
poration, signed so it could 
drill three test wells in the 
Klappan area last year, is an 
example of its commitment 
to l ~ a l  consultation. 
“It’s our policy to work 
with every stakeholder,” he 
said adding that Shell’s goal 
is to act in a manner that 
respects traditional users of 
lands and that any activity is 
done in”an environmentally 
sound fashion. 
These goals would be 
included in any possible 
MOU signed with any other 
groups, Mann continued. 
But as far as the Nisga’a 
are concerned, Shell has no 
immediate work planned 
that would affect any Nisga’a 
territory or resources. 
Mann did say he has had 
at least one conversation , 
with a Nisga’a official about 
work Shell did last year in 
the Klappan,=w%ch is part 
of the Bowser Basin area. 
which stretches north to the 
Yukon border, has as much 
oil and gas potential as what 
might be contained off- 
shore. 
The Nisga’a earlier this 
year signed a protocol with 
the provincial government 
outlining its involvement in 
probing the offshore oil and 
gas potential. 
Mann did, however, de- 
cline to release a copy of 
the Tahltan MOU, saying its 
terms are confidential. 
“It’s not unusual in the 
business world to have terms 
of arrangements closely 
held,” he said. 
Mann also declined to 
indicate if the Tahltan MOU 
contains any financial ar- 
rangements. 
Experts say the Bowser, ’ 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT - MUST BE OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE 
OPT 846 DOUBLE BED WIBUNK DEALER #5958 ‘O.A.C. Net Of Taxes 
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I Society outhto boost( tourism 
THE TERRACE Tourism 
Society has shipped just un- 
der 23,000 copies of its 2005 
visitors’ guide to 1 10-visitor 
information centres across 
the province as the start of a 
concentrated effort to attract 
tourists to the area. 
In all, 40,000 copies of 
the glossy, 56-page publica- 
tion were printed with some 
destined for Alaska as well, 
says society executive direc- 
tor Jennifer Lewis. 
“We’ll have lots for our 
own visitor information cen- 
tre and for our rack at the 
airport:’ she added. 
The publication contains 
information on Terrace and 
area but it also includes in- 
formation about Ki;imat and 
the Nass Valley. 
The society’s efforts to 
boost tourism here have 
been buoyed by a new two 
per cent tax placed on hotel 
rooms. 
“Our job is to market 
outside of the area to attract 
people here,” said Lewis. 
“We want to make Terrace 
and the area a primary tour- 
ism destination.” 
That mandate sets the 
society apart from the Ter- 
race and District Chamber 
of Commerce’s visitor infor- 
mation centre. 
“The visitor information 
centre is meant for people 
once they arrive,” Lewis 
added. 
She did say it was easy to 
become confused with the 
goals and workings of each 
organization because the 
tourism society had offices 
in the chamber of commerce 
log building on Keith h e .  
But now that the tourism 
society has moved to the 
George Little Housc down- 
town at the foot of Kalum, 
Lewis expccts it to begin to 
establish a clear and distinct 
identity. 
“We dcal with tour bus 
associations, travel agencies, 
B.C. Tourism (a provincial 
body) and we host the out- 
side media,” said Lewis. 
The task of attracting out- 
side media attention became 
tightly focused in the last 
while because lack of snow 
hampered ski operations in 
other areas of the province. 
The tourism society was 
able to spread the word 
that Shames Mountain had 
plenty of snow and that re- 
sulted in enquiries from 
writers and photographers 
connected to a wide variety 
of ski magazines and other 
publications. 
“We were able to get 
them hooked up with travel 
arrangements, with accom- 
modation, with passes,” said 
Lewis. “We acted as the go- 
between.” 
JUST OUT is the  Terrace Tourism Society’s 2005 publication designed to attract 
tourists to Terrace and area. Executive director Jennifer Lewis, top left, and front 
office worker Claire Irwin are now in new quarters on the second floor of the George 
Little House at the foot of Kalum downtown. 
Vote change advocate visits 
2005 Walk to Cure Diabetes Dates 
May 15th Powell River 
Vancouver May 29th 
May 29th Whitehorse 
’ Kelowna June 5th 
June 5th 
Fraser Valley June 12th 
Nanaimo 
Kamloops June 12th 
Victoria June 12th 
WALK *TO CURE DIAB~TTES 
L ___--..-- 
JrJ,<rrrtd t v  fl.Jam1( 1 <( I t *  
1-877-CURE-533 EXT 310 
604-320-1937 or www.jdrf.ca 
Caring .‘about the kids 
of our icornm un ity! 
ONE OF B.C.’S strongest advocates for 
changing the way we elect provincial repre- 
sentatives visits next week. 
Nick Loenen from Vancouver is to be the 
guest at a coffee session hosted by the Ter- 
race and District’Chamber of Coiiimercepn 
March 18. 
He’s backing a proposed voting change 
which could see people being able to cast 
ballots for more than one MLA. 
That proposal is the subject of a rcfercn- 
dum which will be part of the May 17 pro- 
vincial election ballot. 
More inforniation on Loenen’s coffee 
session is available from the chamber at 635- 
2063. 
. .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . _ .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . - .  . 
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NDP choose (candidates 
for northwest! ridings 
PROVINCIAL N E W  Dem- 
ocrats have now selected 
al l  of their candidates in the 
three northwestern ridings 
for the May 17 election. 
Former teachers’ union 
head Gary Coons o f  Prince 
Rupert was chosen to run in 
the North Coast riding while 
Hazelton village councillor 
Doug Donaldson wi l l  repre- 
sent the party in the Bulkley 
Valley-Stikine riding. 
Both were chosen in bal; 
loting held at recent nomina- 
-tion meetings. 
Donaldson defeated three 
other nominees over three 
ballots in a six-hour meeting 
while Coons achieved a first 
ballot victory over two other to the Liberals as part o f  that 
challengers. party’s massive win across 
“The difference between the province i n  2001. 
us and the Liberals i s  they Donaldson said the north 
have the big bucks and we has been neglected by the 
have the people,” said Coons Liberals, adding that the 
following his win. NDP i s  now a “reinvigorat- 
He’ll go up against sit- ed party.” 
ting Liberal MLA Bill Former NDP MLA Bill 
Belsey. The North Coast Goodacre also ran for the 
riding has traditionally been ’ Bulkley Valley-Stikine 




nated in the first ballot. 
Goodacre took the riding 
in the 1996 provincial elec- 
tion but went down to defeat 
to Liberal Dennis MacKay 
in the 2001 vote. 
MacKay i s  running 
again. 
Coons and Donaldson 
join Terrace social worker 
Robin Austin who was 
nominated in January to run 
in the Skeena riding against 
current Liberal MLA Roger 
Harris. 
Coons said he expects the 
momentum created by the 
federal election victory last 
June of Nathan Cullen for 
the Skeena-Bulklcy seat to 
carry over in  May. 
“What happened to us as 
a community i s  we focussed 
on building on the federal 
election as a stepping stone 
to the provincial election,” 
he said. 
There’s been talk of the 
Green party noniinatirig 
candidates for the northwest 
but nothing concrete has yet 
materialized. 
The Safe Gambling Tip for March, 2005, is DON’T-GAMBLE TO SOLVE PROBLEMS. Gambling for most people is entertaining 
and fun. Some individuals may develop a problem with gambling, similar to alcohol and drug addiction, when using it to forget 
illness, anger, sadness, mask feelings of inadequacy and/or anxiety and depression. If gambling, alcohol or drugs are used to forget 
or change how a person feels, the trap is that it is temporary and over time, the amount must be increased to get the same benefit. 
With continued and increased use a dependency or addiction is created in addition to the original problem. Individuals that have 
experienced trauma from physical, sexual, mental abuse, neglect, growing up in an environment of addiction, including gambling, 
are particularly vulnerable to developing a problem with gambling. Alcohol, drugs, and gambling provide a change in mood and a 
sense of pleasure through brain chemistry including endorphins, norepinephrine and dopamine. It is important to develop healthy 
ways to change moods through diet, exercise, problem solving, communication skills, counselling and change in thinking. 
Presented by Greg McQuarrie and Laurie Philips, Northwest Addiction Services, a program of Terrace and District Community 
Services Society. Call Provincial Helpline 1-888-795-61 11 or Northwest Addiction Services at 1-888-638-81 17, free of charge 
for one on one, family, couples assessment and treatment, prevention and education in Terrace and other communities in the 
Northwest Reaion. if vou or someone YOU know is affected by Problem Gambling. 
o meet all of the province’s energy needs. 
need to  examine all of the getferation 
ith our customers to better 
liability needs. We’re also targeting our 
d investments on those parts of our system 
HYDRO IS DOING 
E LOW-COST POWER 
ns enjoy the third-lowest electricity rates 
in North America. Our plan is to maintain that competitive 
by promoting Power Smart as an important 
ctive part of the solution. By buying energy 
from independent producers through open and competitive 
processes. By making the most<of electricity trading 
opportunities and constantly searching for better and 
more efficient ways of doing what we do. 
WHAT BC HYDRO is DOING TO ENSURE 
OUR LEGACY FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 
At BC Hydro, our long-term goal is to ensure that w e  
. 
/ I  
minimize our impact on the environment. For example, 
we have low greenhouse gas emissions. We have made 
a commitment to  meet half of B.C.3 new energy needs 
through clean generation sources. We work constructively 
with communities on water use / and other conseryation 
plans. Our Power Smart conservation initiative leads the 
world in promoting reduced consumption. Naturally, we 




that our plan to  invest in greater reliability is a good one. 
Demand for electricity continues to grow at roughly 2% 
1 every9ear. To be energy self-sufficient and to meet our 
rising demand, we havh to  make some choices and 
decisions together. We’d like to  hear your thoughts. 
1 LOW-COST POWER 
THE CHOICES WE FACE TOGETHER 
We need to decide together what type of energy we want 
, 
to use to generate electricity. New energy resources can 
take a long time to become operational - 8 to 10 years 
is not uncommon. Sometimes it’s hard to anticipate all of 
the costs associated with 50-year investments, especially 
environmental costs. $Are we prepared to invest’in Tore 
expensive clean generation today to  avoid other costs 
A 
tomorrow? What generating resources are we willing 
to  accept in our communities? 
. OURENERGYFUTURE I 
THE CHOICES WE FACE TOGETHER 
Another long-term goal we‘ve set is to encourage a 
significant and permanent reduction in the amount of 
electricity consumed in B.C. We know we can all consume 
less. Yet a typical B.C. home today uses about 6% more 
electricity than in 1995. If we all reduced our consumption 
by 20% it would reduce the need for new generation 
sources and make a huge contribution to protecting our , 
environment. Is that a change we‘re811 prepared to  make? 
-L=- 
I 
To find out  more about BC Hydro‘s 2005 lntegrated 
Electricity Planning process, please visit our website. 
BC Hydro will also be hosting open houses throughout 
the province. Be sore to  watch your local newspaper, 
or visit our website for details. 
can do even more. And we intend to. 
t 
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198 E&~~maine President's ChoiceTM soft drinks no name club packTM English muffins 
extra crisp or plain, 12s product of California, large size 
each 54065 
assorted varieties, regular or diet, 12 L 
000236F First 6 par family purchase On combined varlellas 










0 product of Florida, extra large size each 54054 2.07kg 
9 
188 

















chunk light tuna 
no nameoiM 
flour 
each 01800s First 1 pnr lmilypurchau each 031226 each 
nb 68 each 020102 Flrsl 1 par familypurchaw each 050180 4.14kg bone in, cut from Canada A grades of beef or higher 







assorted varieties, 500 g 




I .  - . 
frozen, 680 g bag 
398 &%$etergent 
assorted varieties, 10 kg bag 003726F lemon, powder, 34 washloads 
Firs1 1 per family pumhsK On combined varietiea each 047491 
898 fillets *I Duncan Hines REbathroom cake mixes 
30 rolls 31 to be 1.32 054460 each 043022 wfieflyoukryz French vanilla or fudge marble, 515 g 019164T 





dergens 'mild folding camp 
bar soap chair 
Tampax tampon Pen nzoi I 
club packTM motor oil 
teddy's choiceTM no nameTM extra 
jumbo diapers 




assorted varieties, 100's 
6090561 I 380633/200653 
lOkV30 or 5W30,3.78 Litre 
long life light bulbs 
assorted varieties and sizes 5000 hrs. light bulbs, 60 or 100 watt, 4 pack 
508278T each 0599981079998 
Prices in effect until closing Saturday, March 12,2005 or while stock lasts. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Some items may have 'plus deposit and/or environmental charge' where applicable. 
I 
CITIES: NELSON/ KENORN LETMI PENTIC! FT. ST. JOHN/ WILL LKI SAL ARM/ TERRACE/ BURNS L#/ VERNON 
JOB FILE: RCWCNELSON.O309/rr \ 
RUN DATE WEDNESDAY/MARCH 9 
. . .  * , . . , 8 . , .  1 .  , 1 . . .  . .  - . - . . . .  7 -  - -  . .  
I - __. -. _ _  _ _  _ _ _  -_____ ~ _ _  _I-_ - -.-----.------- - -- ---- --- 1 A1 4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday. March 9,2005 
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i 1 Rising costs bedevil 





SOARING CQN well has also written Shir- 
TION and lab0 ley Bond, provincial health 
could nearly dou ’ ‘ services minister, and asked 
the Northern Health Author- >her to provide more money 
itY (NHA) wants to spend on to cover the impending ad- 
hospital renovation projects ditional costs. 
here, in Prince Rupert and in “The issue here is really 
Smithers. access to health care. Each 
But the authority remains of our communities needs 
committed to doing the work better access,” she said. 
which, at Mills Memorial Hartwell said she’s also 
, Hospital here, will see3the pleased that her board, re- 
intensive care unit moved to frained from the idea of 
beside a revamped emergen- choosing one construction 
cy room, says official Mark project over another in order 
Karjaluoto. to compensate for increased 
forecasting at least a $1 -mil- “That wouldn’t be the 
lion increase on what was to right thing to do. Our board 
be a $1.25-million improve- money from outside sourc- believes that an improve- 
ment at the Prince Rupert es, it can go to the provincial ment in any community’s 
Regional ,Hospital. New government, which provides health care Facilities benefits 
costs have yet to determined it with the majority of its an- the entire region,” she said. 
for thq,Mills project, which nual operating budget and its “It’s all or nothing. And 
, was to cost $1.35 million,’or capital spending budget.. I give the board members 
for work in Smithers esti- Those monies account for 
mated at $750,000. 60 per cent of construction Terrace city ~ouncil- 
Cost implications for all costs with the Nofihwest lor Stew Christensen, who 
three projects will be dis- Regional Hospital District sits on the hospital district 
ek’s NHA covering the remaining 40 board, was also happy with 
aid Kar- percent. ‘ the united approach taken by 
jaluoto. Sharon Hartwell, hospital board members. 
“The projects have been district chair, said her 27- “There was as much call 
delayed past the original member nboard consisting with all of the board for the 
start dates,” he said. “We of locally-elected officials project to go ahead in Ter- 
are, in fact, behind as we from the Queen Charlotte race as there is in Terrace 
deal with these issues.” Islands to near Burns Lake itself,” he said. “There is the 
An NHA plan to go ahead was shocked by the potential realization that everybody 
with all three projects means cost increases. benefits .” 
it will have to come up with It has already commited “It was good to see we are 
more money from internal or itself to $1.34 million or all on the same page when it 
other sources. 40 per cent of the original comes to health care.” 
Karjaluoto’ said .the cost $3.35-illion estimate for The planned project at 
increases have come within the Prince Rupert, Smithers Mills Memorial Hospital 
the last year and did not and Terrace projects by tax- will see the intensive care 
affect ’ recently-completed ing northwestern residents unit moved down beside 
facilities such as the-Seven but is now looking at adding the emergency room on the 
Sisters adult mental health hundreds of thousands more first floor from the hospital’s 
facilitiy here i’n Terrace. dollars. main medical floor. 
“These increases were “We realize there is a cost It’lbmean that nurses will 
just something we could not to this but the board mem- be better able to respond to 
anticipate. We’ve had other hers are supportive of each , situations ,in both units and 
projects, notably Seven Sis- ohei.‘s communities,” said it will mean a much shorter 
ters, complete within the Hartwell. transportation route to trans- 
budget,” he said. But while h e  board will fer patients from emergency 
Should the NHA need shoulder extra costs, Hart- to the intensive care unit., 
NHA officials are now costs. 
, 
credit for this.” ’ 
I‘, I 
> 
Six rft 1 3  9 %.,* -sent ’i ,  & .  “to the hospital 
P BELIEVE alco- occupant was the driver. car, while the driver of the 
truck is 49. 
None of the injuries was 
reported as life threatening, 
Officers spent last week 
gathering information on he 
hol was a factor in an early The accident occured at 
morning March 4 accident the corner of Hwy16 and 
that saw six people taken to River Drive in Thornhill at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 2:45 a.m. on March 4. RCMP indicated. 
Five people were in a There were two 18-year- 
compact car when it collid- , old people, two 20-year-olds 
ALL HAIL THE QUEEN 
A Tina Turner Tribute Show 
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Depend on your trusted pharmacist 
to give expert personalized advice. 
Effective March 3, Northern Drugs (Skeena Mall, 
Terrace) wil l operate as a Shoppers Drug Mart. 
Your prescription and personal health information will 
be maintained here. The familiar faces of the current 
pharmacy team, including Roy (Pharmacy Manager), 
Manuela and Parveen wil l continue to meet your 
health care needs at Shoppers Drug Mart. We are 
committed to  providing you with the same high level 
of service that you have come to expect in the past. 
Come and speak.to Roy and his team about your pharmacy needs and the many benefits of our 
HealthWATCH Services: 
. Monthly HealthWATCH programs for a healthier you - ask your pharmacist about 
Heart Health Month in March and April. 
The HealthWATCH for Children and TeensTM Program to help manage your childrens‘ 
minor health issues. 
Seniors Days, avaj\lable the last Thursday of each month. Mark March 31st on your 
calendar to enjoy the savings. 
I 
Shoppers Drug Mart - Skeena Mall 
#230 - 4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
(250)  635-6555 
Mon - Friday: 9:OOam to 9.00pm 
Sunday & Holidays: 11:OOam to 6:OOpin 
Saturday: 9:OOam to  6:OOpm 
’No purchase necessary. Oller valid a t  Shoppers Ontg Mart. Skeena Mall W230 - 4741 Lakelse Ave. 
llormerly Northern Drugs). Coupon must be presented along with p u r  personal Sh’Jppers Optimum Card” 
from May 11 to luly 23, 2005 in order l o  receive this olfer. One-time offer only. Employees aclcded. 
4 lilllil 6 0 2 4 9  I111 3 9 0 4 1  lllllllllllli 4 CashiekScan the barcodeon thecoupon a s a  regular pmductandretaincouponafleruse. , 
B1 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 9 ,2005 
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New face in town 
ike a dutiful young reporter in his first 
full-time gig, I’ll follow my editor’s ad- 
vice and say how excited I am to be here L working for the Terrace Standard. 
It didn’t take much urging. 
Much like the departed Jeff Nagel, (whom I’d 
like to thank for his kind words in last week’s pa- 
per) Rod Link hired me over the phone. Yes, he 
interviewed me last February in the fesh at my col- 
lege in .Vancouver, but he’s still giving me an op- 
portunity. I am grateful for that. 
So, after a crazy six weeks of planning, spend- 
ing and overstretched goodbyes, I’m ready to im- 
merse myself in you, Terrace. 
Not only am I embarking on a career, but I’m 
starting a life in a new city. I’ve felt a little over- 
whelmed, but excited (there’s that word again). 
Everyone I’ve met in  my first week here has been 
friendly; I look forward to meeting many more both 
on and off the job. 
Speaking of my time off the job, I can’t wait to 
tackle as many recreational and cultural activities 
as 1 can muster. 
1 Maybe, just maybe, this born and bred big- 
city boy can be turned into Northerner. Mr. Nagel 
, stayed here for how long? 
So, I ask for your patience as I learn on the fly 
’as your community news reporter, because it’s all 
new to me. 
Around Town 
Music festival needs 
volunteer help 
WITH THE Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
celebrating its 40th anniversary this year, organiz- 
ers anticipate a higher than nornial need for help 
from community volunteers. 
Hundreds of volunteers hours need to be cov- 
ered during this year’s festival, which runs April 7 
to April 23. To ensure a smooth operation, the fes- 
tival braintrust will be holding special instructional 
and refresher sessions for interested helpers. 
Sessions will take place for those interested in 
sectretarial and general volunteer duties at the City 
Hall on Saturday, March 19. The secretaries’ ses- 
sion will begin at 10 a.m., while the general volun- 
teer course starts at I p.m. 
For information contact Jo Anne at 635-4299. 
Workshop aims to ease 
legal stress 
IF YOU’RE stressed over your legal rights, be 
sure to attend the last in a series of workshops orga- 
nized by the Terrace Women’s Centre. 
Michelle, legal aid worker from L’ax Ghels 
Community Law, hosts the Legal Ease workshop 
on how to access legal informtion on Wednesday, 
March 17 between 1-3 p.m. at the Terrace Public 
Library board room. 
Everyone is welcome and refreshments will be 
provided. Child care subsidies are also available by 
calling 638-0228 the day before the event. 
Benefit from free 
financial advice 
THE TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY and Hu- 
man Resources Centre of Canada will present a free 
financial benefits seminar focusing on old age secu- 
rity and the Canada Pension Plan. 
Richard Stebeck, an income security program 
officer, will present current information on federal 
income benefits on Thursday, March 17 between 
1 and 3:30 p.m. at the Best Western Terrace Inn’s 
Skeena conference room. 
For more information, contact‘ Lora at the Ter- 
race Hospice Society at 635-481 1 or e-mail at 
terracehospice @ telus.net. 
Concert generates 
tsunami relief money 
A CONCERT held at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Feb. 2 1 has raised an additional $2,03 1 for the Red 
Cross Tsunami Relief Fund. 
Called the Tsunami Relief Benefit Show, the 
concert brought together a variety of performers 
including various choirs, bands, local singer The- 
resa Fenger, and guest performers Sal1 Gibson and 
David Isaac. 
“I was very happy,” said organizer Theresa 
Fenger. “It’s pretty good when people help out and 
we get to showcase talent.” 
She said she’s especially grateful for all those 
people who volunteered their time for the show and 
the support the event go from the community. 
cravih gl 
Local high school students find a niche in unique First Nations art classes. 
class they took last sehester at Caledonia Senior Secondary s&hool. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO, 
1 7 ,  
complete projects. told by Collins and then illustrate a “I anticipated that most of 
“They really loved their work, part of the story, bringing it to life. kids would be living here with tl 
they wanted to be here,”says teacher Students later learned to carve families and getting some exposure 
John Eckstein. “If other kids knew and decorate traditional First Na- to First Nations culture from their 
how great the course was we’d be tions paddles before moving on to families,” Collins explains. 
turning kids away.” their final project - carving a wood- What he discovered in nearly a 
While the focus is on developing en mask. third of the students in the classes 
the students’ artistic skills, Collins “They-. have done magnificent are in the foster system, many of 
sees it as an opportunity for the stu- work, I’m so proud of them,” says whom are living i n  non-First Na- 
dents - bothFirst Nations and non- Collins. “The quality of the art we tions environments. 
aboriginal -I to learn about the CUI- are seeing in  this class far exceeded The class, he says, is a vehicle for 
tural history of First Nations people my expectations.” those students to overcome societal 
in the Terrace area. Collins says for many of his First barriers that may make i t  difficult to 
Collins incorporates story telling Nations students the course was vir- access their own roots. 
and historical legends with the art tually the only exposure to their art- Continued Page 83 instruction. Students listen to stories ist cultural roots. 
’ 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
CHAD WELLS and Ashley Wells 
say they couldn’t wait to get to 
class last seniester when they were 
registered in what’s become a wildly 
successful option at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary school. 
The two Grade 12 students are 
alumni now of a unique First Nations 
art class that recently concluded its 
second year at the school. 
The program is taught by local 
Tsimshian artist Art Collins in con- 
junction with the school’s art teacher 
John Eckstein. 
This was the second year Ashley 
Brown enrolled in the course which 
sees students first learn pen and ink 
drawing before leading up to a final 
wood carving project. 
This year that, final project was 
a‘hand carved, sanded and painted 
mask. 
“We really got into it,” says 
Brown. 
The First Nations art class was 
originally the brainchild of junior 
high art teacher Collette ‘Gouthier, 
who has run a similar program 
great success at Skeena Junior S 
ondary school, says Collins. 
The impetus came when she saw 
an opportunity to offer something ’ 
geared toward First Nations stu- 
dents. The class, however, is open to 
all students and has been me! with 
rave reviews. 
“We have students fill out feed- 
back forms,” says Art Collins. “One 
of the students wrote down that this 
class made him want to come to 
school. That’s a,pretty great compli- 
ment.” - 
What sets this class apart from 
others is a fervent desire on the 
part of the students to be there and 
[he proof is in the numbers. Few 
students skipped the class, and of 
Ihe 25 students who registered, not 
me student dropped the course and 
many students put in extra time ‘to 
Program to increase 
number- of aboriginal 
teachers in province 
THE UNIVERSITY of ’ Northern riety of field experiences and gener- 
B.C. is starting a new program here al exposure to a university environ- 
n May that aims to increase the ment,” said UNBC Terrace campus 
lumber of aboriginal school teachers head Judith Lapadat. 
n northern B.C. “This experience will open the 
The Aboriginal Teacher Educa- door to future enrolment in a teacher 
ion Bridging program will be of- education program, such as UNBC’s 
tred at UNBC’s Terrace campus. Bachelor of Education program,” 
It’s expected that about 20 stu- shesaid. 
lents will register in the program, The ATEB program will be coor- 
Nhich officials said will consist of dinated by Laura Gosnell, who will 
wo semesters of courses. be graduating from UNBC’s Master 
The courses will include offer- of Education program this fall. 
ngs in math and science, English, Gosnell is from Terrace and com- 
3rst Nations Studies, geography, ,pleted the coursework for her mas- 
ind writing and composition. ter’s degree in Terrace. 
Only about 400 of the school Lisa McLeod of Terrace, who 
eachers in B.C. are ahoriginal, de- is currently working at the Terrace 
ipite the fact aboriginal students campus, will be providing student 
nake up about 8.4 per cent of the support services for the ATEB pro- 
xovincial student population, gram. The program ties i n  with 
JNBC officials say. UNBC’s Bachelor of Education 
It’s estimated that the number program, started in 2002: which now 
If aboriginal teachers i n  BC would has 107 students in  the elementary 
lave to rise to 2,000 to reflect ‘,he and secondary streams. 
lroportion of aboriginal students in  UNBC also has a teacher edu- 
w school system. cation program in Hazelton, where 
“The development of‘ academic students are being trained to become 
LAURA GOSNELL Gfhead up new Aboriginal Teaching Briding pro- 
gram to be offered at the University of-Northern British Columbia’s 
kills will be complemented by a va- Gitxsan language teachers. Terrace campus this fall. ROB VAN ANDRICHAM PHOTO 
Hair today, gone tomorrow 
\ 
Hair stylists normally don’t make 1982, also succumbed to the dis- 
the news for cutting hair, but a ease a few years ago. 
local woman hopes to change Luc won’t shave her hair, be- 
that. cause it “wouldn’t be good for 
Mui Luc has been growing her advertising,” but she’ll have it  cut 
hair for two and a half years, but short by whoever gives the great- 
she’ll cut if  off once she’s raised est donation. 
$2000 for cancer research. She’sraised over$1500through 
Luc, who has been styling hair word of mouth mostly from clients 
in  Terrace for IO years, was going and at Shames Mountain, where 
to cut her long locks anyway. she snowboards. 
“I leant over to put logs into the Her hair, now measuring 3 1 
wood stove and my hair flared up inches in length, had become a 
on the bottom,” she said. hazard. So Luc devised a way to 
She lost her dad to cancer when raise money for a good cause -and 
she was three. A longtime Terrace one that’s touched her personally. 
MU1 Luc’s long tresses Will SOOn hit the Cutting rOOm floor. The k3Cal nurse, Alice Chen-Wing, a main Her hair will be donated to a 
hairdresser is raising money for cancer research. She plans to chop sponsor of L ~ ~ ’ ~  family when she Store 
off her hair once she raises $2,000. DUSTINQUEaDAPHoTo arrived in Terrace as a refugee in  Continued Page 83 
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0 
week of March 14th to your local Curves 
and join with no service fee. All groceries will 
be donated to local food banks. 
cuK~iiiirmariasal.aini 
Food Drive Dates: 
March 7th to 19th 
U V M M U I Y I  I 1 C V E N  I3 
Single parents, couples, grandparents, foster 
parents, babysitters ... everyone is welcome when 
SATURDAY, MARCH 12 lunch is served at the Parent Connection Group. 
The Terrace Concert Society Presents Every Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the 
Polyjesters. With a sound born on the streets of Skeena Kalum Housing building at 4616 Kalum. 
Nice, these high-energy purveyors of “swingin’ folk Toys, transportation and crafts provided. Call 
chunk” just love performing. Excellent fiddling and 635-7087 for more information. 
from the Valleau Brothers. Suitable for audiences A Men’s meets Wednesdays from entitled “Colours in the Emerald of all ages. Saturday, March 12 at 8 p.m. Tickets ~ ~ , 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ i ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ e  
Sea: The Beauty of British available at Cook‘s Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Columbia’s Marine Life.” , .  . 1 .,. .Any dog-owners interested .in working towards 
competitive basic obedience trials phone 635- SUNDAY, MARCH 13 ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s o ~ t t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ r ~ ~ a l ~ ~ ~ ~  6777 and leave a message. 
Free drop-in program for parents and children p.m. 
under 6 at the childcare facility at the Thornhill 
When - Friday, March 12, beginning at MARCH 14-16,20 Community Centre. Drop-in with activities parents Terrace Churches’ Food Bank distribute and children can enjoy together, yummy snacks 
food over four days at the rear of 4647 Lazelle Ave. and good company. Wednesdays from :1 5- 
surnames A to H; Tuesday, March 15 for surnames register, free. Call 638-, 863. I to%; Wednesday, March 16 for surnames S to Z 
and Thursday’ March l 7  ‘Or anyone missed* The Paint and Play, a free weekly drop-in for children 
the right day and bring identification for yourself Ave. Wednesda(y mornings from a.m.-noon 
until March 16. Snack and activities. For more and your dependents. 
information, call 638-1 113. 
Who - dim Cosgrove, Manager of 
Natural History, Royal B.C. 
Museum 
What - will be giving a slide presentation percussion top Up the fabulous vocal harmonies 
Where good food brings 
the family together! 
, I  0 * L  
Where - At the George Little House, beside 
Sears at the foot of Kalum St. 
7:30 p.m. 
from Pam* starting Om March l 4  for 3:15 p.m. Program runs to March 16. No need to 
above Order be so please on and their adults at the Family Place, 4553 Park 
MARCH 16-17 
250-638-8800 
322R KJum SI. 
Tcmcr, OC VRC ZNI 
_ _  _  ..
Terrace Public Library presents easter stories 
and crafts for 2-year-olds from 1030-1 1 :30 a.m. 
On Wednesdayi March On Thursday* March 
17, from 10-11 a.m. it’s preschool easter stories 
and crafts for three to 5-year-olds. All classes are 
free but class size is limited, so please register in 
person at the library or by phone at 638-8177. 
support After S&.ide, a new self-support group 
for anyone grieving the loss of a loved one or fiend 
from suicide. You are not alone. Meetings are on 
the second and fourth Tuesday evening of the 
month, from 7-8:30 P.m. at the Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse. Call 638-1347 for information. 
Free legal clinics for low income earners who 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16 don’t qualify for legal aid but want to talk with Thornhill Junior Secondary is celebrating its a on a civil, family or criminal matter. 
30th anniversary on November 12,2005. Anyone presented by the Canada Society to 
attend the next meeting at 730 p.m. in the school District Community Society. Call 635- 
3178 to book an appointment. library or contact Lynn Turner at 635-9141 
wishing to Out On a committe is asked lo Access Justice and local partners Terrace and 
THURSDAY, MARCH I 7  Alzheimer’s Support and Education Group The Terrace Hospice the meets on the second Wednesday of each month 
Financial benefits Seminar. This workshop at the conference room at Terraceview Lodge. If 
features discussion on CPP retirement, senior’s Alzheimer’s or other geriatric dementias touch 
benefis, death benefits, survivor benifits, your life, you are welcome to attend. For further 
The information session on federal income 635-0223. benefits will be led by Richard Stebeck, an income 
pension sharing and credit splitting. information, call Aveline at 798-2581 or Doris at 
security program officer from Victoria, for the 
Human Resource Centre of Canada. For details 
call Lora at 635-481 1 orterracehospice@telus.net. School’s room, from 6:30-9:15 
The sweet Adtplines Pacific Mist Chorus holds 
weekly practices at cassie Hall Elementary 
Call 
egg hunt, vending booths. For more infoination 
call Bernadette at 250-849-53841649-5230. The Thornhili Fire Department is looking for more volunteer fire fighters. Training ana safety 
equipment is supplied. Call 638-1466. 
Community groups and entertainers wanted. Mentors needed: Children in the In-School 
Now scheduling trade show entertainment for Mentoring program are eagerly awaiting the 
April 22-24. Call Tony at 635-5333 chance to have a mentor spend one hour a week 
with them, just hanging out and having fun. For 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre is the mentor, it’s a meaningful opportunity to make 
located at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s open Monday a profound difference in the life of a child. For 
to Friday from noon to 2 p.m. Internet access more information, call 635-4232. 
about emergency aid or Peer support Programs Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
call 638-8583. who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with a child. 
Women Empowered is a drop-in support group They spend a couple of hours a week opening up 
for women who have experienced or are in an a new world of experiences for a child. It’s easier 
abusive relationship. The group meets each than you might think to get involved. For info call 
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the Terrace Transistion 635-4232. 
House. Call Allison for details 635-701 8. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter accepts donations 
Options for sexual health is a Terrace agency of used clothing -coats, gloves, socks, sweaters, 
dedicated to preventing unplanned Pregnancies hats - anything to help keep those less fortunate 
and providing reproductive health information. warm and dry. 
The clinic, located at the Health Unit, is looking Donations can be dropped off at Ksan House 
for volunteers to commit to two shifts per month Society office at 4724 Lazelle Ave. or at the 
on Tuesdays from 7-9 P.m. Pro-choice and a non- shelter at 2812 Hall St. anytime. 
judgemental attitude is a necessary. Training is 
provided. Call Catherine at 615-8132 for details. Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
noon to 130 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship 
T’ai Chi for Seniors is held Tuesdays and Society, 3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of 
Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. soup and a bun! Call Angela or Louisa for more 
For more info call Marg at 638-6364. information at 635-4906. 
March PSAs 
Terrace Community Big Band 
wonderful entertainment - 7:30 
April 
for cancer research is available. For information 
23 - The Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Gala 
I Night 
Terrace Little Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Cook’s Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall. 
uniglobe courtesy 
Baby’s Name: Baby’s Name: 
Svea Lisa LongPartel 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Welght: 6 Ibs. 10 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Parents: 
K~~~ Long & Natasha 
Devlin Carver Robinson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 10.5 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Tracy Johnson & Merlin Robinson 
‘Uttle brother for Brandon, 
Feb. 10,2005 at &55 P.m, Feb. 22,2005 at P S ~ .  
Baby’s Name: leyleen, Soey, Klara & Leah” 
Patience Danae 
Haiiey McDames Baby’s Name: 
Date 81 Time of Birth: 
Feb* 2005 at 6:31 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parent: Christine McDames Sex: Parents: Tammy Braid & Brett Kluss 
& Arthur Collison Jr. 
Braya RaeAnn Kluss 
Date Feb. 23, & Time 2005 of at Birth: 4:33 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 0 oz. 
‘Llttle slster for Austln, Colten 
Baby’s Name: & Tanner” 
O h i a  Charmaine Woods 
Date &Time of Birth: 
Feb. 22, 2005 at 3:02 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Roxanne Woods & 
Frank Genaille 
“Uttle slster for lustlce” 
Baby’s Name: 
Seth Robert Carter 
Date &Time of Birth: 
Feb. 25, 2005 at 7:21 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Karen Shaw-Carter 
& Travis Caher 
“Llttle brother for Alden” 
Join the Northern Drugs’ Baby Club and 
your newborn will receive their first 
Gund B a r  
Simply fill out the 
stork report ‘and 
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WAYNE JONES displays a small replica of the  mural the Terrace Dare to Dream 
Foundation hopes to erect on the Millenium Trail. 
Mural project planned ‘, 
TERRACE’S Dare to Dare to Dream Foundation,” 
Dream Foundation, a Jones says. “It’s all about 
group dedicated to keeping where his heart was.” 
elementary band programs And that was with’ young 
active in  local schools, is musicians, so it’s Gtting that 
launching an ambitious a fundraising drive to help 
mural project. keep music alive in schools 
The plan is to erect a mu- recognizes Ryan. 
ral six and a half feet tall Alcan has pledged it will 
by 20 feet long featuring match any money raised 
the musical score for a tune by the foundationn up to 
, called The Spirit of Terrace, $15,000. 
composed by the late Jim “Our goal is to have a 
Ryan. fundraising campaign that 
Ryan was the driving will exceed that goal,” Jones 
force behind the Terrace says. 
Community Band and as a Jones is looking for 520 
teacher was a great supporter people to donate just $30 
of school music programs. each in order to reach the 
portance of music and the Later this weeks stu- 
“He understood the im- goal. 
From Paae B1 
-  
Art class sees less,. 
dents fioni UQlands, Clar- 
ence Michiel, Cassie Hall 
and Thornhill Elementary- 
schools will be taking part in 
a band retrest at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. -- 
The children will get to 
hear alumni of the elemen- 
tary band programs play as 
the Caledonia band takes to 
the stage. 
They’ll also get instruc- 
tion from professional musi- 
cians in preparation for the 
upcoming Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. 
Since the Dare to Dream 
Foundation began in 2000 
more than 600 children have 




G students skipping 
“This type of program has so much cross- 
cultural potential for not only the kids but 
the whole community,” Collins says. 
And the class seems to have had a pro- 
found effect on student performance overall. 
Some students who were- po“0r’ p&formef.s~~‘ 
incc&ee‘subjects, such as social studies and 
math, saw grades in those classes rise after - 
taking the course, says Eckstein. 
He and Collins attribute the change to an 
increase in self-esteem and confidence stem- 
’ 
apathetic about khool. Suddenly, some of 
the students wanted to be in class, stopped 
skipping and took great pride in finishing the‘ 
art projects they had started. 
Chad Wells agrees. He says he had a deep 
desire’ tosee his prbjects thrcjugh:”“ 
‘‘I really ?ked the carving part, he says ’ 
:adding he*put in extra time to*complete his 
mask. “1 really wanted to finish this one 
off.” 
Their final projects have been on display 
’ .. .I 13;p 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
is celebrating its 30th Anniversary 
this November 12th. Anyone 
wishing to help out on a 
committee can attend the next 
meeting on March 16th at 7:30 p.m. 
in the,school library or contact 
Lynn Turner at 635-91 41. 
Looking for New Markets? 
Aie YOU Ready to Export? 
Canadian companies can - and do - thrive in the US. 
and other foreign markets. If your company is interested 
in exporting, preparing to export or, already exporting, 
this event is for you. 
Service providers, economic development practitioners, 
business advisors and mentors, this seminar will also be 
of use to you to provide timely information to assist your 
clients. 
Date: Thursday, MARCH 10,2005 
Time:, 9:00 - noon 
Place: Coast Inn of the West, 
4620 Lakelse Ave 
Cost: FREE 
Space is limited and pre-registration is a requirement. 
Please call 250-635-5449 and pre-register with Debbie. 
Western Economic Diversllicallon de 
Diverslficatlon I‘bconomle de 
I’Ouesl Canada 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
February 01 Nola Paulin $1 00 
February 02 Stanley Aitken $50 
February 03 Sandy Glendenning $50 
February 04 John  Vogel $50 
February 05 Bob Ellis $50 
February 06 Marjorie Mitchell $50 
February 07 Christine Sharples  $50 
February 08 Marion Ross $50 
$50 
$50 
February 09 Ron Clark 
February 10 Ralph Henkel 
February 11 Louisa Yorke $50 
February 12 Adam Yawrenko $50 
February 13 Vicki Hansen $50 
February 14 Lyndsey Boorse $50 
February 15 Tracey & Mario Pascuzza $50 
February 16 Neil & Katheryn Boutilier $50 
February 17 Robert Onstein $50 
February 18 Joseph Bkrgeron $50 
February 19 Dighton Haynes $50 
February 2 0  Dighton Haynes $50 
February 21 Adriene Bartley $50 
February 22 Rita Prest $50 
February 2 3  Linda Rosentreter $50 
February 24 Jan Konkin $50 
February 25 Lesa Devine $50 
February 26 Francoise Gode t  $50 
February 27 Judith Thompson $50 
Februarv 28 Daniel Belisle $1 00 
The organizing Committee for the 
Trucker’s 22nd Annual Christmas Party 
Would like to thank the following companies, businesses 
and individuals for their donations and support that 
helped make our 22nd Annual party a fantastic success. 
From the proceeds we are able to donate $2,000.00 
to Dr. R.E.M.‘Lee Hospital Foundation ear marked to 
go toward the purchase of a new CT Scan. Please 
remember to support these generous merchants. 
Akita Transportation Kondola’s Furniture 
Alcan Smelters Lindsay’s Cartage 
Aqua Clear Bottlers Neid Enterprises 
Aqua Plumbing & Heating Northwest Fuels 
.Bandstra Transport North Coast Anglers, 
Baskets Unlimited Northern Motor Inn 
Best Western Terrace Inn Peterbilt Trucks 
Canadian Freightways Pick Up The Pace 
Canadian Tire Radio Shack 
Cedarland Tire Raincoast Cranes 
Coca-Cola Bottling Ltd. Randy Kluss 
Cook’s Jewelers #, River Industries 
Dave Blower Trucking Rona Building Supplies 
Dr. Murphy, ”Safeway L 
Emco Ltd. Save On Foods 
Ev’s Men’s Wear Skeena Golf Club 
Farko Contracting T&N Pilot Service 
Fountain Tire I Terrace Chrysler 
Gemma’ s Terrace Freightliner 
Images by Karlene 
Independent Industrial Totem Ford 
Inland Kenworth Totem Furniture 
Inter Pac Forest . . UAPNapa . . 
Janitor’s Warehouse -. I Williams Moving 
Jason Johnston - PMA Molson’s 
Keenleyside Insurance Xerox 
Ken’s Marine 
‘ 
Top Knots Hair Studio 
Wayne Gilmore - Santa 
ming from the art class. at the school board office for more than a 
’ The instructorssay they saw an increase 
in interest from kids who otherwise were 
month generating positive comments from 
the public. 
From Page 81 I 
Hair cut to raise cash . -  
for cancer research 
in Vancouver that offers wigs the first place? Anyone interested in 
free to cancer patients, while Luc said she made a bet making a pledge for Luc’s 
the money she raises will be with a girlfriend to see who fundraising can find her at 
given to the local Canadian could grow their hair “down Artistic Hair Studio located 
Cancer Society. to their butts.’’ on Walsh Avenue near Skee- 
How did it get so long in She won the het. . na Junior Secondary. 
Discover the 
Sunshine in You! 
Royal Decameron Complex 
ALL INCLUSIVE. Hotel mod KMa rlay FREEI” 
7 nights 14 nghtr 
April 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 ........... s 1197 $1647 
April 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 ........... $1297 
Palladium Vallarta Resort 8 Spa 
ALL INCLUSIVE. Hotel mom 
7 nghli 14 nights 
$1777 
Club Crown Paradise 
ALL INCLUSIVE. Holal mwnl Kids slay FREEI” 
7 nlghts 14 nghts 
A~ril 2. 9. 16. 23, 30 ........... $1447 $2097 
Oasis Tulum 
~pr i i  3, 10 ........................... $1 547 
Real Playa del Carmen 
~pr i i  3. 10 ........................... $1477 
Allegro Playacar 
ALL INCLUSIVE. Hotel moml KMs stay 6 oat FREEI” 
I 7 nights 14 nghtr 
$2197 
244our ALL INCLUSIVE. Hotel rood Klds slay 6 eat FREEI” 
7 nights 14 nights 
$2047 
ALL INCLUSNE. Hole1 mom 
7 nighls 14 nights 
~ p r i ~  3, IO ........................... $4657 $2447 
IFA Villas Bavaro Resort 
April 6. 13 ........................... f 1357 
~prit 20, 27 ......................... $1297 
Club Carabela Bavaro Beach ~ 
Resort 8 Casino 
April 6, 13 ........................... $ 1367 
~prit 20, 27 ......................... $1367 
Club Grand Paradise Bavaro ’ 
April 6, 13 ........................... $1 397 
April 20. 27 ......................... $ 1397 
Catatonia Bavaro Beach, Golf 13 
Casino Resort 
April 6.13, 20, 27 ................ $1 597 
Grand F,lamenco Punta Cana 
ALL INCLUSNE. Hole1 room 
7 nlghta 14 nIghtr 
$1747 
$1 667 
ALL INCLUSIVE. Hotel mod Kldr stay 6 eat FREEI” 
7 nights 14 nghts 
$1837 
$1837 
24-Hwr ALL INCLUSNE. Hotel mod Kids stay 6 eat FREEI“ 
7 nlghts 14 nights 
$1 927 
$1927 
24-Hour ALL INCLUSIVE. Junior suitel &ds stay 6 881 FREEI“ 
7 nghts 14 nghts 
$2297 
ALL INCLUSNE. Hotel rood Kids stay 6 eat FREE!” 
\ ‘ 7 nighls 14 nights 
~prit 6,i3, 20, 27 ................ f 1797 $2677 
Call your UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today. 
471 8A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
www.uniglobecourtesyiravel.com 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
63a-8522 6)r t3oo-~a-o132a \’ 
847121058 847-0200 at 





r. W. Galen Weston 
C/o‘Weston Foods Ltd 
22 St. Clair Ave. East Toronto, M Ontario M4T 2S7, Canada 
Dear Mr. Weston, 
It costs a couple pf bucks to buy a Vancouver 
newspaper way up here in B.C.’s hinterland. That 
price and the high bumpf quotient in the two lower 
mainland dailies forces me to rely on my mom, who 
kindly clips articles she thinks will interest me then 
sends them to me by post. 
The price I pay for not coughing up the price of 
those newspapers is in  missed news or news that 
has turned into history. 
Today I slit open an envelope and extracted a 
clipped column by the Varicouver Sun’s Scott 
Simpson, which, under the headline Money-losing 
fislt farms in B.C. to be sold by major grocery finn, 
informed me that’ your company, George Weston, 
Ltd., was putting Heritage Holdings, one of the 
largest fish-farm operators in B.C. up for sale. , 
This was news to me. I knew that you ran Lo- 
blaw’s, Canada’s largest food distributor, and I 
suspected ,you were one of North America’s largest 
food processing and distribution companies. And 
I was pretty sure that if you were that big on this 
continent then you had probably gone global, but I 
didn’t realize that fish farms were part of your em- 
pire. cL 
It occurred to me that your empire is so vast that 
it’s possible that you may not have realized fish 
farms were part of your holdings either, at least un- 
til they started to hemorrhage capital in 2001. 
Scott Simpson’s article quoted one of your com- 
pany spokesmen who blamed the failure of your 
fish farms on a glut of farm-produced salmon on the 
world markets and an ascent in the value of the loo- 
nie, as the reason that your company has decided to 
divest itself of its holdings in the aquabiz and the 
$25 million in losses that it has cost you. 
Those aren’t the only reasons for the losses, Mr. 
Weston. After a number of peer reviewed articles 
by respected scientists, people have come to the ob- 
vious and correct conclusion that farm-reared At- 
lantic salmon are a biohazard they wouldn’t feed to 
their pets much less to their loved ones. 
There are also a growing number of people who 
choose to eschew rather than chew alien farmed 
fish because they can’t tolerate the environmental 
destruction raising them causes. 
Your fish farms are located in the most beau- 
tiful places in the world, biogenetical locales that 
teemcd with life until fish farms soiled the sea floor, 
polluted the crustaceans thcre and encouraged sea 
lice infestations that plague the indigenous wild 
salmon that migrate to and from nearby rivers. 
On this coast everything that affects salmon af- 
fects everything else. 
I got a letter from Alexandra Morton yesterday. 
She enclosed a picture of one of your farms. It’s 
located on our central coast in the Burdwood Is- 
lands. 
She writes that this farm is,a serious threat to 
wild salmon fishing, tourism and the local economy 
and asks why a failing busincss should be allowed 
to compromise so much. It’s a good question. 
When your grcat granddad, George Weston, 
bcgan his bakery in  1882, he built his business on 
goodwill and scnsitivity to the needs of the com- 
munity he scrved. 
Even today your company says it is “commit- 
ted to supporting the communities in which it oper- 
ate s .” 
Well, the best way you could support the coastal 
communities here is to admit the fish farm experi- 
ment was bad and close them down. You are one 
of the richest men in Canada, presiding over a rich 
multinational; the economic bruise will heal. Be- 
sides, the advertising and goodwill generated by 
such a magnanimous gesture would be immeasur- 
able. 
But, if you won’t do that, my good friend Bob 
Clay and I want to buy that farm in Burdwood from 
you. Bob’s a fishing guide and rod builder whose 
livelihood is threatened by fish farms. 
Now we can’t afford much, much less the $240 
million you‘re asking for all your farms, but I’m 
confident we could raise a few grand for that farm 
in Burdwood. 
We want that one so that we can shut it down 
and burn all its bits at giant wild salmon barbecue 
-a  great symbolic feast to celebrate the salvation of 
some salmon migrants to which we will invite First 
Nations, environmental campaigners, commercial 
and sport fishermen, small businessmen, tourist op- 
erators, and all the other folks whose lives and live- 
lihoods are menaced by those wretched farms. 
Sincerely, 
Rob Brown 
cc. People of the North Coast 
I Soccer stars 
YOUNG ATHLETES aged five to seven pause for a break from kicking soccer balls around orange pylons and shooting on net during i 
soccer camp hosted by coach Nick Kollias at the Centennial Christian School gym Feb. 19. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTC 
River Kings were a highlight 
of seas = rn league president 
EVEN THOUGH the local hockey 
season has ended, plans are underway 
for next season in the Central Interior 
Hockey League (CIHL). 
Bobby Love, this season’s outgo- 
ing league president, expressed his 
satisfaction in  a fantastic year for 
the two new teams and the f i n  pride 
they brought to the league. 
“I feel this was a very successful 
season,” Love said by email from 
Smithers. 
;“The main highlights would 
have to be the addition of the Ter- 
race River Kings and the 100 Mile 
House Bears to theLleague, the three 
year sponsorship of the league by 
Kal Tire, the approval of a league 
constitution, by-laws, regulations 
and interim disciplinary guidelines, 
and the launch of our league website 
www.cihl.info.” 
Love said the River Kings and 
Bears showed their skill and abil- 
ity to compete with the established 
teams. 
“The River Kings arc to be ap- 
plauded for their efforts in making 
i t  to the playoffs in their first year in 
the league,” he said. 
“The Bears didn’t fare too bad. 
falling just short of making the play- 
offs, and I’m certain that they’ll be 
strong contenders for a playoff berth 
next year.” 
Fan support has grown i n  the 
league, Love said, with many people 
proudly talking about “their team.” 
“This is home grown Canadian 
Hockey at its best. The players 
aren’t paid top [dollar] and busi- 
nesses know tlie advertising value of 
supporting their local CIHL team.” 
The continuation of the NHL 
lockout can only benefit the CIHL, 
Love believes. 
There is talk about a new team 
joining the league next season, 
which could mean a major change. 
“There is some interest bcing cx- 
pressed i n  Fort St. James about put- 
ting a“ team back into the CIHL. ! 
“If this happens the lcaguc would 
look at having two divisions (east 
and west),” Love said. 
“My thoughts would be that the 
divisional line would be between 
Burns Lake and Fort St. James.” 
That’s not the only new idea be- 
ing passed around. 
It’s possible the regular season 
could increase from 16 games to 20. 
“There is always talk of an all- 
star game,” Love said. 
Kitimat is interested i n  holding 
the provincial Coy Cup next year, 
which would increase exposure for 
the league. 
Love hopes to run articles about 
the league in the BC Hockcy News 
magazine. 
And a new league president will 
be chosen. 
Each meniber team in  the CIHL 
can vote for executive positions. 
Love said he spent an incredible 
amount of time i n  the challenging 
juggle of managing the Steelheads 
and the league. 
He would prefer next ycar’s 
president to be someone not affili- 
ated with any team management to 
reduce any perception of bias. 
Next year’s ClHL executive will 
bc elected at the Annual General 
Meeting, the date of which has not 
been set, but in  accordance with the 
league constitution must be held in 
April or hlay. 
Love thanked the players and 
team managements for their com- 
mitment this year. 
“It’s been my sincere pleasure 
being the president of such an excit- 
ing senior men’s hockey league,” he 
said. 
“To the fans, on behalf of every- 
one associated with the CIHL, I’d 
like to thank you for your continued 
support of the league. 
“With your continued support, 
I’m conlident that the league will 
continue to grow and prosper. 
“A strong and vibrant league 
will result in many budding lo- 
cal hockey stars onc day getting 
a chance to play for their home- 
town CIHL tcaiii.” 
City places bid to host 
BC Winter Games 
TERRACE has entered a bid to host the 
2008 or 2010 BC Winter Games, and, 
according tq the bid committee chair, has 
a good chance of winning. 
“We’re very excited about it,” says 
Kevin Jcffery, winter games bid commit- 
tee chair. 
T e z x e  hosted the BC Winter Games 
in 1986, and three northerE-:vinter games, 
the last in 1997, which should play in our 
a grcat job. 
“We only got what we got,” he says. 
“We’re going up against Kclowna who 
has more facilities, but we’ve also got 
good people and i t  ain’t all just about the 
faci 1 i tics.” 
Ten communities submitted 17 sepa- 
rate bids for the 2008 BC Winler Games, 
the 2008 BC Sumnier Gam&, the 2010 
BC Winter Games and the 2010 BC Suni- 
favour. 
“We held it before, with just one are- 
na,” Jeffery says, adding it was a success- 
ful event. 
We’re going up against 
Kelowna who has more 
He said the committee chose the win- 
ter, rather than summer, games since the 
city has more winter sports facilities. 
Shames Mt. would hold the alpine 
events, Onion Lake would stage cross 
country skiing and biathlon, Kitimat’s two 
arenas will be borrowed and local school 
gyms will be used. 
The bid named the Sportsplex as one 
of the city’s facilities, as the building is 
expected to be built by then, Jeffery says. 
The committee received 40 letters 
of support from the City of Terrace, the 
school board, the Regional District of Kit- 
imat-Stikine, several local businesses and 
organizations, Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
The games would mean a “big boost to 
the city,” Jeffery says. 
‘‘It’ll be exciting to showcase our area,” 
he says, adding the volunteers always do 
facilities, but we’ve also got 
good people and it ain’t just 
about the facilities. 
mer Games. 
Even though some places bid for 
more than one event, only one of the four 
Games will be awarded to a particular 
community. 
Terrace is up against Campbell River, 
Kelowna, Kiniberly/Cranbrook, Nanaimo, 
Salmon Arm and South Peace, which in- 
cludes Dawson Creek, Chetwynd, Tum- 
bler Ridge and Pouce Coupe, for the 2008 
BC Winter Games. 
The competition for the 2010 BC Win- 
ter Games puts Terrace in with Fort St. 
John, South Peace and Salmon Arm. 
A decision is expected in April. 
A show of support 
from neighbours 
NORTHWEST towns arc going to work hand-in-hand to 
host future sporting events. 
Tcrracc will back Prince Rupert’s bid to host the 2010 
B.C. Summcr Gamcs. 
Thc plcdgc of support came at the Feb. 14 council meet- 
ing here. 
Noting no city undcr 30,000 population has ever hosted 
the games before, Rupert officials said they can’t pull i t  off 
without Terrace’s help in providing some venues or hosting 
some events. 
“It’s not traditional and may, even be historic for a com- 
munity of this size to host the games,” said Pr ide  Rupert 
mayor Herb Pond. 
Terrace councillors said the city can make facilities like 
the aquatic centre, soccer fields and baseball diamonds here 
available. 
The games would coincide with the 100th anniversary of 
Prince Rupert’s founding i n  1910. 
Up to 4,100 participants would come to the north coast if 
the city wins the bid, and the economic impact is estimated 
at $2.2 million. 
Terrace is also drawing on the support of its neighbours if 
i t  wins its own bid to host the 2008 B.C. Winter Games. 
Prince Rupert officials say they look forward to helping 
out in any way possible. 
Kitimat council, citing a “spirit of cooperation between 
the two communities”, has withdrawn its own bid for the 
winter games in 2008 in support of Terrace’s application. 
Both towns’ councils passed motions on the same night 
-Jan. 24 - to bid for the games, unaware of the others’ in- 
tention. 
Kitimat will make its superior winter sports venues - in- 
cluding its hockey and curling facilities - available in the 
event Terrace is successful. 
11 
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The Terrace Slandrrd reserves the right to classify ads under appropriale headlngs and to set rates therelore and to determine page location. 
Ttle Terrace Standard reminds advertisers thal it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on lhe basis 01 children, manta1 status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent 'ads. Landlords can state a nomoking prelerence. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the nghl to rwise. edll. classily or reject any advertisement and 10 retain any answers dirccled to the News Box Reply 
Service, and 10 repay the customer lhe sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on'Hold'instruCtions not picked UP within 10 days 01 expiry 01 an adverllsemenl will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those anwenng Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss 
Al claims 01 errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days altor the lirst publication. 
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability 01 the Terrace Standard in the eveqt 01 failure IO publish an udvertisemenl as published 
shsll be limiled to the amount paid by the adverliser lor only One incorrect Insertion lor the portion 01 the adverlising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that lhere shall be no liability in any went greater than the amount paid lor such advertising. 
( 
Name Address 
Phone- Start Date 
CLASSIFICATION.. Credit Card No. 
# of Insertions ,Torrace Standard #-Weekend Advertiser 
Expiry Date- 
U VISA U MASTERCARD 
P L E A S E  C L E A R L Y  P R I N T Y O U R  A D  B E L O W  - ONE W O R D  P E R  S P A C E  
I I I I I I 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Clasrifiod and elassitiod Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline< is 
Thursdav at 4 p.m . for all disDlav and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, E.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1 w& (Standard & A d v e r l l s e r ) ~ ~ 5 . O O ' ~ ~ r r  esosi) 
3 weeks (Slandard 8 Adverlisei)~27.82'gns i UOSTJ 
'Additional words bver  201 25c PER WORD PI US GSI: 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
All classified and classified display ads MUST RF PRF PAIR by 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 per column inch 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obiluariea.......... ....... se?4 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING (sio.oo)+ ................................... s9.24 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $16.36 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
> Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.86 per issue, plus GST(S10.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the' 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
c €4 ii al 91 1 0  REM*l4wIW 
404 Aparhlvnh 
408 khkx Sui* 
41 2 Bannmnl Suih 
11 6 Cobidconow, 
410 Comnurcial 
424 Condor 
428 DupWFovr .I 
432 For R-nl Or el. 
436 liolls/Adiioroums 
440 Hovni  
444 Mimllonaus 
118 MobL Homn 
452 Modular Horn  
456 Rmms 
460 Room 6 Bmrd 
464 Snion/Rdw.mi 
Accommodalmns 
468 S h o d  A c m m d o t ~ o n s  
472 Slotog. 
476 Suths 
400 Tourn( Arcommodalions 
A84 lownhouwi 
408 Wonhd To Rent 
4V2 Wor.houws 
13 14 15 11 12 ~ 
I 16 17 18 19 I I I I 
15.27 15.54 15.80 ' 16.07 17.61 
27.02 27.29 27  55 27.82 28 .09  
16.87 17.14 17.4 1 17.68 ~ 17.94 
28.36 28.62 28.89 29.16 29.43 
For longer ed. pleanu use n seperale sheel . .  
Phone Fax Cllp & MallThl8 FormTo: Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinlon St., Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 s T A E A R D  638-7283 638-8432 KRVKES 300.3w 
102 Accounting 
INTERIOR LOG Scaling &Grad- 
ing and Residue & Waste Sur- 
vey courses by experienced 
,(since 1988) and proven instruc- 
tion throughout the province. 
Courses start in Burns Lake 
- June 6th (250)562-2291 Van- 
derhoof - April 4th (250)567- 
3200 Prince George - April 1 l t h  
(250)562-2291 Fort Nelson - 
May 16th (250)774-2741. Email: 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
0 
0 4 
J a e @ u w w 4  
James William 
Taylor 
Oct. 9' 1926 
Born in Ruthilda, Saskatchewan 
Left us suddenly Fob. 20,2005 
Survived by his loving wife Gail, 
his children Randy (Ingrid),' Brent, 
Darla (Dave), Kathleen (Dallas), Keith (Jessica), Kevin, 
Kimberly & Kenneth, treasured grandchildren & great- 
grandchildren. /I 
Jim was loved and admired by many and will be 
areatlv missed for his honesty, humour 




Serving Northern British Columbia 
www.energuide.info 
Monuments Concerned persoiial 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 r. 
I 
1 ,  
fuurd Mcr Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 - , 24 hour pager 
FRASER, Pheme (nee 
Finley) passed away 
i n ,  New Westminster, 
March 2 2005. Born 
in Terrace BC on May 
6, 1914 to Clarence 
and Jessie Finley, early 
Terrace settlers who 
later moved to Prince 
Rupert. Pheme was 
predeceased by brothers 
Clarence, Lloyd, John 
and sister Elsie Green 
and also by husband 
Gordon. Pheme is 
survived by son Lloyd 
(Lynn) and grandsons 
Ian and Graham of 
Vancouver. Interment 
will be at the Old 
Terrace Cemetery. The 
family wishes to thank 
the wonderful staff at 
Royal City Manor for 
their thoughtful care 
during her last year. 
I Yi March 1945 - March 2002 
1 You were simply mybest time 
You were my sweetest luughrer 
You were my most'peucejid sleep 
And still you found new ways to 
Show your love for me 
m--mw 
BC nm&&im 
Thursday March 17,2005 
Two classes: 8:00am-12:00 & 1:00pm-5:00pm 
Best Western Terrace Inn- Terrace BC 
For more information and to register contact 
Linda van Barneveld at 250-615-2923 
All registration must be received prior to March 14th 
*rru,:. ~. Chkpik Saturul HLWUWLV t k m o l d r i g  i, QBCTS K hrbua.,.. 
All- Inclusive 
North Tweedsmuir Park 
REST IN PEACE MY DARLING 
July 7&-11th, 2005 
Pondosy Bay Wilderness Resort 










March 72, 7926- 
March 9,2004 
I 
Sing to me your favorite song as 
you fade into the past 
you know the one, where we would sing along 
as I kiss ywr lips goodnight. 
end our h r t s  would beot SO h t .  
Reod to me your favorite book as you slip into the light 
you &now the story, with emotionol gbry 
Tell me about your most favorite ploce, as you begin to fa// 
you know where I mwn, where the SBB was so clean 
ond together we had it all. 
I can't p o ~ t  you in tlk ploce where your heading 
ond ol1 these mathines are ddng my heod in 
I con't ha&e you not being at home 
So I'm beggng you g h s e  to sing me your song 
and I'm hoping and praying hot you will not fade 
ond thot I won't be alone in the home fhof W€ made. 
I can't imogine me bdng a&m 
the one where we both would sing SING along 
..A 
t4.4 >.fi d 
. , ,.~ .z ?$ 
c1 Limited space available. Call Now! 
TIRED OF being sucked in by 
the crave of nicotine? You could 
become a non smoker with just 
one treatment. Call to find out 
Kelly. (1OP3) 
FOUND CHILD'S ring. Please 
Call (250)635-5600 to identify. 
how. 1-250-635-8152 Ask for MATURE LADY who is going 
through psychic development 
I Bertha 
Alice Cossett 
Berthu Alice Cossett, 89 
lately residing in Princt 
George, died Februar) 
19, 2005, in the Princt 
George Regional Hospital 
Born in Roxville, Digb, 
County, Nova Scotia or 
December 8, 1915 tc 
Churles and Myrtle Hall, 
she met and married 
Delmor Cossett in 1933. 
Surviving is one 
daughter Lorna Ruth 
Fryer (husband, Hubert), 
10 grandchildren, five 
great grandchildren 
and two great, great, 
grandchildren; also two 
brothers, Ronald Hall 
(wife Katie) and James 
Hall (wife, Naomi) of 
Ontario: 
She was predeceased 
by her parents, Charles 
and Myrtle Hall, her 
husband, Delmar Cossett, 
son, Beverly (wife: Eva), 
brothers William (wife 
Stella, stili living), Alton 
(wife, Dorothy, still living) 
and sister, Sara Smith 
(husband, Donald, also 
predeceased). 
Bertha's memorial was 
held February 23rd at 
the Kingdom Hall of 
Jehovah's Witnesses in 
wishes to meet others who are 
going through the same. Are 
weird things happening in your 
lifeqhat you can't explain?Would 
like to get together and share 
information/experiences. Rep- 
ly c/o File #200 Terrace Stan- 
dard,3210 Clinton St.,Terrace,B. 
C. V8G 5R2(8p3) 
SINGLE WHITE male, age 50, 
5'8, blue eyes, dark blond hair, 
trustworthy, loving, romantic, 
non-smoker, no drugs, financial- 
ly secure with house on lake, 
likes nature, friends, fire by lake, 
and more. Seeking to meet lov- 
ing, non smoking, single female, 
for long term relationship. Re- 
spond with photo and phone 
number, to Comp A C/O Omine- 
ca Express, Box 1007 Vander- 
hoof BC, VOJ 3A0 (7P3) 
@, Terrace & District Credit Union DID YOU ever follow the Lead- er? The Cowichan News Lead- 
er is turning 100 in April. To cele- 
brate, we're producing a special 
edition commemorating the last 
100 years of the newspaper 
and the Duncan area it serves. 
We're also hosting a community 
party at the BC Forest Discov- 
ery Centre on May 1, 2005. If 
you used to work for the paper, 
or have any stories to share, or 
if you just want to join in the fun, 
contact the Cowichan News 
Leader at 1 OOvears@vinews- 
grouD.com 
has positions for ,Director's to be filied ;it this year's 
A nnu;d General Meeting. AI I interested cnnd idntes 
should contact Dan Contlon nt 635- 1578 or inquire 
a t  the reception desk i n  the credit union. Applications 
wil l  be accepted up to ICl;irch 3 1 ,  7005 or from the 
floor ;it the Annual General Meeting. 




At 87 he passed on to the Lord 
peacefully in Nanaimo General 
Hospital Monday morning February 
7, 2005 of a heart attack. He 
was born in Darlingville, Alberta 
October 22, 1917. He was the 
3rd oldest child of 13, married 
Norma Beatrice McKinlay in 1941, 
and was blessed with 4 children, 1 1  grandchildren, 13 
great grandchildren and 1 greatgreat grandchild. He 
moved his family to B.C. from Alberta in 1956 to work 
on construction in Kitimat, living in Terrace for 1 S years. 
He then moved to the Okanagan and stayed for 27 years, 
finally retiring to Nanaimo in March 1999. 
Cremation will be followed by a memorial service at 
First Memorial Services, 1720 Bowen Road at 1 :30 p.m. 
Monday February 14, 2005. Donations may be made to 
the charity of your choice. 
Arthur is survived by his wife Norma Beatrice, daughters 
Elsie Bellamy, Carol Tencza and son Larry, 4 sisters and 
4 brothers. 
He is predeceased by his daughter Elizabeth Paquette. 
BOOK NOW @ Har-Lees Place 
Country weddings,meetings 
etc. 250-635-7341 (5p9) 
SKI &STAY at sun peaks resort! 
Vacation rentals of new Condos 
hard drive recovery, computer slope-side locations. 1-800- 
81 1-4588 www.BearCountrv.ca repair. Certified Computer Tech- 
nician, 10 years experience. 
24-hour telephone support, on- 
site service, Free consultation, WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
reasonable hourlv rates. Phone fish* and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. Please call 
COMPUTER CRASHED? Don't & Chalets, 1-4 bedrooms. Full 
lose valuable data. Professional kitchens, fireplaces, hot tubs, 
250-635-3772 (7~3)  
CAN summer? YOU YES!!! lose 5-40 Call Ibs 250-493- before
7450. www.lose4life.oro 
WHITE MAYTAG stove excel- 
lent condition $260. Kenmore re- 
friaerator $50. Call after 5 o.m. 
for the month of Februay. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, John is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the (250)638-8910 (1OP1) 
WHITE MAYTAG washer/drv- FOUND MARCH 3rd 1O:OO a.m. 
on Greig St. by Close-up Maga- 
zine, one key initial JK. Claim at 
Terrace Standard. (1 OP2) 
er. Excellent condition. Askiig 
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POS~T~ON AVAILABLE for DOUGLAS LAKE Ranch is hir- 
Welder/Mechanic w/shovel & ing people for the 2005 season. 
drill exDerience. F~~R~~~~~~ The following positions areavail- 
able: 









The Successful Candidate must 
have a valid Drivers License, 
own transportation and be avail- 
able for work from April 1st to 
November lst, 2005. t 
Interested applicants are invit- 
ed to forward their resume by 
fax, mail or email resume to: 
Douglas Lake Ranch, General 
STERLING LTD. Delivery, Douglas Lake, BC VOE 




Laminate .... $.49sq/ft, 12ml lam- 
inate ..... $1.99 sq/ft, Laminate to 2!~~828-7131. 
tile (from) .... $.99 sq/ft, 1 x 6  knot- PRECISION WELDING Ltd., an 
ty fir....$.80 sq/ft, 3 114" oak, aggressive oilfield service com- 
maple or birch pre fin .... $3.99 pany in northern BC, requires 
sq/ft, 3 1/4" Japanese cherry B pressure welders, journey- 
pre fin ...$4. 75 sq/ft, 3 114" barn- man welders for field and shop 
boo pre fin....$3.99 sq/ft. TONS work. Applicants should be 
MORE! 1-800-631-3342. self-motivated and mature tra- 
FOR SALE : 12" x 14" x 15' desman. Valid class 5 license 
treated bridge timbers. $40.00 with abstract required. Oilfield 
each. 250-635-6352 (10~3) experience an asset. Please fax 
resumes to 250-782-5195 or 
EXPERIENCED LOG truck driv- 
ers wanted in the Kamloops 
Area, Fax Resume To: 
0 call 250-782-6330. 
NW COMPUTER Recycling & 
Servicing. Sales of used corn- 
1 puterzand parts. (250)615-0414 
(1 OP3) - 
I Dinner Cook Employment Opportunity I " AlTENTION!!! 
SECURITY GUARD COURSE 
NOW AVAl LAB LE 
THE ULTIMATE SECURITY COMPANY SECURITY 
TRAINING SCHOOL is offering a B S L l e ~ & l & 2  
(Basi~~odardsIrainingleveU&2) Security 
Guard Certification Course in Terrace, B.C. Course 
rims March 17th - 24th.The "BST Level 1 &2course 
is mandatory for sll persons who wish to work for a 
security guard company anywhere in British 
Columbia.The total cost for this course is a very low 
$575.00. Space is extremely limited. To register, fax a 
resume to (250) 635-0840 and a company 
representative will contact you. 4 
King Edward Ho te l  located in Stewart, B.C. i s  looking 
for a qualif ied dinner cook. Stewart i s  located o n  the  
Alaskan border in Northern B.C.There is seasonal and 
year round employment available. Accommodation 
wi l l  b e  provided. Travel cost reimbursement. Spousal 
employment i s  also available. Phone 250-636-2244 
ask for Jim, fax 250-636-9160. 
I 
We are seeking a motivated individual with sound and proven 
auto industry experience to join our Service Department team. 
Must be CSI driven, courteous, professional and mechanically 
inclined. Individuals with experience in ADP systems is an 
asset. Proven ability to Derform in a fast-paced, high pressure 250-549-1 225. - 
JAMES WESTERN STAR I environment is esiential. Full medical and dentd plan plus( 
I benefits. Submit resume and verifiable work record in person to I Attention: Steve Nickolls or fax resume to 250-635-691 5. goods, collectables glass and 
4934 Gair Ave. 8-12 Sat, March 
Sales Teamand they need you. 
, dishes. Furniture, plants, etc. If you are an energetic sales ori- 
ented individual with experience 
in truck or industrial parts sales, 
join the parts team of a fast grow- 
ing company. Send us your re- 
1980 DOUBLE Eagle HT, 1980 sume. Fax: 250-374-4255, Attn: 
Galv Trailer low hours. Phone Parts Manager or 
(250)847-2758. $25,000 O.B.O. E-mail: jobapplica- 
(9P2) tion@jamesws.com 
10 MILLION JASPER NATIONAL Park 
High volume retail sales, gift 
Laminate ... $.49sq/ft., 12 ml & souvenir shop seeks experi- 
' Laminate ... $1.99 sq/ft., lami- enced sates associates, full- 
nate tile (From) ... $.99sq/ft., 1x6" time, April-Oct. compensation 
knotty fir. ..$.80sq/ft., 3 1/4' oak, incl. hourly wage, performance 
maple or birch pre fin ... $3.99sq/ bonus, subsidized accommoda- 
ft., 3 1/4" Japanese cherry pre tion. Assistant Manager position 
fin ...$4. 75sq/ft., 3 114" bam-' aviil. forrightcandidate(0wnve- 




site: www.doualaslake.com NO ' CONTINUING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 5004 Highway 76 West, 
Terrace, 6. C. 635-494 7 
PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN 8 Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus is seeking applications to fill an auxiliary inrtructlonal 
mition. March 15 to March '24,' 2005, Tuesday and 
fk rsday  630 to 930 pm. (for a total of 12 hours) subject 
to minimum enrollments. Salary will be In accordance 
with the Collective A reement between the College and 
BCGEU Instructor ScaYe. 
Installer required for rapidly 
expanding 15 year old under- 
ground irrigation company serv- 
ing the Interior and Okanagan. 
Only experienced applicants 
will be considered. Benefit 
package provided. Remunera- 
tion commensurate with qual- 
ifications. Please reply with re- 
sume to Box 1289, Kamloops 
This Week, 13658 Dalhousie Dr, 
Kamloops, BC, V2B 5P6. 
DUti08: To instruct lntroductlon to Windows 2000 computer 
training according to established curriculum. 
Qualitlcaflons: Ap ticants must have post secondary 
education along witR a Provincial Instructors Diploma. The 
candidates should have extensive computer experience 
with specific use and ex rience with the Windows 2OOO 
developed interpersonal and communication skills alon 
with previous instructional experienc 
operating system, excel p" ent problems solving skills, well 
Res ond In confidence by submitting a currsnt resume 
antquotin ' competlffon # 04.2276 to: Human Resources 
Departmen? Northwest Community Coll e, 5331 
McConnellAvenue.7errace.BCV8G4X2 FAX: 28638.M75. 
No phone calls please. MORE! 1-800-631 -3342 
COMMERCIAL DOUBLE door 
fridge: Like new. $1500. Four 
hole buffet table $1500. Res- 
taurant used chairs $15 each, 
) family used washer/dryer, $300. 
KQDAK EASYSHARE 4.0 mega 
pixle digital camera, brand new 
paid $349 asking $275. Set of 3 




King Edward Hotel lcoated in Stewart, B.C. i s  looking for 
a qualified dinner cook. Stewart i s  located on the Alaskan 
border in Northern B.C. There i s  seasonal and year round 
employment available. Accommodation will be provided. 
Travel cost reimbursement. Spousal employment is also 
available. 
= Phone 250-436-2244 
ask for Jim, fax 250-636-9 160. 
Northwest Cornmunify College is commlftedto 
employment equity and encourages applications 
from First Nations people, women, persons with 
disabilities and members of visible minorities. 
' 
We thank all amlicants9for their interest: 
~~ 
is currently accepting applications for the position 
WAREHOUSEMAN I 
UEMPORARY POSITION) 
Duties 8 Responsibilities: 
Prepare, check, compile, monitor, adjust and maintain 
material controls records, inventory records and files on 
goods and materials. 
Issue Local Orders or Purchase Orders for routine low cost 
material in the absence of the Senior Warehouseman. 
; Plan and prioritize daily activities and perform them with 
minimum supervision. 
Receive, store, issue, record, control, monitor and ship all 
types of goods and materials used in Field Operations. 
Perform maintenance and housekeeping duties in the 
warehouse and yard. 
Keep abreast of legislation and regulations pertaining to 
Transportation of Dangerous Goods, WHMIS and related 
regulatory requirements. 
Maintain and monitor inventory of meters, regulators, 
fittings, valves, pipe and other supplies and equipment 
items used in gas transm!ssion and distribution functions. 
Qualifications Required , 
Three years experience in the warehouse field. 
Successful completion of NWCC/PGCC/BCIT short course 
Capable of planning and prioritizing daily activities and 
on Industrial Warehousing. 
working with minimum supervision. 
n 
however, only icose selected for 
an Interview will be contacted. 
Closing Date: March 1 1,2005 . rake a closer look. 
NmrHWmr -- 
A "TURN-KEY business" 
includes land, buildings, 'and 
grocery/hardware bus.- Sold 
' by way of share sale, cr partner 
with grocery experience to in- 
vest $100/$150K - for info pkg. 
call Mike Scanlon, Re/Max Ke- 
lowna 250-862-7356. Email: 
mikescanlon@shaw.ca Residen- 
tial Assisted Living for Seniors. 
Turn-key operation, 6 bed, 7 
bath, lake & mountain views, ful- 
ly occupied. Located in Kelow- 
na afea. $595,000. For info pkg 
call Mike Scanlon, Re/Max Ke- 
lowna 250-862-7356 or Email: 
nihfiscanlonOshaw.ca 
A $16,800 investment can net 
up to $1200 - $1800 in first 
month - No selling, PiT/Fm, safe 
8 secure, turn-key set-up, prov- 
en product. Free Info 
, I  
CONTINUING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
I 
Please forward your resume by March 21,2005 to: 
David Oatway 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
2900 Kerr Street 
Terrace, E.C., V8G 4L9 
Attention: David Oatway 
No phone calls please. 
Summer Youth 
Trades Hires , ,  , -~ 1-600-321-6126.. 
Up to 28 ,positions in various locations ,, 
throughout B.C. 
Full details on the positions cited above and all other 
current openings are posted on our Web site. 
We thank a l l  applicants for their interest in 
5C Hydro. Only those selected for an interview will 
b e  contacted. Please send your rerum6 and 
cover let ter  quoting the  competit ion number 
indicated in t h e  detai led job description at 
www.bchydro.comn/careers by March 18,2005 to: 
BC Ciydro 
14th Floor-Employment Centre 
333 Dunsmuir Street 
Vancouver, BC V6B 5R3 , 
Fax: 604.623.3811 
E-mail: hrservices@bchydro.com 
BC Hydro is building a diverse workforce and is 
committed to employment equity. , 
BETHLEHEM RESOURCES 
(1 996) Corporation is conduct- 
ing planning for trucking of ore 
from mineral deposits in the Rev- 
elstoke Region to the company's 
1,360 metric ton per day cus- 
tom mineral processing plant at 
Goldstream River. Hauls could 
be up to 270km one-way, most- 
ly on pavement. If you are an 
owner/operator of a tridem or 
tandem truck with quad trans- 
fer trailer and are interested in a 
long-term rock hauling contract 
WANTED FOR Fire Fighting 
Catering in Mobile and Remote 
Camps. Head Cooks with min- 
imum 3- years cooking experi- 
ence in mobile camps. Assis- 
tant Head Cooks with minimum 
2 years cooking experience in 
mobile camps. Bakers to bake 
for up to 250 people/day, Prep 
cooks, Janitorial staff. Food 
Safe preferred. Employment 
based on needs of BC Fire Pro- 
tection Branch. Send resumes 
to Summit Catering: dean@su m- 
mitreforestati- or fax 
A GENERAL contracting com- 
pany specialized in civil con- 
struction working throughout 
BC's Interior is looking to recruit 
project managers, supervisors, 
equipment ,operators and pipe 
layers. Excellent competitive 
salaries & benefits packages. 
Location of primary residence 
is flexible. Please send resume 
with cover letter in confidence 
to: Russ Lewis, Nechako Exca- 
vating Ltd., Box 1067, Vander- 
2313 (Phone), (250) 567-9348. 
OKANAGAN PAVING Co. 
requiresexp. Rakerman,Screed- 
man, Rollerman & Finish Grader 
Operator for 9-1 0 month operat- 
ing season. Min. 5 years exp. 
Union rates 81 full benefits. Mail 
or fax resume to: Cantex-Okana- 
gan Construction Ltd., 780 Oka- 
nagan Ave. E., Penticton. BC 
(250)847-6009. 
hoof, BC VOJ 3A0. (250) 567- 
(Fax) -
Unique opportunity IO own and operate a 
2006 Pele wilh zero down. You mu51 have 
a minimum ONE YEAR llat deck hbhvay 
experlence able and willlng IO run 
CANADA I USA and possess good 
references. 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
ATTENTION: WORK from 
home. No recession here. Free 
information on line. Full train- 
ing. www.processolutions.net 
Toll Free 1-888-315-9360. 
ARE U $$ MOTIVATED?' 1 OOX 
More Powerful Then Multi Level 
Marketing. If serious call: 
LOOKING FOR a agent for local 
moving company. Must have 





Take a closer 
then send your particulars to: 
orehaui@grnail.com or via fax to 
LOCKSMITH OR locksmith aD- 
604-531 -8351. 




prentice required (full time). For- 
ward resume, references and 
renumeration required to: Box 
1287, Kamloops This Week, 
13658 Dalhousie Dr., Kamloops, 
BC. V2C 1P6. 
' SALESPROFESSlONALSwant- 
ed. $3000-$5000 weekly poten- 
tial. Serious inquiriesonly. Train- 
ing provided. Flexible schedule. 
1-800-318-9787, ext. 4050. 
WANTED EXPERIENCED floor 
covering installers for a new 
floor covering outlet in Williams 
Lake, B.C. Must be bondable. 
Fax applications to 
AD COMPOSITOR position in 
Campbell River. The Campbell 
River Mirror has a fulltime posi- 
tion for an individual with a min- 
imum one-year creative/produc- 
tion experience in the industry. 
The successful candidate will 
be skilled in In-Design, Quark, 
Word, Photoshop and have a 
good understanding of the print- 
ing production process. Other 
skills require the individual to 
work in a team environment, 
have highly developed computer 
and typing skills, be highly moti- 
vated and organized. Please for- 
ward your resume with covering 
letter and references by March 
1 l t h  to: Zena Williams, Advertis- 
ing Manager, The Campbell Riv- 
er Mirror, #104-250 Dogwood 
Street, Campbell River, BC., 
V9W 5C1. Fax: 250-287-3238. 
Email: 
zenaw@vinewsgroup.com 
CLASS bee and 1 Tridem Driverreqyired: flatdeck experi- Super
ence required to haul general 
freight throughout BC and Aiber- 
ta. Newer trucks. Comparative 
wages. Benefit package. Fax 
resume to: 250-374-1677. 
(250)392-6214. 
. .  
638-6969 (8~4)  
SMALL WELL established sent- . .  
ice business with huge potential 
to become the leading service 
center in the region requires an 
"Angel", a visionary with a love 
of adventure and who wants 
the best of the best and realizes 
so do others! This is a rare and 
unique opportunity, investment 
$50 to 100K. For further infor- 
mation please send your name 
& number to File # 201, c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. (9P3) 
This position reports to the Board of Directors of the 
North West Regional Hospital District. It is a part-time 
contract position of approximately 40-60 hours per 
month. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Administrator 
On behalf of the Board, responsible for administering 
the business of the Board and day to day operation. 
Includes: research, evaluation, capital planning, 
correspondence, reports, briefs, position papers, 
record maintenance, annual budget, preparation of 
Board agendas, attend Board meeting. 
Regional Hospital Districts, municipalities, provincial 
government and other health related agencies and 
the news media. 
ensuring agenda ~ackanes are prepared and 
Liaise with Northern Health Authority, other 
Provide some secretarial services (minute taking, 
Maintenance 
Electrician 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDIII 
UP TO $1,50OMIEEK. Assem- 
bling products / Stuffing envel- 
opes. No experience needed- 
Free information 
www.homeworkersnetwork. 
corn Ref# 7-702 or Call 1-705- 
726-9070 
V2A 3K7 Fax: 250-492-0195. 
CAMP CALEDONIA, Anglican 
Move to advanced technology in a 
progressive electrical department 
Houston 
Committed to the highest standards of environmental 
stewardship, safety and Community service, Canfor is one 
of Canada's largest integrated forest products companies. 
Our Houston operation, which encompasses an updated 
sawmill producing 600 MMfbm per annum, has a variety 
of state-of-the-art technologies including RT' scanning 
and advanced software applications. This, coupled with 
a highly skilled workforce, make the operation Canfor's 
production leader. 
You will perform maintenance on all sawmill equipment 
and will be drawing on your: ability to apply safe work 
habits Electrical TQ gcod communication skills desire 
to further your abilities working with computer software. 
Experience in a production environment would be an asset. 
You can expect a very competitive compensation and 
benefits package as per ths collective agreement. We 
thank everyone for their interest in Canfor; however, only 
those selected for an interview will be contacted. Please 
forward your resume, citing "Maintenance Electrician", by 
Friday, March 25, 2005 to: 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
- . .  
circulated), 
directives, Hospital District Act and other applicable 
Ensure activities are compliant with Board policy/ Church Camp on Tyhee-Lake at Te1kwaqB.C. is inviting appli- 
cations from enthusiastic indi- 
viduals to work at our Christian 
Camp for the month of July in 
the following positions:Director, 
Sports Director, Certified Life- 
guardMlaterfront Director, Male 
and Female Counsellors, Jani- 
tor. Please submit resumes by 
April 1 to : Jakie Veillette, 3614 
East Valley Rd.,Houston,B.C. 
VOJ 122 (6p6) 
legislation, 
TAYLOR PROFESSIONAL 
Training Services. Heavy Equip- 
ment Training. Class 1 81 3 Driv- 
er Training. Super "B" Training. 
Prince George and Kelowna. 
Call Toll Free: 1-877-860-7626 
or 250-860-7624. www.taylor- 
prodriving.com 
Administra torl'lieasurer 
In addition to Administrative responsibilities, 
responsible fortlay to day financial operation of the 
Regional Hospital District. 
ReSponsible for interim and long term borrowing 
process through Municipal Finance Authority. 
Preparation of provisional and annual budget. 
0 Preparation of financial statements. 
\\ 
Educatibn and Experience 
Priority will be given to candidates with a BA, BSc- 
or Masters Program in Health Service Planning/ 
Administration. 
CA, CMA or CGA designation would be 
advantageous if Administratorflreasurer position is 
desired. 
Experience/background in health care planning and/ 
or administration/finance. 
Experience with local government and/or provincial 
overnment advantageous. 
09s trong.written and verbal skills. 
Knowledge of health facility capital planning and 
project implementation. 
* Research/evaluation/negotiation skills- 
* Ability to work effectively with elected officials. 
Basis bookkeeping skills. 
$IGNS, $IGNS, $ighs 638-7838/ 
3226 A River Driver. Why Pay 
More? (1 OP3) 
SALESPERSON REQUDRED. 
Established Okanagan dealer- 
ship has an opportunity for a 
proven self-starter to earn an 
above average income in a 
busy environment. We offer a 
top commission structure, full 
benefit package, demonstrator 
allowance and bonus opportuni- 
ties. Please submit resume by 
fax: (250)545-2249 or e-mail: 
salesOvernondodae.com 
Well established 
International Truck Dealer 
located in the Peace Country 





experience a definite asset. 
We offer a good wage and 
Benefit puckage. 
Attention: Please submit Andy Schurmann res e: 
Gear-0-Rama Supply Ltd. 
EO. Box 90 
V1G Dawson 4E9 Creek, BC 





maternity fill in 
required immediately. 
Off ice experience 
would be an asset. 
Resume only to 
302-4546 Park Ave, 
Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 1V4, 
fax 250-635-61 12 
_ _  ~ . 
No Phone Calls Phase. 
TRAWEL CONSULTANT. Nanai- 
Houston 
Human Resources Cpordinator 
1397 Morice River Road 
Box 158 
Houston, BC VOJ 120 
Email: barclay.hoskins@canfor.com 
i w w w . c a n f o  
Fax: (250) 845-5296 
I 
Forward your curriculum vitae and the names of three 
references by March 31,2005 to: mo Downtown Travel Agency 
requires full time Consultant, 
minimum 2 years experience, 
Sabre Competency preferred. 
Competitivecompensation, ben- 
efits offered. Submit resume: 
Box 187, Nanaimo News Bulle- 
tin, 777 Poplar Street, Nanaimo, 
BC V9S2H7. 
Hiring Committee * 
North West Regional Hospital District 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC VEZG 4E1 
Contact: Judy Tracy, Administrator or Verna Wickie, 
Treasurer (250) 615-6100 r . c o m  
I' 
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AVAILABLE, MARCH 26TH 
Bright, spacious 2 bedroom 
apartment close to schools,hos- 
pita1 and Wal-Mat. Three ap- 
pliances with storage room, 
blinds and beautiful oak cabi- 
nets.On-site building Managers 
with 24-hour video security. 
Non-smoking,no pets please. 
$550 per month. Securitydepos- 
it required.References required. 
Please call 250-635-631 6 (9p4) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065(3P9) 2 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot wdFr includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
638-0015, 250-615-0345 or 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
ments. 4623 Haugland,full kitch- 
en and livingroom. Recently ren- 
ovated, electric heat. $600lmo. 
plus $300 deposit. Available im- 
mediately. Call (250)638-1348 
Maria or (250)635-5800 Tony. 
t (SOCTFN) 
250-635-6428 (32C.TFN) 
-* B d w d  Aparhenia 
2kdmApommh 
*,Chon And Quir, 
Loundry Farility 




615.7665 :. .. 
LARGE ONE bedroom base- 
ment suite for quiet working per- 
son. $450/mo. Utilities included. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. utilities included, private en- 
trance, F/S, w/d, gas fireplace, 
available immediately. (250)635- 
ONE BEDROOM suite in new- 
er home. Fridge, stove, washer 
and dryer. Covered parking with 
ground level entrance on quiet 
street near Golf Course in Thorn- 
hill. Utilities included. No pets, 
non smoker, references. $4751 
mo plus $250 damage deposit. 
Available April 1st. Phone 250- 
638-0381 leave message. (9P3) 
TWO BEDROOM and three be- 
droom upper suites in Thornhill. 
Close to schools. $375 - $5001 
month. Contact Brent 250-635- 
8875 (50CTFN) 
(250)635-5293 (1 OP3) 
3756 or 615-2532 (10P3) 
2000 SOFT office space. 4391 
Keith Avenue. Call 250-635- 
71 71 
NEED MONEY NOW! 
If you have equity in your home, 
we can help! Can't prove in- 
come, slow credit, bank says 
no! Call Rick Graves at Rick 
Graves & Associates. 1-604- 
{General carpentry, building 306-0891. 
; improvements/renovation, GET BACK ON TRACK! BAD 
;Drywall, trouble shooting, any CREDIT? BILLS? UNEM- 
?and all odd jobs. Quality work/ PLOYED? NEED MONEY? WE 
:fair rates. (250)635-9709 or LEND!! If you own your own 
;(250)615-7777 (1 OP3) home - you qualify. 1-877-987- 
:HIRING NOW A rapidly grow- 1420. www.pioneenrvest.com 
fng fishing lodge in the Terrace Member of the Better Business 
area is seeking a highly motivat- Bureau. 
ed, outgoing individual to join 
their management team. The 
successful applicant will have a 
love of fishing, prior experience 
in the recreation industry, and 
have a solid understanding of 
financial reporting' Prior experi- 
: ence with Quickbooks, Excel, 
and Word are required, as is re- 
liab!e transportation. Reply in 
confidence to:Demers and Asso- 
ciates 201-4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1T2(9p3) 
HOUSEKEEPING STAFF re- 
quired to join our Clean Team 
at Mount Layton Hotsprings 
Resort. Must have reliable trans- 
:portation.Please fax resume to 
.250-632-5911 or email minet- 
tebay@uniserve.com. No calls 
AVAllABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
Very nice two bedroom 2nd floor 
apartment. Very reasonable rent. 
Within walking distance to Wal- 
mart and Superstore. On-site 
management with secure video 
entrance. Phone (250)638-1622 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 2 
bedroom apartment. ,F/S, W/D, 
gas fireplace + blinds. Secured 
entrance w/ parking. $575 
monthly. N/P and N/S. Call 635- 
1622 or 635-2250. (8C) 
(9P3) 
'and a 4 year old on the Thornhill 
cBench possibly some evenings .! 
(and weekends. References 
;required.250-632-2450 (9~3)  
$GENERAL CONTRACTING, 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
7,200 sq. ft. Sales/Wurehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,8W sq. fi'.) 
2.01 7 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 5008 Pohle Ave ' 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 2801 Kenney Street 
7.450 sa. ft. Warehouse ' 4820 Hwy 16 West 
I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom Apts 
' 4 8 5 / m  utilities included 
*Free hot wokr/recrwtion 
*Close to school, Wol.Mort, Horpitol 
*Security enhance *Storchoice 
COII collect (250) 877-6773 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Winter and.Spring interior, resi- 
dential and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities , 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 





TERRACE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING 
Centrally located. Approximately 1,500 sq. ft. 
of second floor space; also 500 sq. ft. on I the lower floor. Contact 635-3333- 2 6EDROOM + den downtown, includes w/d, f/s (250)635-2360 (or come to 4730 Davis) 2 BEDROOM hot water in- 
cluded. References required. 
$500/mo. Available March 1/05 
OFFICE AND 
RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600, 1000 & 1600 sq. ft. 
SECOND FLOOR 
256,628,884 & 935 sq. ft. 
25041 57543 or 6353475 
please. (9c3) 
, LILI'S TUTORING requires a 
' math tutor for grade 10 and 
up.Experience in Trigonometry' 
{ and Geometry. 250-638-0775 
(250)635-2174 (8P3) 
A NEW 2 Bedroom Apartment 
Suite 2 floors, very clean 8 
quiet area. !-!as covered park- 
ing. Come with fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. No pets please!! 
Available immediately. Phone 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities, on site management. 
Available immediatelv. Call Brian 
635-4571 ( 8P3) 
(10~3) 
i LOOKING FOR Dart-time work 1 as a room attendant? The Wild 
i Duck Motel has an immediate 
opening for a person interested 
in 15-20 hours per week. This 
:'is a permanent position. Experi- 
3 BDRM Condo, 1 1/2 bath. F1 
S, WID, newly renovated close 
to downtown. (250)635-3908. 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- 
diances. no doas. Good refer- 
(9P3) 
to schools. $700 per month 
utilities included Contact Brent 
250-635-8875 (37ctfn) 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom upstairs 
suite. F/s, w/d, large yard, no 
'PARK & CLINTON' 
MANOR APTS. 
1 BEDROOM suite on Queens: 
way w/yard and view. Gas fire- 
ences require .1$600lmo. 638- mo. place Available in log livingroom. April 15. Call $425/ Bet- pets, includes cable, n/g, and 
8639 (1 OP3) ty or mike at 635-2837 (1 op3) - hydro.$700/ma.Availableimme- 
2 BEDROOM house in Gossen diately. (250)635-2556 
Subdivision. $450 per month, THREE BEDROOM spacious 0 
ence an asset but not required. ! Please fax resume to 250-638- 250-615-2777 
151 1 or contact Manager at the 
townhouses in Houston. Couple 
: preferred.Units need painting 
: and cleaning. For more details 
call 604-214-2957 or 604-263- 
3 8911 (8p4) 
SHORT ORDER COOKrequired 
at Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- 
: sort. Must have reliable transpor- 
I tation and be able to work flexi- 
ble hours. Please fax resume to 
: 250-632-5911 or Email minet- 
i tebay@uniserve.com. No calls 
,; please(9c3) 
4 VETERINARY RECEPTIONIST 
2 Skeena Animal Hospital is look- 
$ ing for a F A  receptionist who 
2 
Unfurnished and partially fumished 
q t r .  Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
2 BEDROOM apartments in plus damage deposit. Hydro in- top floor of house. F/s, w/d. 
4-plex (Soucie Ave) and 5-plex cluded. No dogs and cats ok. Close to schools and walking 
(Haugland Ave) No pets. Refer- (250) 635-2298. (1 OP3 distance to town, large yard. In- 
ences required. $550/month. 2 BEDROOM house i: Thornhill eludes 12x12 outdoor storage. 
2 BEDROOM apart ment)s-Riv- New kitchen, bathroom, car- 
er Drive. $375-$400/month. Dets, lino and paint. Stove fridne TWOBEDROOM unitswithelec- 
Phone 250-638-1648(9~3 has been completely renovated. No pets, no smoking. $650/m0* ' 
250-635-5459 (gp3) 
i 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 6157543 or 6353475 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 






fo r1&2  
Bedroom suites 
* Clean,'qul renovated suiles '' 
* Laundry facilities 1, 
* Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus routd 
*On site management 
*No pets 
* References required 
Ample parking 
No pets. References required. 
Phone 250-638-1648 (9p3) 
3 BDRM, 1 112 bath duplex, lo- 
cated upper Thornhill. Carport, 
large lot, storage room, $6501 
month. Damage deposit and ref-,, 
erences reguired.250-615-9128 
(4ctfn) 
3 BEDROOM, f/s, w/d, upper 
Thornhill, fenced yard, $6001 
mo. On city/school bus routes 
, 4-PLEX CLEAN 3 bedroom, for 
rent. F/S, W/D, dishwasher3 No 
Pets. References required. Se- 
curity deposit $290 Rent $585. 
5117A MEDEEK, duplex, like 
new, w/d, f/s, dishwasher, 3 
250-635-5022 (8p3) 
(250)635-5954 (6P6) 
washer dryer & blinds included. 
Ideal for clean quiet couple. No 
Pets or Parties $500 per month 
plus security deposit. Call 635- 
7467 appointment to view.(7P3) 
2 BEDROOM house, $475/ 
month, unfurnished. 250-635- 
7623(7p3) ' 
3 BED house downtown Ter- 
race. Fenced ' yard including 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
New oak kitchen cabinets. Pets 
welcome. 632-6542 (7P3) 
3 BEDROOM house across 
from Cassie Hall School, f/s, 
wld, large fenced yard. avail. 
March 1st. $650.(250)635-0818 
18~3) 
3 BEDROOM House F/S, W/ 
tric heat. 2 appliances - 450lmo. 
Furnished - 550/mo. Three bed- 
room unit with electric heat avail- 
able immediately 4 appliances 
- $500/mo. (250)638-1755 or' 
- 
535-6876 (9P3) 
FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
'rent in a 4 bedroom house. 
Share rest of home. On bus ro- 
ute. $260 per month, includes 
utilities. Ph. 635-3126 (8P3) 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
. Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
5 will greet our clients and run our 
; office. If interested, submit a re- - 
P sume' in person. No phone inqui- 
!WANTED: PERSONAL care :& 
E ries please.(gp3) The quality shows in every move we make! 
aide. 2+ hours a week. Perma- 
nent part time, on the job train- 
r ing. Certificate not required. A 
vehicle a must. For interview call 
r 250-635-4992.19P3) 
2 BEDROOM mobile home suit- 
able for couple or single person. 
Washer & Dryer. No pets. Call 
250-635-1 998 $350/month. 
I1 nP3\ 
To view call 
638- 1 748 .-. - , bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, fami- D, fenced back yard. Close to n&LlnnLI , w q : , e v . a 4 , L  CEnn, 5 
pfoiaommunity care of chitdry 
($:Terrace and New Hazelton. - Call Leanne at Resource-Ability 
:'1-866-763-6624 for info.(9p3) 
85. (9p3) 
ICE, CLEAN two bedroom on 
ge private lot with sundeck, 
3se to town. Four appliances, 
) pets or smoking $5OO/mO. 
MALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
Thornhill. Suitable for one or 
'0 persons. F/s included. NIP. 
75 Security deposit required. 
IREE BEDROOM duplex. One 
throom, washer dryer. Electric 
at. Located at 4639 Soucie. 
OO/mo.Call250-635-1998Re- 
ences required4 Op3) 
50)638-8639 (8P3) 
111 250-638-7727 (7p3) 
. -  
ences required. (250)635-5321 rko bedroom mobile homes 
(8P3) for rent in Thornhill. F/S/W/D 
AVAILABLE MARCH 1st. 3 bed- in each. one is $ 4 5 0 / ~ ~ ,  NG 
room house, fenced yard. Close included. Other is $4OO/mo. 
to medical clinic. $650/mo. Utili- N~ dogs Call 635-9530 
ties not included. Call 635-9086 (8p3) 
(8P3) 3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
FOR RENT, Older Small hill, wood fireplace, large living- 
House in Thornhill. Close to room, kitchen with island and 
town Pets Welcome* $575 per wall oven, 4 pc bathroom, new 
month. Phone 635-4453 (8p3) flooring, $600/mo R.R. D.D. 
CUTE 3 bedroom house on 1 req'd. (250)635-9040 (10P3) 
acretcarport and garden shed. NEWER 2 bedroom,2 bathroom 
Garden space available. $6501 14 70 mobile home,for rent 
month. Phone Or leave message F/S,W/D. New carpets. $4oo/ 
250-635-7262 (9~3)  month 250-635-6352 
FOR RENT 2 bdrm house with 
basement south sparks fenced 
;FULL-TIME AUTOMOTIVE ma- 
,;chinist. All aspects of engine 
,rebuilding - import & domestic. 
-,Send resume and hand written 
.-,cover letter to JB Precision En- 
.,gines & Parts, 3340 Oak Street, 
.rVictoria, BC V8X 1R1 or Fax: 
. ,250-475-1 150. 
We Clean Any &A 
Heating Systems 
including Chimneg 
We Clem Septic 
& can Solve Man 
LILI'STUTORING has newserv- 
ices available. French and Eng- 
lish tutoring from K to grade 10 
,in all subjects. We are now offer- 
ing basic computer skills,Word 
',Processing,Spreadsheets and 
Internet Navigation. Orthon-Gil- 
lingham Approach also avail- 
able. 250-638-0775 (1 1 p6) 
SHIRLEY'S MATH tutoring K- 
+ .11. Taking bookings now. Call 
.-Shirley Palahicky 250-635-0066 
' .(9P3) 
TERRY'S 
Home & Business repairs, 
boors, windows, plumbing, 
roofing, minor electrical, cabi- 
nets,painting,siding,etc. Assem- 
,bly of various products,fruit tree 
(pruning. All work guaranteed. 
I ,Reasonable rates. Phone Terry 
* . HANDYMAN SERVICE 
-250-635-0699 (5~6)  
BOOKKEEPING SERVICE 
: for small to large businesses. 
Several years experience. Acc- 
- I  Pac, Simply Accounting, Quick- 
books, and other office appli- 
, cations. Reasonable rates. Ref- 
erences upon request. Terrace 
--BOOKKEEPING SERVICES 
:)Set up and maintenance of your 
- ,small business requirem<nts. 
,.Serving the Northwest for 
  over 9 years. Phone 250-635- 
.638-8468 (7P3) 
9592.(CTFN) I 
;97B-AUTOMOTIVE, 5827 Mel- 
glors Frontage Road. Tires, Tire 
repairs, brakes, batteries, oil 
changes, ATV's, Dirtbikes, much 
I more, OwnerlOperator Neil Pot- 
; tinger. Phone: 250-804-0907. 
I F-mail: A97Bbtelus.net 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal 
Grease Traps, Municipal Sewer Flushing, Va 
Excavation & much more... 
Toll Free: 1-877.635.1132 Call: 635.113: 
en Oak cupboards. $6501mo. 
D.D. $325 available April 1/05. 
d,$400/month ,also 2 bedroom 
upper unit,$550/month utilities 
included , w/d on site,Thornhill 635-4838 (1 OP3) 
muwn-uwm*-- lm u&cem 
250-635-5992 or 250-61 5-6832 
STOTT PILATEs & YAMUNA BODY ROLLING 
Fitness, sports conditioning, post- 
rehabilitation and management of 
chronic pain. Semi-priuate and 
pGuate sessions available. 
Call Lorna Trent 635-7342 
T.C. Handyman (Tony Carreiro) 
-Corn lete Renovation In & Outside 
-RoofPng, Painting, Drywalls, Landscaping ... 
+ramin &Siding 
-TERRA& & KITIMAT 
1 LILI'S TUTORING I$ CHILDREN & ADULTS 1 on 1 personal assistance with various subjects English, French, Math ... FREE INTERVIEW for new students Phone: 6384775 FOR SALE 4893 Scott M., Terrace 2000 sq. ft. shop with office and reception area 
Two bay doors 
2 exterior luminated signs 
15ft. ceilings insulated with R20 and 4-ceiling fans 
Office wired with 2 phone lines and cable line 
Electric and natural gas heat 
0 9ft. long front counter 
0 Mezanine above office 
. Shop size 30ft. x 66ft. 
0 2 bathrooms. 
(back door 14ft. x 13ft., front door \I 9ft. x 9ft.) 
(front sign 15ft., back sign 9ft.) 
101 -491 0 GREIG AVE. (BEHIND BbSTON PIZZA) 
PERSONAL, INCOME TAX 
BOOKKEEPING 
cenertainment systems 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS *residential & commercial 
~ -. BeskCanadian Taw Computer 
Over 35 years  experience 
_- 
Software Available Rock and Reel ent. b d y  ~~~~i 
5006 - Walsh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3H7 
RELIABLE AND REASONABLE 
All Breeds of Dogs 8, CATS 
Open by appointment Tues-Sat 9- 
Convenient Downtown location 
4501 Greig Aue. Back Door 
Realonable Rates Start at $30.00 full woom 
CALL 615-8918 
' EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
,' Richard Thornton Construction 
a available for renovations, repairs 
: or new construction. 25 years : experience. Free estimates. Call 
I Richard @250-638-8526(36~3) 
HARRISTIMBERBUILTHomes, 
Specializing in design/building 
I of timber frame homes, decks 
and outbuildings. We also pro- 
f vide complete home renovation 
I services. All work comes with 
1 warranty. Please call Shawn @ 1 (250)615-7475 (9P6) 
New offering FURminator Shad-Lars Trhntnts 






Call Leiinard at 635-7623 .. I. 
M,., Hip Scarves Call Nancy 
1, I \  $! DVDslVidms 
,I i  I \ \  CDS Fax: 250-638-2010 
Jcwellery Ph: 250-635-2403 
88 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 9,2005 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 1800SO. R: House&800sq. ft. 1993 GEO Storm, excellent con- 
ite behind Superstore. Suitable shop. 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, living dition. New breaks, suspension, 
for a single person only. Utilities room, family room, pantry, large OAC. Low rates. Low pay- and starter module. Automat- 
included in rent, no pets. $4751 kitchen, dining room. f/s, w/d, rnents. 0 down. Trades okay. ic, and very reliable. $5,000 
mo. Phone 250-635-2806 (7P3) d/w. sat. t.v. close to Thornhill 
Schools. 113 acre fenced corner 877-839-4695. www.creditnow. OWNAGAN AUCTION World; 
lot (250)635-7491 (9~3)  - Save Big On Trucks, Cars, 
AUTO LOANS approved in B.C. 
For Good, Bad or New Credit 
Call 24 hours. Free Delivery. 1- (250)635-7091. (8P3) 
om SUV's. Vans, many unreserved! 
day 11:OO am viewing Mon-Sat 
gam - 5pm. Call toll free 
1-866-967-5365. 
1993 JEEP GRAND Cherokee 
in excellent condition. Low 
mileage. Lots of extras including 
remote starter, new stereo, 
$9000. (250)635-4368 (6P6) 
".",I". b"'J" I"..""- ... ".-.I.'-. 
month. Terrace Manor 4514 nnonc nn tn nark RV narkinn I * I 
2004 Kawasaki 
700 4x4 w/winch 
$7,995.00 
-r"..., ".. .- rl.... ... r-. ...... a) 
Shed, Car port, & Covered pa- 
tio in back. Located on Thorn- 
hill bench. Must see. Asking 
$130,000. Phone (250)635-7091 
or (250)453-9612 (7P8) 
CASH FOR Investment Proper- 
ty. Wanted iq Terrace, Single/ 
Multi-Family, WithMlithout Ten- 
ant, Call with Details (780)984- 
REDUCED TO sell 1678 sqft 
deregistered home, five bed- 
rooms, wood, hydro and n/g 







.. &I- -:A!-- ...-- A XI---!-- 
A7- 
. demround. Paved roads. 160 
<I 
. .  . .  . . .  . -  . . .  
.- 
- .  1 
IYUW slulrly, wuuu Iluurlrly, I I  
carpet and paint. Near Copi 
Mountain School. $91,000 
Awards ' be refused.Available to rent h 
3344 (9p3) 
WHISPER RIDGE 
Now selling phase ii 
13 Okanagan-Thompson CHBA 
for this Project. Beautfully 
OBO.No reasonable offer 
1 
I 1 st. Call evenings 250.8+, treed and valley Glews, 1-3 acre homesites. All services un- 
- acre private park. (The I 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from 
1991 3 BDRM 14x70 mol 
d. Excellent condition. Located 2p" 
pliances, #28 Sunny Hill Trailer 
home. Natural gas heat, f/s, w l  
in Sunny Hill Tr, Park. Asking 
www.whisperddge.com 3 BEDROOMTrailer l2x68,2ap- I f - a - - - I $1 15,000-$160,400, $33,500. (250)635-0025 (9P3) 250-545-5472, VIA Yamaha YZ 80 
1-800-493-61 33. Park. $3500. 0.6.0. (250)635- 
5 ACRE lot on the Skeena River 
at Cedarvale with small house. 
Also vacant 10 acre lot. Owner 
will finance. 250-849-5062 Hesston Model 540 Round Bat- I I 
I 4007 (9p3) / I  
pp4) 
ONE ACRE of land. Good lma- 
er, ,4'x4' bales, like new, barn 
stored $9,000: J.D. Hay Rake 3 
tian. Close to schools and play- 
ground. 120 ft frontage. Water/ 
sewage. Address: 4830 Sunset 
Dr. Phone: 635-2520 (9P3) 
pt. hitch, good condition, $650; 
250-546-4185. 
$ I r 
BEAUTIFUL KITTENS to g 
to good homes. Call (250)6: 
1614 (7P3) 
i PUREBRED JACK Russell 1 
ings over 12 units. Call 604- naarlv tn nn Mlrrh  3311 
i WANTED APARTMENT build- rier puppies. Born Feb. 
ive , 2004 Trailblazer 
Only 17,000 krn 
7 Passenger 
0 N LY $32,995 
35- I Jet 1998 1 
- 
05. er--- I $4,995.00 I . ."""I .- J" I... ".. --.03. 
Excellent temperaments & 
bloodlines, tails docked, dew 
claws removed. First shot and 2004 Impala 
Only 22,500 krn, 




3/4 Ton Heavy Duty, 




Auto, CD, 44,000 krn 
ONLY $10,995 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I WOW1 WHAT a deal. Executive international certificate health passport. Females $500, males E t t Two fireplaces, two and"a half $450. (250)635-6429. Visit web- 1 baths, Window coverings, five site at www.jack-russelterners. I appliances, . covered carport. corn (7~3)  I '  Available immediately. $89,900. 
! 250-638-1885 for appt to view. 
three bedr0fx-n duplex, in town. 
MID 70% 'Massey Ferguson 
backhoenoader. Good running 
condition. &king $1 6,000.00 
www.okanaaanlands.com 
VERNOM,BC o 
, The Oktiiiagan's hg%s!=-! 
' inventory of city & lake view 
lots' just a "click" away 
Patti & Norm Brenner 
REIMAX Norm Brenner 
s 1-800-667-2040 
250-549-4161 
14x70 MOBILE, many reno- 
vations, fruit trees, raspberry 
bushes, garden shed, play 
house, storage building, horse. 
stall, horss shelter and much 
more. Cablecar subdivision, Kiti- 
mat. (No agents, please) Asking 
3 BEDROOMS, blinds, horse- 
shoe area. Plus 2 bedroom fin- 
ished suite, full garage. Appoint- 
ment to view. (250)635-6839 
11 OP3) 
$97,000 (250)632-3902 (1 OP3) 
WANTED TO BUY Cottonwood 
Peeler Logs. ' Call Henry at 
K'Shian Logging 250-635-7935 
WE PAY CASH, for timber. Un- 
merchantable,bug-kilI,Y,R or 2 
logs. Any timber. Call 1-800- 
921-2776 or e-mail rsulllqtelus. 
net (8P4 
FOR SALE 30' Champion "300" 
Gas 470-4 Cylinder Merc. 170 
HP. 2-Fuel tanks 100 gallons 
each. Borg Warner Velvet Dr. 
Transmission 2.57:l shaft drive. 
Cruising Speed 7 knots @2 gal- 
lons per hour. Radio, Radar, 
GPS/Depth Sounder. Fridge, 
stove, HeadIShower & Hot Wa- 
ter heater Fresh water tanks X 3 
100 gallon + 42" Swim grid c/w 
wet well Sleeps Five. Located @ 
Port Ed. Asking price $34,000 
(250)635-2256 (1 OP3) 
1997 REXHALL Aerbus Wide- 
body. Fully loaded, 14ft slide 
out. 32.5 ft model XL 3250, 
Ford 460, 16.800km., $69,000 
BOATTOPS & FRAMES con- 
sole canopys boattop repairs,re- 
covering of boat seats by Sat- 
ellite Vinyl.Fabrics & Canvas 
.Works. 4520 Johns Rd. 250- 
635-4348 250-61 5-9924 Email 
rolandpuetz@hotmail.com 
MacCar thy-m obo. For pictures and options: larrye@shaw.ca Call (250) 962- 7327.- , CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Call Toll Free I 1998 I TRAVELAIRE ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
1 -880-862-3926 TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 143 1-1 995. 
5004 ,Hwy. 16 West, Terrace e 635-4941 JHE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatched (Lot 1)  and in heavyoutline (tot 1 1) on theoccompanying 
map and described as: ' 
Lot 1 and Lot 11, Block 2, District Lot 369, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 3094 ( 4 4 1 6  Greig Avenue and 
4 4 1  3 Legion Avenue] 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
4905 Ooonoll Lane; New Aiyanrh 
Completely finished 4 yr old home. spacious open design, 
3 bed., 2 bath. sundeck and paving stone pctio, kitchen 
appliances included and jacuzzi. 
or Boat naronablo offor 
OPEN HOUSE MARCH 12-1 3"" 
10 am - Spm 
Houso will k sold Sunday night to HlGHRST BlDDIR 
149,500.00 
,I' 25 ft., loaded; I 
Asking $16,000 
OB0 
Will take compact sta- 
tionwagon in trade. 
Cal l  Don 
635- 1 346 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
z d  @ c&!& TIMBER SALE LICENCE A77080 
Take notice that, pursuant lo Section 20 01 the Forest Act, timber sale licence A7i080 
is being otared for sale by BC limber Sales. Skeena Business Area, North Coast Field 
Team. 
Cloaing Date: March 31,2005 @ 1 :30 pm 
OIogrrphic Loutlon: Dala River 
Eatlrnald Volurna: 38,971 cubic metres. mora or less 
Thls timber sale llcence has been deslgned lor harvest using Cable Yarding. The use 
of othar systems may be subject to the Forest Practices Code 01 Bntish Columbia Act 
and its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate 5 10.07/m3 lor the competitive volume. approximately 26,999 
W, was datermined by the Variable Cost Method and Is applicable only to coniferous 
green sawlog grades (except Inta6or Grade 3). This timber sale liconce is lully 
developed. 
Spr les  percent: Balsam 16%, Cedar 1996, Hemlock 63%, Spruce 1% 
Thls licence requires the building 01 approximately 4.6 kilometres of on.block roads 
approximately 1.2 kilometres 01 access road under an associated Road Permit. 
T m :  two (2) years 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 143 1- 
1995 by changing the zoning class'ification d the property 
shown hatched on ;he accompanying map: 
FROM: C1 (Core Commercial) 
TO: C6 (Commercial Recreation) 
BNe 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995 by changin the zoning classification of the property 
shown in heavy ouline on the accompanying map: 
FROM: M 1  (Light Industrial) 
TO: C6 (Commercial Recreation) 
To allow for the development of conforming parking lots on the 
subiect properties. 
i 
i ; / J  --I- I 
-1 \ . _  Tenders will be accepted lrom individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber sales enterprise in Category 1. 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the limber 
Sales Manager. Terrace limber Sales Ollice, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue. Terrace. British Columbia V8G 1Ll. Tenders will be opened in public a1 March 
31.2005 @ 2:30 pm. 
There Is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which'includes application lorms and other inlormalion about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC limber Sales Otice by conlacling the receptionist at 250 
638-5100., Contact Andy Spang1 @ (250) 638.5152 for Field enquiries only. 
ElFtronic veralon of thla notlce & tender pkg la avallable at: 
http~Hww5.for.gov.bc.calnotlcednll.ddnotlce Id-1 627 non commercial ads only 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR F 4 a d  
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A64101 
Take notice that. pursuant to Section'20 of the Forest Act. timber sala licence A64101 
is being offered for sale by BC limber Sales, Skeena Business Area. Terrace Field 
Team. 
Clorlng Date: 
Geographic Location: Williams Creek 
Eatimated Volume: 
TeCm: eighteen months 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using Cable Yarding. The use 
of other systems may be subject to the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act 
and its regulations. ,, 
The Upset SlUmpage rate S 29.181ma for the competitive volume, approximately 17,154 
W, was determined by the Variable Cost Method and is applicable only to coniferous 
green sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This, limber sale licence is fully 
developed. 
Speciea p.ccent: 
This licance requires the building of approximately 0.5 kilometres of on-block roads. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC Iimber 
sales enterprise in Category 1. 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
Sales Manager. Terrace limber Sates Office. Skeena Business &ea. 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue. Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L1. Tenders will be opened in public on March 
31,2005 @ 11:W am. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application lorms and other inlormation about the TSL can be 
obtained lrom Ihe above BC limber Sales Otice by contacting the receptionist at 250 
638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon (250) 638-5112 for Field enquiries only. 




March 31, 2005 @ 1O:OO am 
22.598 cubic metres. more or less 
Balsam 38%. Cedar 10%. Hemlock 52% 
BY LAW I WSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AWD RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE IWSPECTED in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, March 2nd, 
2005, to Monday, March 14th, 2005, excluding Saturdays 
and Sundais. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS; 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD I W  THE MUNICIPAL COU#CIL 
CHAMBERS, AT EO0 P.M. ON MQNDAY, MARCH 14TH, 2005. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT THER TO. ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
.................................. 
For more information call Asking $15,700 
63&6)600 
1' 





Re: The estate of 
LEONARD JOSEPH 
also known as 
LEONARD LEFRANCOIS, 
d c c a d ,  formerly of Terrace, 
British Columbia 
Creditors ond others having claims 
against the estate of Leonord Jo 
seph Lehoncois are hereby noti. 
fied that particulars of their cloims 
should be sent to the undersigned 
Executor at #200-1630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VBG 1S6, 
on or before April 20, 2005, oher 
which dote the Executor will distrib 
ule the estate among the parties 
entitled lo it, having regard only 
IO the claims that have then been 
received.- 
Richard lehancois, Ex.cu(or. 
W o r n  kndstra Brown, Sdi~ir~n 
I clTYoF'PERRACE INVITATION TO TENDE  
PAVING CONTRACT 
Tender documents for a 3 to 5 year Paving Contract will be 
available from March 3, 2005, and may be picked up at the 
Public Works Buildin located at 5003 Grahom Avenue, 
weekdays between thelours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Tender 
to close at 2:OO p.m. on Thursday, March 17, 2005. I 
CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION TO BID 
LEISURE SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
The City, of Terrace Leisure Services Department is accepting 
bids for Flower Container Maintenance and Lawn Mowing. Bids 
will be received o t  the leisure Services office in the Terrace Areno, 
up to 1200 noon local time, Friday, March 18, 2005. 
Specifications for the work are ovailoble for o feepf $25.00 at 
the leisure Services office located in the Terrace Areno ot 3320 
Kalum Street, Terrace. For more information call: 
Ross Milnlhorp 
Director of Leisure Services 
Citv of Terrace 6 15-3000 7 
Sealed Tenders lor the lollowing Brushing, Weoding L Conilor Release contract will bo 
recelved by tha limber Sale8 Manager, Terrace Timber Salos Olfice, Skeona Business 
Area, 200-5220 Keilh Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contmt: RROBTSKTE-103 h a &  in the Terrace Business Area, tor Brushing & 
Weeding and Coniler Release on approximately 204.4 hectares. 
A mandatory oltke Intormation wssion will be held in the Terrace Business Field Olfico 
on March 16.2005 @ 9:00 am. 
Deadline tor receipt 01 tenders Is 9.00 am. Maich 30, 2005, at which time ail tenders 
will be opened in public. 
Only those contractors who have successtuiiy completed a Brushing & Weeding 
Contract 01 the same Cpe and size within the pest hvo (2) years are eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and conditions specilied in 
the lender package. The parliculars may be provided et Ihe field inlormation session. 
Tenders will not be considered having any quatilying clauses whatsoever and the lowest 
or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The British Columbia Ministry of Forests 
will administer the work. 
For lleld enquires only, contact Richard K ~ p o p .  Silviculture Operatlons Technician, at 
the above address or by telephone at 250-638.5100. 
Contract award is subject to lunding being avaiiabie at ihe time. 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
= a  @ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A64599 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 01 the Foresl Act, limber sate licence A64599 is 
being onered tdr sale by BC limber Sales, Skeena Business Area, North Coast Field Team. 
Clomlng Dab: 
Goographic Locallon: Banks Island 
Eatlmald Volumo: 
This timber sate licence has been designed for harvest using cable logging method. The 
use 01 other systems may be subject to the Forest Practices Code ot British Columbia 
Act and its reguialions. 
The upset stumpage rate S 20.87/m3 tor Ihe competitive volume, approximately 30753 
mJ. was determined by the MPS method and is applicable only to coniterous green 
sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence is fully developed. 
SpCb 7 l :  Balsam le%, Cedar 42%, Hemlock 35%. Spruce 2%, Yellow Cedar 3% 
This licence requires the building 01 approximately3.8 kilometres ot omblock roads. 
Tenders will be accepted from indivlduels or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise In Category 1, 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the limber 
Sales Manager. Terrace Timber Sales Onice, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia V8G 1 L1. Tenders will be opened in public at 9:30 
am od'March 31*, 2005. 
There is additional materlal that the applicant must consMcr in their application. This 
materid which includes sppllcalion forms and other Information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC llmber Sales Onke bv contectina the receutionist at 250 
March 31*, 2005 @ 830 am 
32034 cubic metres, more or less Twm: 18 month 
Notice 01 hnfention To 
Apply For A Disposition 
Of Crown Land 
Toke notice that 
of Victoria B.C. occupation && 
intend to niake Application 
to the land and Water British Co- 
lumbia, Inc. (1 WBC), 
Q&Q. @r a 
for lhe purposes of a e 
situated on provincial crown land 
located 
&?ar Kemaw. The proposed land is 
deemed to he required for &,I& 
LxImsl- 
The lands File Number that has 
been Established for this application 
is W 7 6 Z  Wrinen comments con- 
cerning this application should be 
directed to the 
at El#&mW- a Comments will be received by 
1 W B C u n t i I ~  lWBC 
may not be able to consider com- 
ments received aHer this date. 
Be advised that any response 
to this advertisement Will be wn-  
sidered pati of the public record. For 
information, contact the FOI Advisor 
at Land and Water British Columbia 
Inc. field office. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
for 
BC Buildings Corporation 
Prince Rupert Courthouse 
Renovations 
Project # 1064307 
Sealed Tenders from 7;rode 
Controcfors and Suppliers,will be 
received no loter than 
Thursdoy Morch 24, 2005 ot 
1A:OOhrs ot the office of the 
Construction Manager 
Progressive Ventures (1990) Ltd 
#4-5008 Pohle Avenue Terrace, 
BC. 
Controct Documents will be 
avoiloble for viewing March 
7, 2005 at h e  following 
Construction Associotions: Prince 
Rupert, Terroce-Kitimot, Prince 
George, Vancouver Regional, 
and Online Plonroom Or Controct 
Documents con be obtained from 
the Construction Monager for o 
refundable deposit of $10.00 
mode poyoble to BCBC 
lender Packages Include: 
Eleciricol Division 16 including 
Telephone, Sound, TV, Doto, ond 
Security Syslems 
A rite meeting will be 
conducted on Wednesday, 
March 16, 2005 at 
11:OO a.m. It is  strongly 
recommended for all Trade 
Controctorr to amend. 
Tenders will be opened in public 
at the office of the Construction 
Manager. 
For more Information p l e a s e  
contact: 
Construction Manager: 
Progressive Ventures ( 1  990) Ltd 
. Dorren Chevolier, 
Phone 250-635-7459 
Electricol Engineer: 
Mohanti/Chu - Shoil Mohanti 
Phone 604-732-771 7 
Architect: Insideout Planning 8 
Architecture - Roy Hunt, Phone 
250656-6640 
's BEST BUY BC \ BCNewspaper 
A.l\l Place your classified ad in " 
' please For more confacf: in\ormafion, TERRACE STANDARD . I 
250438m7283 OR FAX 25Om638d432 
, .  638-51 00. Contact Brad Lavigne for Field enquirie; only. 
Elutronlc v m i o n  of lhlr notlco & tondr pkg'la avallablo at: 








I 1  a ww.comrnu ni tyclassifieds.ca , >, i tv  
(c1 




Co m m L$ n i ty ;:7:g:;g22 
- 'I PUBLIC NOTICE'OF INTENTION 
TAKE NOTICETHAT, in accordancewith Section 24of the Communiv 
charter, the Corporation of the City of Terrace (the "City") intends 
to provide assistance, as defined under the Communiv Charter, to 
681 925 British Columbia Ltd. (the "Company") doing business as 
Terrace Lumber Company located at 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
BC far the purpose of assisting the Company to acquire, operate 
and maintain the Sawmill. The City proposes to lend the sum of 
$950,000 to the Company, repayable with interest to the City aver 
a term of 10 years: The proposed assistance will be provided 
through a partnering agreement with the Company under Section 
21 of the Community Charter. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 24 OF 
THE COMMUNIN CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
Ron Poole, Chief Administrative Officer 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
AMENDMENT 
TAKE HOTICE THAT application has been mode to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Community Plan Bylaw No. 1771 -2002. 
The omlication affects the land, within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatched on the accompanying map and desiribed as: . 
Lot I and Lot 11, Block 2, District Lot 369, Rango 5, Coast 
Dirtrict, Plan 3094 [ U 1 6  Groig Avonuo and 4413 Logion 
Avonuol 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Community 
Plan by changing the designation of the land shown hatched on 
the accompanying map: 
FROM: Village Residential 
TO: Commercial RecrsoOion 
To allow for the development of conforming parking lots on the 
subject properties. 
BYLAW INSPECTIO#; 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS H A Y  BE INSPECTED in the reception 
area ot the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin at 5003 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wodnosday, March 2nd, 2005, 
to Monday, March 14th, 2005, excluding Saturdays and 
Sundays. 
PUBLIC W W G  DETAIL% 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC WEARING TO BE HELD I# THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT Z O O  P.M. OW MONDAY, MARCH IrPTH, 2005. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN I N  ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMEN T AC1; R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours o 3 8 3 0  a.m. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
REACH 2.5 MILLION B.C. &YUKON READERS FOR $349 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATIONWIDE FOR $1,521 
SERVICES ' BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR SALE ____ MISC. _- ----_II_______ HELP WANTED - 
OPPORTUNITIES PENNY WISE JOURNALISM AT LAST1 An iron filter that WORK FROM HOME on CRIMINAL RECORD? 
~XCLUSlVE D lMXRSHlP  S C H 0 L A R S H I P works. I ronEater l  Ful ly your computer. Full or part It limits your ability to travel: 
water treatment, the most for women. The winner will patented Canada/U.S.A. t ime. No  exper ience but only to one country. 
rapidly expanding industV. receive a total of $2,500 Removes iron, hardness, required. Start today. Visit Get yours cleared and get 
We're adding lucrative to study journalism in the sulfur, smell, manganese our website now. the t ruth,  Contact  us: 
water stores/dealerships* e ight -month journal ism f rom Well water. www.MyHomePCJob.com. National Pardon Centre, 
LOW overhead. Full training, certificate at s ince  1957. Phone Code:Al 5 1 4 - 8 4 2 - 2 4 1 I(;. 
OLYM E L, ~~d D ~ ~ ~ ,  www.nationaIpardon.org__ Limited territories. Global Langara 
Water Group, 1-866-649- Vancouver. Alberta's largest employer STEEL BUILDINGS www.bccommunitynews.com FOR SALE - Clothing is nolh, hiring food 
FUTURE STEEL for detai ls. Deadline: returns from 3 major processing 
f i p ? ! ! ! . . % . ~ o ~ ~ - - - e  Canadian retailers* Pallet or Starting salary $10.55/hr workers- BUILDINGS - Durable, CAREER TRAINING 
pre-engineered, al l-steel ANIMALS? truckload sales* Great for plus premiums and earn as 
BE AN INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with our thrift / consignment stores, much as 
unique home-study course. Assistant liquidators, flea markets, extended health 7*45'hr; structures. Custom-made to 
ebay, auctioneers, Cal l  sui t  your needs and Call for your free brochure, 
requirements. Factory- 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 6 7 - 1 8 2 g , - - 
.- Design, Ottawa ON. 1-800-661 -9885 or DlSCONNECTED HOME Please send your resume ext. 536 for free brochure. 
604-683-8850. Website: PHONE? 1st month only to: OLYMEL Human ----- 
BEEN TURNED DOWN w w w . v e t e r i n a r y - $19.95 + connection. Long Resources 7550 - 40th BUILDING for a car/truck? Payments Edskn!&?.!&-- __ distance available. Paying Avenue, Red Deer, Alberta SALE1 "Rock bot tom 
0 too m ~ c h  with your current T ~ N  6 ~ 7 .  Fax: (403) 309- pr ices!"  Beat next pr ice 
reseller? will Vansfer YOU 7547 apply@otymel.com, increase. Go directhave. from $149.00. Hundreds EMPLOYMENT 
25x30. 30x40. 30x44.  for free! Call now toll-free www,olymel~com 
to choose from. Need a 
Visa? We care -- ~ 
40x80. 50x90. 70x200.  l_L8_77:551_I55_1_1 - 
Many others. P ioneer  establ ish or reestabl ish provided. - MUSIC - - - ----- - NEED A PHONE? connect your credi t .  Randy Housing 
(250) 2 0 8 - g - y ~ ~  (937).  . e e 1 for just 39.95 a month! 1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 5 4 2 2 
www2dr-ivehoye_noy.com_ ~ - _ _  - NWT. Phone Troy a t  Transfer from your current Is Since 1980. 
TRAVEL 867-699-4301. reseller for free1 Ask about 
--__-----I COMING ~ EVENTS- _(. - 
WHAT Is MY NEXT classes. Adult pianists need ALL INCLUSIVE CRUSHER OPERATOR our new pricing on features. music in small  group -- - 
grade 8 requirements to H 0 L I D A Y S  . . . C h e a q e  st spiritual s tep?  Discover familiar with all aggregates. ' w w w ~ t e ~ e r e c o n n e c t ~ c o m  
apply. 1-800-828-4334;  airfares and package prices your own answers through Able to supervise & 1-893-392-5066- -- - 
www. tnyc.com/bc - .  in Canada. Discounted the ancient wisdom troubleshoot. Team Player, H.EA!-TH .I._ - 
cruises, hotels, cars. Book of Eckankar. Cal l  good People skil ls. TOP DRUG / ALCOHOL Help a 
1-800-LOVE-GOD for a wages benefits. Phone loved one who's losing PERS_ONALS_-. I online now and save 
CANADA www.canadatravels.com free book with answers. Mike @ 250-615-5544, everything to drugs DENIED 
w3!w!Y!.!%!!a_nkar.olg.. - - cel l  250-615-2626, fax or alcohol. 75% success PENSION PLAN disability or call toll-free 1-800- 
____-- CREDIT C0UNsELLoR-S- ____ ?_5°:6!515557*- _._ - _ _ _ _  563-5722. rate, 100% natural.  benefi ts? The Disabi l i ty  
DEBT STRESS? We can 'PHONE DISCONNECTED? w w w . n a r c 0 n 0 n . c a Claims Advocacy Clinic can !-877-782-740_- _I-_ __-.I help. Call Allison Schmidt TIMESHARE RESALES - help you avoid bankruptcy Lowest hook-up ever! Only 1-877-793-3222.  Ri io  Stroman - Since 1979. 
at 
Buy-se l l - rent -exchange,  through debt consolidation. $22.1 3. Fantastic monthly . _,_ HELP - _-___ L  WANTED www.saskadvocate.com. __ Achieve peace of  rates. Get connected PHONE DISCONNECTED? ---- Worldwide selection. Calls 
mind. Visit onl ine at: by Easy Reconnect and Need service? Super cheap EXPERT PSYCHICS ... Try 
1~800~201~0864~ enjoy your savings! Call  rates. Unl imited local  us f irst!  Your fu ture - - - _ _ _ - - ~  
or ca l l  to l l - f ree: l -8 '7-  1-877-446-5877. 
rapid investment recovery. in 1 - 8  0 0 - B I G I R 0 N ; 
Vis i t  www.bigirondril1ing.com. 
2837. 780-485-091 1. 
e e a I e , 
& dental 
af.ter months; free 
Program. Classes start 
April, July, October. Start a 
w ww . s h ef f ie I d sc ho o I .ca . 
Sheffield School of Interior Granville Business College, -__ No experience required. Cal l  1-800-668-8653 
new ca re e r . C a I I today I www~vdccanada~com bus SQrviCe within the City. direct af fordable 
CARS .----I---_ PfONEER 
OPPORTUNlTlES 
can GAS;sCK&-REQUIRED. 
-_ teachers* Share the joy Of 
/A - www~m~debtsolution~com 
calling, no deposit. Long revealed by your personal VACATION SPOTS 
distance: 4.5@/minute psychic. Accurate & GULF ISLANDS , 
1-866-709-0075. 
-I-._-- -- __,_-e 556-3500 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION - 
24 hrs 1-900-561-2160 cabins a t  beaut i fu l  west 
LumberLite-24. CLASSIFIED ADS WORK - 32.95/mi~!8+---- - __ coast waterfront retreat. 
from PROGRAM. Canada Credit 
repay debts; 
rates, regardless of your manufactures ut i l i ty Place a 25-word classified the relat ionship people. tranquil. Daily and weekly 
in  109 BC & Yukon Single? Meet your mate, rates wi th m o s t  rooms credi t  si tuation! Cal l  ATV attachm!ents, log 
604-734-6158 or 1-866- skidders, board edgers newspapers for  only guaranteed! Call Canada's starting at $100 per night 
663-7968 for confidential, and forestry equipment. $360. Call this newspaper largest and lead ing  (double occupancy). Family 
for  detai ls, Or Pl1one relationship company today accommodat ion / rates 
1'- 8 6 6 , -  6 6 9 - 9 2 2 2 .  available. Convenient ferry 
no-charge consul tat ion- www.norwoodindustries.com 
For Online application: - free information: 1-800- 
www~commuwclassifieds~ca w w w . c a  n a d  a d  e b t .  c a  . -.___ (62837) or v is i t  us a t  access. Cal l  C lam Bay 
Bonded and licenced by the - SALES MANAGER. w~w.lifematescanada.com_ , Farm, 1-250-629-6313.  
Honda 
requires 
Services helps Canadians $3,495.00- LumberMate- 
or el iminate interest   orw wood 
- -- - 
reduce 2000 Industries also you're reading them now! L I F E M A T E s Private,  exclusive, and 
at: , 1 -888- MATES 
566-6899 ext. 400 OT 
RECREATIONAL www.cIambay.com. 
VEHICLES - WANTED 
provincial government. EVERYONE'S APPROVED'! Okanagan 
Get a fully loaded dealership 
MDG computer with an new/used car manager. - 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Intel 2.8GhZ CPU starting Emphasis on used car OVER 200 NEW & used BUYING COMIC BOOKS, 
Train to be an from 73 centslday operation. compet i t i ve  motorhomes, d iese l  sports cards,  rock  'n Apartment/Condominium 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  M~~~ jobs! O r  $799"1 Includes benefits and remuneration pushers, 5th wheels ,  rol l  records,  Coins, 
Job placement assistance. everything you need: free package. 5 days per  t ra i lers,  vans, campers.  bodybui ld ing,  sports 
~ 1 1  areas. ~~~~~~~~~t printer/SCanner/COpier, free week, 9am-6pm, and that Total RV Centre. Special magazines. 1935 - 1980. 
registered program. Software. 17" perfectly fiat relaxing Okanagan lifestyle. RV financing. Since 1984. Wil l  p ick up, pay cash.  
I n f o r m a t i o n / b r o c h u r e :  monitor, Windows XP Resumes to Sunshine Voyager RV - Hwy 97, Nobody pays more. 
604-681-5456 / 1-800-665- (*bank acct req, "'plus S/H Honda, 6242 Hwy. 97, Winfield, BC. 1-800-668- 1 - 7 8 0 - 9 1 9 - 9 3 3 9 ; 
8339. www.RMTI.ca. & tax) 1-800-236-2504 Vernon, V1 B 3R4 1447. www.vovagerRV.ca tvsprtcards@ hotmail.com. 
I 
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Midgets zone magic 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
TERRACE MIDGET reps pulled off an 
upset over Kitimat at the zones, and came as 
close as it gets to winning the whole event. 
Coach Herb Goriak said the team had 
beaten Kitimat once and tied once, but lost 
eight or nine times over thc season. 
His players were down 3- I ,  after Adam 
Gillis put them on the board. With five min- 
utes left, Gillis put another past the posts and 
two minutes later Tristan Murray tied i t  up  
at three. 
At the one minute mark exactly;- Willie 
Ginka scored the winner in a ganic Goriak 
said was “one of our bettergames.” 
Later that evening, the--tcam lost 4-2 to 
Smithers after a back and forth game. 
I n  the final game against Smithers, a 
three-all tic cndcd regulation tinic. 
Willie Ginka I’ound the Iwiiie twice and 
Tristan Murray scorcd it single. 
After the 10 minutc ovcrtimc, nothing 
had changed. 
with a full team for two minutes, then each 
team would play with one less player for two 
minutes and continue losing one player until 
both teams were one-on-one. 
The rules stilted thc tcallis would pliiy 
After four-on-four, then three-on-three 
and two-on-two, the score still remained 
tied. 
At one-on-one, the Smithers player slid 
around Taylor Quinn and scored on a break- 
away for the win. 
Goriak described it  as “A great game 
with some oflthe finest hockey I’ve ever 
coached. 
“Everyone on the team played the best 
they could be,” he said. 
“It shows how good everyone on the team 
can bc when they focus on hockey and work 
ethics.” 
He said his team felt challenged as Smith- 
ers and Kitimat are‘excellent hockey tcams 
who always win or come in  second. 
Goriak said the entire team could be 
named the star players. 
“You can say that went from thc young- 
est player to the oldest player on the r a m .  It 
was one of those g a m s  where evcr$mc did 
thcir job from the  captain to the goaltcnder,” 
he said. 8 
“You hate to lose at any time but when 
you sit back to look at it days later, you 
sure feel pretty blessed to coach a game like 
that.” 
cDonald’s Kids Camps 
r. 19-21 and Mar. 22-24 
Ladies Day - Thursdays $24 
nter to win a gift certificate from Spa Essentials! 
Don’t miss PANCAKE SATURDAYS 
Breakfast all day ONLY $5.95 
Shames Mountain Rail Rodeo M 
Tel: www.shamesmountaln.com 250.6353773 Fax: 250 6359773 
A The trouble with refs 0 - 0  ..... *, y . .  .................. *.. ................. :’. .-. .... .r u. * .a+ . *--- * * * . * . e - +  -..*.*’*+..*.( I w Spectacular skater I 
LATEESFfA WRIGLESWORTH performs her rou- 
tine in the Beginners’ Showcase at the Kla-How- 
Ya skating competition at the Terrace Arena on 
Mar. .4. This talented young skater won gold for 
her elements program earlier in the day. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
HOCKEY REFEREES: 
can’t play without them and 
sometimes can’t seem to, 
play with them either. 
During the River Kings- 
Houston game Jan. 15, Ter- 
race goalie Burny Carlsen 
discovered his net not quite 
in its correct place after 
Houston scored its third goal 
and then won the game 5-2. 
After the game, Carlsen 
questioned the refs on the 
placement<of the net, which 
had been knocked out of po- 
sition during the first period. 
He said there aren’t any 
marks on the ice to show the 
net’s position and that, the 
posts were two-inches off at 
the time of Houston’s third 
goal. , ‘ 
“The refs aren’t up to 
speed in  the,, league right 
now and I hope Bob Love I 
helps clear i t  up for next 
year,” he said. 
Central Interior Hockey 
League (CIHL) president 
Bobby Love said as long 
as hockey’s existed there’s 
been complaints about refs 
being “incompctcnt, terrible, 
biased, etc.” 
“There will always be 
these sentiments when you 
have a winner and loser,” he 
said by email from Smith- 
ers. 
“As league president, I 
stand behind our referees 
and linesmen and applaud 
b 
the service they provide the 
CIHL.” 
He added the league is 
working with the BC Ama- 
teur Hockey Association to 
hold a clinic this summer or 
fall to provide. training for 
Carlsen mentioned, Love 
said, “I would add that the 
easiest thing to do is identify 
a problem; the real challenge 
lies in finding a solution. 
“Clearly Mr. Carlsen 
feels that something should 
be done about the referees. 
While I am not convinced 
yet;that this is the case, I 
would ask Mr. Carlsen and 
angone else to offer some 
solutions to their problem.” 
Love said he’s heard pos- 
itives and negatives about 
reffing around the league. 
If a matter i s  serious, 
a complaint should be . 
launched and the league 
would look into the matter 
by asking for differing opin- 
ions and viewpoints. 
“Hockey is a fastrpaced 
game and things get missed. 
The referees are human and 
humans make mistakes,” 
Love,said. 
“If a mistake was made, 
my next question would be 
‘is this a consistent mistake 
that is being made?’ If so, 
then we could do something 
about it.” 
The organizing committee would like to thank the 
following sponsors. Without your help, we wouldn’t I 
have had such a successful event. 
SPONSORS 
GOLD 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Terrace Chrylser 






Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Nechako Northcoast 






Superior Linen Supply 
Nationai Rent-a-Car 
Trim Time Signs 
BRONZE 
A&W 
McDonald’s ~ _. 
Terrace RedrLMix- r__- -,- 
Terminal Express 
ClBC 
M :T h? i ke s-’ Terrace Curling Club . I .  
Bantams busted 
The refs aren’t 
up to speed‘in the 
league ‘right now 
and l hope Bob Love 
helps clear it up for 
next year. 
TERRACE BANTAM reps couldn’t weather the Storm or 
tame‘ihe Lions. 
Terrace toppled, 8-2 to the Kitimat Bantam Lions and lost 
4-2 to the Smithers Bantam Storm at zones. 
Although leading 2-1 going into the third, they couldn’t 
score when they had the opporiunity, coach John Amos 
said. 
Kitimat went on to smother’Smithers and win the right to 
represent the zone in the Bantam AA Provincial Champion- 
ships here March 19 to 25. 
’ 
Terrace qualified automatically as host. 
Amos said Kifimat‘came to zones to play and will be a 
formidable opposition at provincials. r 
“We’re hoping they’re in  the other division,” Amos said 
about Kitimat. ’ 
Terrace bantams Failed to make provincials last year, but 
half of Amos’ team gained experience playing at the Peewee 
provincials. He remains positive about this year. 
“Everybody starts with the same record and the same 
chance,” he said. I 
6 
I ”  
‘’ 
existing and would-be refer- 
,ees and linesmen. 
“The CIHL does not cur- 
rently have enough referees 
to service all of the league,” 
he said. 
“Many teams do not have 
local referees they can draw 
from. They are left to import 
referees from other commu- 
nities. This increases their 
costs significantly.” 
While he cou1dn:t speak 
directly to the .incident Sports Menu 
0 March 12 and 13 
Come out to Shames Mt. to watch snowboarders and ski- 
ers ride the rails at the All Seasons Slope Style Event. Skiers 
register from 9 a.m. to L0:30 a.m Saturday and snowboarders 
register from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Sunday. Events start be- 
tween noon and 2:30 p.m. both days. For more info, contact 
Kristian at 635-2982 or by email at allseasons@telus.net. 
Depend on your trusted pharmacist 
to give expert personalized, advice. 
Local zone team ends 
up one rock shy of win ... 
THE BC Senior Men’s,Pro’vincial Curling 
Championship wrapped up early for our 
zone. 
Our zone team, the Maksymetz rink 
from Kitimat, finished with a 1-3 record, 
’and all their final scores differed by only 
one rock. 
In their first game, Kitimat came back 
from a 7-0 deficit to win 8-7 over the Rick 
Pughe rink from Royal City. 
In their second gage  against the McTa- 
vish rink, also from Royal City, the Kiti- 
mat rink oiicc again played it close. 
Down 3-0 after the first end and 6- I in  
the fifth, Maksymetz took two in the sixth 
and three in the seventh to tie the game 
six-all, but couldn’t go the distancc, losing 
8-7 aftcr IO ends. 
They mct Vancouver’s Giles rink for 
their third game and went up 1-0 aftcr the 
first end. 
The lead alternated with each end ex- 
cept for ties of 2-2 after the third and 5-5 
after seven ends. 
Giles added another in the eighth, 
Maksymetz scored two in  the ninth to go 
up 7-6 but lost i t  in the tenth end 8-7. 
With a record of 1-2 and facing elimi- 
nation with another loss, Maksymetz met 
Laface from Vernon Saturday morning. 
Maksymctz‘ rink lost 7-6 in the I Ith 
end. Meanwhile, a southern BC tcani 
swept to top spot. McTavish won the final 
9-2 over Giles. 
McTavish will represent BC in the Ca- 
nadian Senior Mcnk Curling Chimpion- 
ship in East St. Paul, Manitoba, just out- 
side Winnipeg, later this month. 
Your prescription and personal health information‘will be maintained here. The familiar faces of 
the current pharmacy team, including Nola and Kristen will continue to meet your health care 
and medical needs. We offer a quiet and private fitting-room experience, with two fitting rooms 
and a personal counseling area. We are committed to providing you with the same high level of 
service that you have come to expect in the past. 
Come and speak to Eric and his team about your pharmacy and health care needs and the many 
benefits of our HealthWATCH Services: 
Monthly HealthWATCH programs for a healthier you - ask your pharmacist about 
Heart Health Month in March and April. 
The HealthWATCH for Children and TeensTM Program to help manage your childrens’ 
minor health issues. 
Seniors Days, available the last Thursday of each month. Mark March 31st on your 





is looking for 
Coaches for the 2005 season! 
(Season lasts May - September) 
Positions open in all divisions. 
4-6 up to U-18; boys and girls 
Contact Chris: 635-9227 
‘ c/indseth@te/us. net 
Located in the Park Avenue Medical Centre 
#lo0 - 4634 Park Avenue. Terrace 
(250) 615-5151 
hlon - Thars: 9:0@am to 6:OOpm 
Friday: 9.OOarn to  9:OOprn 
Saturday: 9:OOarn to 6:OOpm 
Sunday & Holidays: c!OF;E~ 
‘No purchase necessary Mfer valid at Shoppers Drug M a r t  1100 - 4634 Park Avenue. (formerly /I1 11 11111 I11 lll~~~lll~l~~ Northern Drugs). Coupan musl be piesenled along w i l hpu r  personal Shoppers Oplimllm Card” 
from May 12 to July 23, ZOOS in order lo receive lh i r  olfer. One-lime olfw only. Employees excluded. 
Carhlsr: Scan Ihe bar code on the coupon as a regular product and relain coupon alter use. -- 
4 8 0 2 4 9  3 9 0 4 t  b 
SHOPPER§ 
DRUG MART 
